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ABSTRACT
A phonetic and phonological analysis of Istanbul Turkish 
is presented in this thesis in two parts, part I — Phonetics, 
covering chapters 1 —3, and part II — Phonology, covering chapters 
if — 8 •
A phonetic description and classification of vowels in 
monosyllabic words is given in Chapter 1 , and in Chapter 2 
consonants are described and classified in articulatory phonetic 
terms.
In Chapter 3 the distinction between assimilated and 
unassimilated loanwords is established, and various phonetic 
features of unassimilated loanwords are examined.
Root structures of nouns, adjectives and verbs are 
analysed in Chapter if, and prosodies are set up for the root as 
well-as subsystems for C and V systems. Phonological structures 
of unassimilated nouns and adjectives are also given.
In Chapter 5 affixes are analysed in two main groups: 
native Turkish affixes and non-native affixes, and structures 
are given for them.
In Chapter 6 junction prosodies are set up to show the 
prosodic links between roots and suffixes, and suffixes and 
suffixes.
Onomatopoeia and reduplication are discussed in 
Chapter 7. Structures of onomatopoeic words are analysed,and 
various types of reduplication discussed.
Chapter 8 is concerned with some aspects of discourse 
harmony. Prosodies are set up for inter-word and intra-vjord
junctions, based on observations of phonic data in a quick style 
of speech.
Some experimental findings obtained by the aid of 
palatography, spectrography and mingography which provide 
instrumental evidence for the perceptual observations of the 
articulatory features of vowels and consonants are presented 
in Appendix I .
A list of monosyllabic words in which vowels of different 
groups are illustrated is given in Appendix II.
Appendix III provides a list of the most widely and 
frequently used onomatopoeic words.
A bibliography is given at the end of the thesis.
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INTRODUCTION
The present phonetic and phonological analysis of 
Istanbul Turkish is based on the speech of the writer which 
represents the main characteristics of colloquial Istanbul 
Turkish as spoken by the generations born during and after the 
late Thirties most of whom had the opportunity of some further 
education other than primary and secondary schooling* The 
emphasis on this being the speech of those particular generations 
is important» the Turks had been using the Arabic script,-which was 
unsuited to Turkish* since their conversion to Islam around the 
10th century* and throughout the centuries Turkish had been 
borrowing a vast number of words and phrases from Persian and 
Arabic* Thus the written language had become highly artifical 
which also affected the spoken language* After the rise of the 
new Turkish republic the Latin alphabet was adopted in November 
1928 and a few months later the old Arabic script was banned*
This was a first step in breaking away from the influence of 
Arabic and Persian* and the Turkish Linguistic Society? founded in 
1932* started to replace loanwords by Turkish words taken from 
dialects* or from other Turkic languages* and v/here this was not 
possible new words were invented or even taken from Western 
languages* However a number of very commonly used Arabic and 
Persian words were left to assimiliae «
1
For a summary of the reforms in script and language 
see B*Lewis**The Emergence of Modern Turkey’,1961*
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Thus the new generations were much less exposed to
Arabic and Persian influence? and also the greater educational
opportunities meant that they had a wide range of vocabulary and
were encouraged to use? where possible? native Turkish words
rather than loanwords*
The data was collected by the writer over a period of
three years? and consists of recordings and observations made of
the writer’s own speech and that of the other speakers of Istanbul
Turkish of the generations indicated above® The findings were then
checked with the speech of the other speakers® In the part of this
thesis dealing with phonetics? vowels and consonants are described
in terms of articulatory phonetics using the symbols of the I«P®A®
The phonological analysis is an application of the prosodic approach
which considers phonological structures in terms of phonematic units 
1and prosodies • Phonematic xxnits are phonological elements which 
may be referred to places in the structure? these are divided into 
consonantal elements and vocalic elements which are referred to as 
C and V systems® Prosodies? on the other hand? extend over 
sequences of phonematic units of any length? that is they have 
relevance to more than one place in the structure®
Apart from this thesis no detailed phonetic description 
of spoken Istanbul Turkish has been made as far as the writer 
could ascertain? the only descriptions available are found as 
introductions to grammatical works on Turkish? and are mainly
An account of prosodic analysis is not given here? for 
which see J«R®Firth? Sounds and Prosodies’? TPS? 19^8? and R®H» 
Robins? Aspects of Prosodic Analysis*? PUDPS? 1957.
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intended to give the pronounciation of the orthographic forms 
and to illustrate vowel harmony as well as the use of different 
forms of suffixes with different words? as in T.Banguoglu's
i | > ? / J .
Turk Grameri? 1959? and G.L®Lewis Turkish Grammar? 1961® Some 
work has been done on other Turkish dialects? mainly in phonemic
f (1 >
terms,e®g* Z® Korkmaz, Guney — batr Anadolu Agizlari: Ses Bilgisi?
1956? and also by the same author? ^ Nev^ehir ve Yoresi Agxzlari,
1963* There is also L.B.Swift’s A Reference Grammar of Modern 
)
Turkish, 1961? which gives a description of Turkish in phonemic
> ( 1 terms and RoB.Lees, The Phonology of Modern Standard Turkish?
1961? which is an application of transformational — generative
approach to phonological description® Apart from N®Waterson's
t
article on Some aspects of the phonology of the nominal forms of 
the Turkish word? BSOAS? 1956? prosodic analysis has not been 
applied to Turkish before® Using this method of analysis? the 
present thesis examines the structure of roots and affixes? and 
establishes inter-word and intra-word junction prosodies to account 
for the various types of juncture found in the language.
An analysis of onomatopoeic words is also given, a 
topic on which, to the writer’s knowledge,there has been no 
previous work® It also attempts? for the first time? to reveal 
some aspects of discourse harmony,a topic itfhich in itself could 
constitute a separate study®
The study of intonation was excluded from the thesis for 
two reasons: because it is a topic which is large enough to be 
the subject of a separate thesis,and because it is already being
xx i
subjected to detailed investigation by Miss M.Bainbridge, lecturer 
in Turkish, at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University 
of London®
An attempt has thus been made to fill the gap in 
knowledge of the spoken form of the Istanbul dialect of Turkish 
by giving as full an account as possible of the phonetics and 
phonology within the limits referred to above®
PART I - PHONETICS
2CHAPTER ONE
Description and Classification of Vowels
l.la Introduction
A phonetic description and classification of the vowels 
1in monosyllabic words in Istanbul Turkish as spoken in isolation 
is given in this chapter®
Monosyllabic words in Istanbul Turkish may be described
as being of the following types: v, v» cv, cv? vc* vcc, cvc and
?
cvcc . This makes it possible to describe vowels as occurmg pre- 
consonantally , interconsonantally, and postconsonantally, i«eo in 
initial} medial and final positions®
The various vowels are classified into eight groups in
3
accordance with tongue height « Consonants affect vowels of these 
groups depending on whether they are in initial and/or final 
positions, i®e® whether they precede or follow the vowel® Vowels 
of each group are, therefore, further sub-divided according to 
differences in quality related to the consonants preceding and/or 
following the vowels in question® Where vowels of some groups do
1„
Monosyllabic words are taken as the framework for the 
description of vowels because these show the effects of the preceding 
and following consonants on the vowels most clearly®
2
c and v represent consonants and vowels at the phonetic 
level, and are used in phonetic description® For phonological 
structures see Chap® if®
3
For the list of words in which the vowels of each group 
occur see Appendix II® The list gives the orthographic form, the 
phonetic transcription and the English translation of the words® 
Within each vowel group, words are grouped together according to 
vowel quality and in these subgroups they are listed in alphabetical 
order for easy reference®
3not occur in initial or in final positions, such exceptions are 
noted when dealing with each separate group*
1.1.2. The State of the Glottis
During the production of the vowels the glottis is in 
vibration, that is the vowels are produced with voice.
1.1.3. The Po sit ion of t he__S oft Palate
The soft' palate is raised during the articulation of the 
vowels when they are not preceded and/or followed by a nasal consonant. 
If a nasal precedes and/or follows a vowel, there is usually some 
lowering of the soft palate during the articulation of the vowel in 
question. Nasality is stronger where the vowel is followed by a 
nasal+stop, nasal+sibilant or nasal+Cji, or where the vowel occurs 
between two nasal consonants^.
1 . 1 . Tongue Position
The position of the tongue in the mouth gives us two 
dimensions of classification for vowels. For this, the highest point
of the tongue is located
i. in relation to its position from front to back of the
mouth, and
ii. from the roof of the mouth to the floor.
Thus tongue positions of various degrees of front, central, 
back, and close, half-close, half-open and open are described.
1.1.3. lip Position
The position of the lips accounts for an important part 
of the distinctive quality of the vowels. The lips can be rounded, 
neutral or spread during the articulation of the vowels . The degree
1See £.3
kof rounding is mostly related to tongue height, that is, the degree 
of rounding increases as the tongue is raisedo
1.1.6. Jaw opening
Jaw opening can be narrow, medium or wide. Close vowels
have narrow jaw opening, open vowels wide jaw opening, and half-open
and half-close vowels have medium jaw opening.
1.1.7. Vowel Length
Long vowels are few in monosyllabic native Turkish words1 ,
and such as do occur are in words of the phonetic types cv and v. In
2
the orthography vowel length is mostly represented by vowel+g . In the
phonetic descriptions absence of any reference to length will imply
that the vowel is short.
Having outlined the characteristics of vowels in general,
descriptions of vowels as segments using the traditional terms of
phonetic description are given in the following sections.
1.2. A Group Vowels
Amongst the various vowels in Istanbul Turkish, the first
3group of vowels to be examined is the open,neutral group ranging 
from front to back. This group of vowels is called the A group 
vowels. The differences in quality of vowels of the A group are 
examined below in monosyllabic words of different phonetic types, 
viz. v, cv, cv, vc, vcc, cvc, cvcc.
1.2.1. v
Long, open, central, neutral vowel, i.e. [ *b : 3*
[ u : 3 ag 'net'
1.
For difference between native and non-native words see
3-1*
2See N. Waterson,'Phonology of the Nominal Forms of the 
Turkish Word' , BSOAS, Vol. 18, 1956, p. 382 , footnote
3
Neutral refers to the lip position. See 1.1, ,5-
51.2.2. cv
i. Palatal initial + long,open,front, neutral vowel, i*e*[ a: ].
[ ja: 3 yag ’butter*
[ tya: 3 Qag ’era’
ii. Non palatal initial + long,open,back,neutral vowel,i.e*[a:3.
[ ba: 3 bag vineyard
[ da: ] dag mountain
[ sa: 1 sag alive
1.2.3. cv
Palatal initial + short, open, front, neutral vowel, i.e. [ a 3*
C ja ] ya ’or1
+
1.2.4. vc, vcc, cvc, cvcc
In the following sections the various qualities of the vowels of 
the A group in non-final positions in different contexts are classified 
starting from the most forward quality and going to the most back. The 
vowels in vc and vcc types are discussed together with cvc and cvcc 
types as the same description applies to the vowels of all these 
types.
1.2.4*1* Palatal Initial — Palatal Final
Palatal consonants whether they precede or follow the vowel 
have a fronting effect on it, and when both the initial and the final 
consonants are palatal the fronting effect on this open vowel is 
greatest and we get the frontest and closest quality, i.e. [ a ].
[ -fc/aj 3 9ay 'tea’
C jaj 3 yay ’spread’
[ ja/ 3 ya? ’wet1
C /+a/ 3 ?a§ ’be amazed
1.2»4.2.i. Palatal Initial — Non-
In contexts where the vowel is preceded by one of the palatal
6consonants [ dj , U' , / , j , 3j 3 and followed by a non-palatal'conso­
nant it is fully open, front, neutral, i.e. [ a ], more fronted at
4*
the onset than at the ending, similar to the quality in 1.2.J above. 
The non-palatal consonant that follows [ a ] is slightly4*
advanced in articulation, but not enough to justify calling it 
palatalized, therefore a separate symbol is not used.
[ c^ am 3 cam ' glass '
[ 1/am 3 
+
9 am 1 pine tre
[ i/ak 3 
+
qak * strike 1
[ /an 3 
+
$an 1 fame *
[ jan 3 
+
yan 1 burn1
[ jas 3 
+
yas 1 mourning'
1.2.2f.2,ii. (Non-palatal Initial) Palatal Final
-In contexts where the vowel is initial
preceded by a non-palatal consonant and followed by
it is fully open, front and neutral, i.e o [ a] , the
4-
slightly less front than the ending.
C a1f 3
4* a?
'open1
[ sai/3 saq 'hair'
C a / 3 
+
1 food'
C ta/ 3 
+
ta§ 'stone'
[ aj 3 
+
ay 'month'
[ kaj 3 
+
kay 1 slide'
1«2.Z|..3« (Non-palatal Initial)-' Non palatal Final
i« In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded 
by a non-palatal consonant, and followed by [ -i 3, the vowel is open,
( ) are used to indicate alternative possibilities of con­
text, e,g, the heading for paragraph 1.2.4-*2.ii should be read as 1 in 
context of non-palatal initial and palatal final, and in context of 
v initial and palatal final1, i.e. in cvc, cvcc and vc, vcc types.
7slightly advanced from central? neutral? i«e* [ a
[ aJ ] ar honour
[ k.ajL 3 kar 'snow1
[ saJtk 3 sark ’lean out' 
ii* In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded by 
a non-palatal consonant, and followed by one of the following: [p, t,
central, neutral, i*eo [ u
[ hup 3 hap ’pill'
[ kup 3 kap 1 snatch’
C sup 3 sap ’stem'
c ut 3 at 'horse'
[ but 3 bat ’sink’
[ tut 3 tat 'taste'
[ uk 3 ak 'white’
[ buk 3 bak ’look’
c tuk 3 tak 'put on'
[ un 3 an 'moment'
[ kun 3 kan 'blood'
[ tunk 3 tank ’t ank1
[ dum 3 dam ’roof1
[ zum 3 zam 1 increase
[ num 3 nam ’fame 1
iii. In contexts where the vo\irel is initial or preceded by 
a non-palatal consonant, and followed by one of the following: E s, z, 
f» v 3 it is open, retracted from central, neutral, i0ee [ J3 3«
[ us 3 1 as 1 hang1
[ bus 3 bas ’step on'
8[ kus 3 kas 'muscle'
[ T3Z 3 az 'little'
[ kez 3 kaz 'goose'
[ suz 3 saz 'reed*
[ uf 3 af 'forgiveness 1
[ •iwf 3 raf 'shelf'
[ uv 3 av 'prey'
[ suv 3 sav 'send away'
iv® In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded
by a non-palatal consonant, and followed by [ 1 3 ?  it is open?
back,neutral, i®e# [ a 3 
vowel in l»2Q2#ii #
, and is similar in quality to the
[ ad 3 al 1 take 1
[ bal 3 bal honey'
c nal 3 nal 'horse shoe'
[ kadi 3 kal ' stay'
[ dad: 3 dal ' branch'
1*3* Group Vowels
This is a group of front ? spread vowels varying in closeness 
and openness between not quite fully open and half-close* Vowels 
of this group can occur in initial? medial and final positions in 
monosyllabic words*
1*3*1* v a-ftd cv
(Palatalized initial)* long? half-open? front? spread 
vowel, i*e* [ e: 3*
C e: 3 eg 'bend1
[ a,e: 3 deg
1
touch
rdejH Some speakers of Istanbul Turkish have the forms [ej] and
t instead*
9IQo  cv
Palatal or palatalized consonant + half-open, front, 
spreadsvowel, i*e® [ £ ].
[ js ] ye ’eat'
C rj,e U ne 1 what1
[ y e ]  ve 1 and1
1»3»3» vc, cvc, cvcc
The subdivisions of the' vowe3.s of the E group in mono­
syllabic words of vc, cvc and cvcc types starting with the most 
open quality and going to the most close are as follows:
i* In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal 
or palatalized consonant, viz. [I, i c, <3,, js 3 and 
followed by the palatal lateral consonant [ 1, 3, the front, open,
spread vowel has the most open quality of the vowels of this group,
1
i.e# [ss ] •
[  l a e l , ] g e l 1 c o me  ’
[  t 3 q e l 1 a t t r a c t
[  js e ] ,  3 y e l ’ w i n d 1
[  c ael, ] k e l ’ b a l d 1
C t is e l,  3 t e l ’ w i r e ’
E 4 ® } ,  3 d e l ’ d r i l l ’
[  ^ 9 6 ^  3 s e l ’ f l o o d ’
Here it must be stressed that these different vowel 
qualities found in monosyllabic words occur only when the words 
are uttered in isolation* When they are used in sentences or in 
suffixed forms1 the quality of the vowel in question is often
IFor another vowel quality of the E group in vc and cvc 
with C ], ] final see 1.3.3. iv .
10
different. For example,
[ Jeelj 3 gel ’come*
[ lei,!jorum 3 geliyorum 11 am coming.1
1Such variations m  quality are discussed elsewhere .
ii. In contexts where the vowel is initial, or preceded 
by a palatal or palatalized consonant and followed by [-^3, a slightly 
more close variety of the vowel is found, viz. [ se ]•
[ 3
[ a,a^3 
t c^ae^ 1 
[ Ia^3 
I paeq]
er
der
dert
ger
ser
soldier 1
i
i
says 
sorrow 
stretch1 
green house
iii. In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal
2
or palatalized consonant and followed by [ 3 or [ n, 3 , there is
a half-open,front, spread vowel, i*e* [ s 3*
C Iera, 3 gem
[ gem, 3 hem
[ jem, 3 yem
£ ^  ^
C 3 
C O f i i  3
ben
sen
ten
yen
bit of a bridle1 
also 1
animal feed*
I*
you1
complexion1 
win1
See Chapter 8? pp»170 - 179.
2
For a different vowel quality in contexts where the 
vowel is followed by [ m, 3 and [ n, 3 in vc and cvc see
IX
iv® a/ In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded 
by a palatal or palatalised consonant? and followed by a palatal 
consonant? viz® C i / ? / 3 o r [ j 3 ?  the vowel is half-open? front? 
spread? i®e® [s 3? slightly closer than [ s 3«
[ lei/ 3 ge<? 'late 1
[ pel/ 3 seq 1 choose '
C 6/ 3 e^ 1e qual1
[ W  3 de^ 'drill1
C lgej 3 bey 1 gentleman
I 3 rey vote'
b/ In vc types where the vowel is followed by [ m,? 3
or [ lj 3? and in cvc types where the vowel is preceded by [ n, 3 
or [ I3 3 and followed b y [ m , 3 o r [ l , 3 ?  the vowel is half-open? 
front? spread? i®e® [s 3*
[ em, 3 em 'suck'
£ S H  3 en 'width'
C 3 el 1hand'
£ ^ 1 ,  3 bel 'waist1
£ npnj ] nem 'humidity
It must be noted that there is individual variation regarding the 
quality of the vowel in the production of the above® These same 
words can also be heard uttered with the most open quality of the 
E group? i*e® as [ ael,3, [ bsel, 31 [ sen, 3? C n,aem, 3 ? but such forms 
are much less common®
v. In contexts where the vowel is initial,or preceded by 
a palatal or palatalized consonant and followed by one of the 
following: [ ]p 1 » Y 1 £ » p 1 zj 3i the vowel is half-close? front?
spread, i.e® [ e 3®
12
% ep ] cep 'pocket'
tep 'push away with the foot
etj 3 et 'meat'
3 set 'dike'
ey 3 ev 'house '
pey 3 sev 1 love'
3 tef 'a musical instrument'
ep 3 es 'blow'
cep 3 kes 'cut1
e3 3 ez 'press'
i—
iN*©3^* bez 'cloth'
vie In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded by 
a palatal or palatalized consonant, and followed by [ c 3, the vowel 
is front, spread, slightly closer than [ e 3, i.e. [ e ],
C ec 3 ek 'addition
[ cec 3 kek 'cake'
[ t/ec 3 cek 'pull'
[ ^ec 3 pek 'much'
[ pec 3 sek 'jump'
1.4* I Group Vowels
These are the vowels of the close to half-close, back, 
spread group. Vowels of this group are the only ones in Turkish 
which do not occur initially in monosyllabic words.
1.4.1* cv
The only vowel belonging to the I group that occurs finally 
is the long, half-close, back, spread vowel, i.e. [ y: 3»
C 3 9^g 'avalanche1
C 3a-: 3 yig 'pile up'
[ tj: ] tig 'crochet hook'
13
1»4«2q c v c and cvcc
Variations in the quality of the vowels of this group in 
cvc and cvcc? starting with the most open and going to the most 
close are as follows:
i* In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal or 
non-palatal consonant and followed by a palatal consonant? viz.
C /.» 3 3? or velar lateral [ 1 ]? the vowel is half-close? 
back? spread? i.e. [ $ 3? of similar quality to that of vowels 
xn l.^ -j-.l.
C k$1/ 3 
[  a * /  3 
[ k tf 3 
C 3 
C k*l 3 
C 3*1 3
kxq
dxj=>
ki^ s
kxy
kxl
yil
back' 
outside1 
winter1 
sacrifice 1 
hair' 
year '
ii. In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal or a non­
palatal consonat? and followed by a non-palatal consonant? viz. 
[ p ? t ? k ? n ? , i ? x 3  ? it is slightly more open than fully
spread? i.e. £ m].
[ trnp 3 tip 'medicine
[ kmt 3i kit 'scarce'
C sink 3
C
sxk 'squeeze'
[ jwk ] yik 'demolish
c kiun 3
t
kxn 'cover'
c kuui 3
C
kxr 'break'
[ kiurp 3 kxrp 'shear'
[ miux 3 mxh 'nail'
Hiii. In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a non-palatal 
consonant and followed by a non-palatal sibilant, viz. [ s , z 3, 
the vowel is fully close, back, spread, i.e. [ in ].
[ kms 3 kis 'reduce1
[ krnz 3 kiz 'girl1
[ srnz 3 . siz 'leak1
1.5* I Group Vowels
The vowels of this group are close, front? and spread,
with some slight differences in degree of frontness and closeness.
All consonants in the vicinity of i group of vowels are palatalized
in articulation, those preceding being more strongly so. The
palatals [ i/,/?3 , 1  3 are more strongly palatalized with vowels
1
of the I group than with any of the other vowels • Only long vowels 
of this group occur finally, short vowels occur in initial and 
medial positions.
1.5.1. cv
Palatal initial + long ,close, front, spread vowel, i.e.[i:3* 
C i/i: 3 ?ig 'raw1
[ Ji: 3 giy2 'wear1
1.5.2. vc, vcc, cvc and cvcc
The subdivisions of the I group vowels in monosyllabic 
words of vc, vcc, cvc and cvcc types, starting with the most open 
quality and going to the most close, are as follows :
i. The most open quality which is also slightly retracted is found
1
This is not marked in the phonetic transcription for 
simplicity of symbolization.
2
An alternative pronunciation of this word is [ lij 3*
15
in contexts where the vowel is initial in the syllable or preceded 
by a palatal or palatalized consonant, and followed by [ 1, ], [1/ 3, 
or C / 3 *  The vowel quality is symbolized as [i D*
[  i l ,  D i l 1 c i t y 1
C i ^ o  ] i l k 1 f i r s t 1
b i l ’ k n o w ’
C i t f  1 i 9 ’ d r i n k ’
C D b i q ’ c u t  o u t
C i f  D i ? ' w o r k ’
C < # f  3 d i q ’ t o o t h ’
i i a  In contexts.where the vowel is initial or preceded by a palatal
or palatalized consonant and followed by one of the following: [ p ,
1
) h i m, , ^ , f| ], it is close, front, spread, i*e* [ i D*
C d,i]3 D d i p ' b o t t o m '
[ D t i p ’t y p e '
C it, D i t ’p u s h ’
b i t 1l o u s e ’
j—
i
■Hi—r i n ’ d e n ’
I—
i 
■H  
I _
i b i n ’g e t  o n '
C t/Tm, 3 q i m ’g r a s s  1
C cim, 3 k i m ' w h o  1
[ cio; 3 k i r ' d i r t '
There is an exception here : In cvc type if both the 
initial and final consonants are [ m,], then we have the most close 
quality of 1 group, i.e„ [i], e*g. [ irjim, ].
16
C 3 bir ’one’
I giftf 3 zift ’tar1
iii* In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal or 
palatalized consonant and followed by [j3 3, or [ ^ or [ c  3, 
it is very close, front, spread, i*e* [ i 3*
E ip 3 is 1 smoky
[ |>ip 3 pis 'dirty
[ izf 3 iz 'trail
[ Tgi^  3 biz 'we'
C i/izj 3 qiz 'draw1
[ d,ic 3 dik 'steep
1*6* 0 Group Vowels
The vowels of the 0 group vary between half-open and 
half-close, and are back and rounded* In monosyllabic words 
with vowels of this group, lip rounding starts at the beginning 
of the word and lasts throughout the whole utterance« Vowels of 
the 0 group occur in initial, medial and final positions*
1*6*1* v and cv
Non-palatal initial -s- long, half-open, back, rounded 
vowel, i*e. [ a: 3*
[bo; 3 bog 'strangle1
[ do: 3 dog 'be born'
1*6*2* y
Half open, back, rounded, i*e* [ o ],
C o 3 o 'it'
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1»6o5» vci cvc and cvcc
In vc, cvc and cvcc types 0 group vowels can be subdivided 
as follows, starting with the most open quality and going to the 
most close.
i® In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded by a 
palatal or non-palatal consonant, and followed by [ if ], [ / ],
[ j 3 or [ 1 ] it is slightly closer than half-open, back, 
rounded, i.e. [0 ] •
kotf ] ko<£ ’ram1
bof ] bo§ 1 empty'
x?/ ] ho*| 1 pleasant1
? 3 3 oy ’vote'
BOO ] soy ’peel’
taj ] toy ’inexperienced
o± ] ol ’be’
ko3t ] kol ’ arm ’
jal ] yol ’road’
ii® In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded by a 
palatal or non-palatal consonant and followed by one of the 
following : [ p, t, k, n, m, $ , w> x 3 • , it is slightly more open 
than half-close, i*e® [ o ] .
4
C kop ] kop be separated
C ot ] (■ ot 'grass’
C ow ] ( ov 'rub ’
C kow ] kov 'send away'
[ow] and [kow] can have the alternative pronunciations 
Co:] and Cko:] with some speakers.
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[ Ok 3t
[ i/ok G
[ on ]
[ son 3 <
C fom 3 
[ som 3
ok
<?ok
on
son
^om
som
1 arrow1
[ ko § 3 ko f
C ko-i 3c
[ zoo: 3
kor
zor
very
ten
last
bad
pure
weak
fire 1
difficult1
iiio In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal or 
nop-palatal consonant and followed by [ s 3 or [ z 3« it is half- 
close, back, and rounded, i*e* [ o 3*
[ dost 3 dost 'friend1
[ post 3 post 'skin of an animal'
[ boz 3 
[koz 3
boz
koz
'off white' 
1 advantage '
le7o 5 Group Vowels
The vowels of the 0 group are front, rounded, and vary 
between half-open and half-close* The vowels of this group do 
not occur fina^lly1* In initial and medial positions, vowels of
There are a few exceptions to this general statement. The 
words [ doew 3,C soew 3,[ oew 3 have the alternative pronunciations 
[ doe: 3? C see : 3, [ oe: 3 with some speakers when uttered in isolation .
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this group are always short. In monosyllabic words with vowels 
of this group, lip rounding starts at the beginning of the word 
and lasts throughout the whole utterance. Consonants in the 
vicinity of vowels of the 0 group have some degree of palatalization. 
In vc and vcc types the vowels are opener than the vowels in cvc 
and cvcc even when followed by the same consonants.
1*7.1. vc and vcc
i. In contexts where the vowel is followed by [ 1, 3 or [ tf 3, it 
is slightly more open than half-open, front,rounded, i.e. [ op 3 .
C pel, 3 ol 1 die '
[ oeljtf ] olq 'measure'
[ opt/1 3 oq ' revenue1
ii. In contexts where the vowel is followed by one of the following: 
[ ]? » % » ji 1 j; i y 3i it is half-open, front, rounded, i.e. Cce3.
[ oe]j) ] op
[ ce^  3 ot
[ cep ] on
[ oeo; 3 or
[ oe-ty 3 ov
kiss .' 
sing' 
front' 
knit'
tpraise
iii. In contexts where the vowel is followed by [ zs 3 ? it is 
slightly more open than half-close, front, rounded, i.e. [ $ 3.
'essence'
1.7.2* cvc and cvcc
Vowels of the 0 group are now examined in cvc and cvcc 
types, starting with the most open quality and going to half-close.
i. In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal or palatalized
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c o n s o n a n t  a n d  f o l l o w e d  b y  o n e  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  : C l, , ? /  » 3 3 9
i t  i s  h a l f - o p e n ,  f r o n t ,  r o u n d e d ,  i * e *  C ce 3 °
C Vca 1, ] 90I 1 desert1
[ loelj 3 gol !lake'
[ Joei/ 3 go 9 ’migration
[ coe/c 3 ko^k 1 mansion1
C coej 3 koy 'village 1
ii«> In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal or 
palatalized consonant and followed by one of the following :
it is slightly more close than half-open, 
front, rounded, i.e. [ oe 3 •
[  t fq e  y  3 9op 'rubbish'
C J obiq 3 gom ' bury '
C aqpn 3 yon 'direction'
C cqej; 3 kor ' blind'
C d,qe ^  3 dort 'four'
C 3 dov 'beat1
iiio In contexts where the vowel is preceded by a palatal
palatalized consonant and followed 
half-close, front, rounded, i.e. [
b y  [  ^  
jrf 3 .
3 or [  c 3 j it is
C 3 9 6 2 'solve'
C Jjzfg 3 goz ' eye'
C W c  3 90k 'sit down1
[  3 gok ' sky'
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1*8. U Group Vowels
Vowels of the TJ group are close, back, rounded, with 
slight differences in their degree of closeness and backness<>
In monosyllabic words with vowels of this group there is rounding 
throughout the whole utterances Vowels of this group can occur in 
initial, medial and final positions*
1.8.1* cv
Non-palatal initial + long, close, slightly advanced
from back, rounded vowel, i.e. [ u:3 •
+
[ tu: 3 tug ’plume*
+
1.8.2. cv
Palatal or non-palatal initial + close, slightly advanced
from back, rounded vowel similar in quality to [ u: 3 above,i.e* [u3»
+ +
[ bu 3 bu *this’
+
[ su 3 su 'water*
+
[ /n 3 * that'
+
1.8.3* vc, cvc and cvcc
In contexts where the vowel is initial, or preceded by a
non-palatal consonant and followed by one of the following: [ 1/ , / ,
j , i ], it is close, slightly advanced from back,rounded, i.e. [u3
.+
as in 1.8.2 above .
[ u1/ 3 uq ' fly *
*i*
[ sui/ 3 suq ' guilt *
+
C tu/ 3 tuq 'knock out*
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[ du/ 3 du^ >
C uj 3 
+
[ xuj 3 
+
[ bul 3 
4*
0 dul 34-
uy
huy
bul
dul
[ kulp 3 kulp 
4*
s h o w e r
assimilate 1 
habit1
find ’ 
widow r 
handle 1
ii« In contexts where the vowel is initiator preceded by a palatal 
or non-palatal consonant, and followed by one of the following :
[ t , m , n , j } x 3i it is close, back, rounded, i.e. [ u 3 •
[ jut 3
[ um 3
[ kum 3
[ un 3 
[ sun 3
yut
um
kum
un
sun
[ kuat 3 kurt
[ juut 3 yurt
[ ecux 3
C / u x  3
ruh
^uh
swallow'
hope 1 
sand1
flour 1 
offer 1
wolf * 
country1
soul' 
dazzling1
iii. In contexts where the vowel is initial, or preceded by a 
non-palatal consonant, and followed by [ s 3 or [ z 39 it is 
very close, back, rounded, i.e. [ u 3*
C us 3
[  s u s  3
us
sus
mind
’be quiet1
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[ buz 3 buz 'ice*
C tuz ] tuz 'salt1
1*9. IJ Group Vowels
Vowels of this group are close, front, rounded, and have
o n l y  slight differences in their degree of closeness* Vowels of
1
this group are short and do not occur finally o Consonants m  
the vicinity of vowels of the IJ group are palatalized. Words 
with vowels of this group have rounding throughout the whole 
utterance*
1*9»1« vc, vcc, cvc and cvcc
Vowels of the U group in vc, vcc, cvc and cvcc types 
can be grouped as follows,starting with the most open quality.
i* In contexts where the vowel, is initial or preceded by a
palatal or palatalized consonant, and followed by one of the 
following: [ ty* , /* j , 1, 3, it is slightly more open than
close, front, rounded, i«ee [ y ],I
[ yfef 3 uc 'three1
<
[ Jyt/* 3 guq 'difficult'
C $ y /  ]  d u ^  ' f a l l '
C 3 tuy 'feather'
1
In monosyllabic words the only exception to this is
the word [ t^j 3 tuy 'feather' which has the phonetic form
[ ty: 3 with some speakers* 
c
2k
[ cyl, 3 lcul ’ash'
[ ijy^  3 tiil ’lace1
ii* In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded by a 
palatal or palatalized consonant} and followed by one of the 
following: [ ]p , ^  , <j> 9 jr. ? 9 3, it is close, front,
rounded, ie* [ y ]#
C cy]j> 3 k u p ’ u r n 1
C P7% 3 s u t ' m i l k '
i—
i o k i i f 1 m o u ld 1
i—
i
i_i u n 1 fa m e  1
[  l y j i  3 g u n 1 d a y 1
C^ym, 3 tu rn 1 a l l 1
C c y ^ c  3 k i i r k ' f u r '
iii* In contexts where the vowel is initial or preceded by a 
palatal or palatalized consonant, and followed by [ p 3, [ z, ] or 
[ c 3, it is very close, front, rounded, i*e« [ y ].
3 i i s t 1 t o p 1
P7P  3 s i i s o r n a m e n t
$7% 3 d i iz 1 f l a t 1
p7% 3 s i i z 1 s t r a i n 1
^ y c  3 b u k 'b e n d 1
270 3 y u k 1 l o a d 1
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CHAPTER TWO
Description and Classification of Consonants
2.1. Introduction
A phonetic description and classification of consonants
in Istanbul Turkish as pronounced in slow speech is given in this 
1
chapter .The analysis is applicable to the description of consonant
2
in both monosyllabic and polysyllabic \tfords ? but examples are given
mostly of monosyllabic words for easy reference to vowel qualities 
3
in Chapter 1 •
Consonants are grouped according to type of articulation as
i. stops
ii. sibilant continuants
iii. non-sibilant continuants
iv. nasals .
Within these groups consonants are further classified according 
to their manner and place of articulation* and the state of the 
vocal cords. During the production of a consonant the lips are
The point that the phonetic description in this chapter 
is based on slow speech is important as consonants in various words 
can be produced in a different way in quick speech? see Chap. 8?
p p . 1 7 0 - 1 7 9 .
2
This does not include suffixed forms?
3 A separate word list is not given for consonants as the 
quality of consonants can be seen on the word list given for vowels 
in Appendix II.
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rounded in contexts where a rounded vowel precedes and/or follows 
that consonant within the same syllabled In the context of spread 
or neutral vowels the lips are not rounded during the production of 
the consonants. All consonants are articulated with a pulmonic 
egressive air stream, and all except nasals have velic closure.
The consonants have rather tense articulations in the 
vicinity of vowels of the E, 1, 0 and U groups. Tenseness in 
articulation is most pronounced when a consonant is preceded and/ 
or followed by vowels of the E and I groups. In all other contexts 
consonants have lax articulations#
2*2. Stops
Stops are produced with a complete closure of the air 
passage, and are grouped into plosives and affricates according 
to the type of release* Voiceless stops have weak aspiration.
2*2.l9 Plosives
Plosives are produced with a sudden release of the completely 
obstructed air stream* According to the place of articulation and 
the state of the vocal cords, plosives are subdivided as follows:
2,2*1*1* Voiceless, bilabial plosive — [ p ]
2
[ P 3 occurs in initial and final positions preceded or 
followed by vowels of the A9I,0 and U groups. It also occurs
1
The feature of lip rounding is not marked in the 
transcription for simplicity of symbolization.
p
'initial1 and 'final' refer to syllable initial and 
final positions which generally coincide with word initial and final.If
Cont.
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post-consonantally in vcc and cvcc*
[ paj 3 +
pay 'share
[ pul 3 
+
pul 'stamp'
[ s^p 3 sap 1 stem'
[ kulp 3 kulp 'handle
2»2*1*2, Voiceless? palatalized? bilabial plosive - [ 33 ][__
1[ ] is found preceded or followed by vowels of the
E, i, 0,U groups*
[ |)ip 3 pis 'dirty*
[ ^y^yc ] purtuk 'knobby'
[ >^ej 3 pey 'deposit*
[ i£ 3 ip 'string*
C c y p  3 k u p  ' u r n '
[ oep 3 op 'kiss '
2^ *2.1*3° Voiced, bilabial«plosive — [ b 3
[ b 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of A, I, 0,
U groups, but it does not occur in word final position*
[ b*ek 3 bak 'look'
[  b u lk  3  b i k  ' g o t  f e d  u p '
f o  o t  ofce. c  .
there is a restriction in the position of a certain consonant this 
is specified, e,g® where a consonant can occur in syllable initial 
position only,i*e® not word initial, this is explained when that 
consonant is discussed, e.g* the rolled continuant,2 «5*k*
^ i0e*'preceded or followed1 within the same syllable only.
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[ bo/ 3 bo  ^ 1 empty1
[ bul 3 bul 'f in d 1
+
[ isbla. 3 abla ’elder s is te r'
2.2.l.^o Voiced, palatalized, b ilab ia l j j losive — [ b) 3
[ Tg 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E, I, 
0, U groups® I t  does not occur in word fin a l position®
W  3 bil * know'
3 bey 'sir 1
W  3 bol 'divide’
^yc 3 buk 'bend'
jse^s 3 sebze 'vegetable'
ci^i-^3 kibrit ' match1
ly^e 3 gubre 'fertilizer
2»2al»5. Voiceless9 dental plosive — [ t  3
[ t  3 can occur preceded or followed by vowels of the A,
I i  0, U groups. I t  also occurs as the fin a l consonant in cc clusters.
tus 3 tas ' cup'
trnp 3 tip 'medicine'
toz 3 toz ' dust'
kmt 3 < k it ' scarce'
but 3 but 'th igh '.
ot 3t ot ' grass 1
xa lt 3 halt 'nuisance 1
ka.it 3 kart 'out of season
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2.2.1.6. Voiceless,palata lized, dental plosive — C % 3
[  ^ 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E, I, 
0, U groups.
3 tek 'single 1
3 tip 'type'
tqe^py 3 torpu 'nail file
tul 'veil'
e1} 3 et 'meat 1
cilt 'volume'
3 ot 1 sing'
3 sut 'milk'
2.2.1.7. Voiced, dental plosive — [ d 3
[ d 3 occurs only initially and when followed by vov/els 
of the A, I, 0, U groups.
C d*em 3 clam 'roof1
[ & vf 3 di^ 'outside1
[ dost 3 dost 'friend'
[ du.r 3 dur 'stop'
2. 2.1.8. Voiced, palatalized, dental plosive — [ <3, 3_
[ dj 3 occurs only initially and when followed by vowels 
of the E, I, Oi II groups.
[ 3 dert 'sorrow'
[ <3,125 3 'knee'
[ <3,qeji 3 don ' turn1
[ d,y/ 3 du,^  'fall'
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2„2,1.9- Voicele*
[ c 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E, 
13 0, TJ groxips*
C cep ] 
[ ci^ 3 
[ coeo; 3
C c ^ I ,  3 
C ^ e c  3 
[ djic 3 
[ prfc 3 
[  ^ y c  3
kes
kir
kor
kul
tek
dik
sok
buk
cut ' 
dort ' 
blind1 
ash' 
single ' 
steep1 
uproot1 
bend1 
2
2o2,l«10» Voiceless? velar plosive — [k 3
[ k 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A? 
I, 0, U groups*
[ kuz 3 kaz 1 goose 1
[ kuioc 3t kir 1 break1
C ko.x 3 kor 'glowing coal of a fire
[ kuj: 3 kur 1 wind1
[ ,ek 3 ak 1 white'
[ sink 3 sik 1 close 1
[ ok 3i ok 1 arrow *
[ oluk 3 oluk 1 gutter 1
See Palat*l , p. 188 ■
2
See Palat* 2* p, 188*
[ J ] occurs initially only when followed Toy vowels of 
the E, I, 0, U groups»
[ las 1, 3 gel ' come
C lij; 3 gir 'enter
[ Joel, 3 gol 'lake'
i—
1
>_
)
gii.1 'rose'
r, plosive - C g 3
[ g 3 occurs initially only when followed by vowels of
the A,I* 0, TJ groups* It does not occiir initially in monosyllabic
2
words except in loan-words and onomatopoeic words « Examples of 
[ g 3 in polysyllabic words are as follows:
[ g'eg'B 3 gaga ’beak*
[ gurrtluk 3 girtlak ’larynx*
[ gondja 3 gonca 'rose bud1
Glottal Stop
Apart from its occasional use in unassimilated loanwords, 
the glottal stop does not usually occur in the type of Istanbul
3
Turkish described here , although some speakers may have a glottal
stop at word initial position when there is emphasis on the words
4
or with exclamations* Baldwin says that the glottal stop occurs
1 See Palat . 1? , P.190.
2
See Chap 7,pp. 149-164
3
See I n t r o d u c t i o n , .
J*R*Baldwin, 'The Glottal Stop in Turkish', Maitre (
Phonetique, No* 126, 1966*
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regularly in Turkish as reinforcing oral closure of voiceless 
plosives or replacing them altogether9 but he bases his analysis 
mainly on the speech of a Cypriot Turk whose Turkish is different 
from Istanbul Turkish* Baldwin also mentions that in the speech 
of some Turks? younger than his original informants* he did not 
notice any glottalization* This shows that the younger generations! 
who? through the influence of language reform* have been exposed 
to Arabic and Persian influence much less than the previous 
generations, tend not to have the glottal stop in their speech*
As it is not a regular feature of Istanbul Turkish, the glottal 
stop is not included in the phonetic description given here*
2*2*2* Affricates
Affricates are produced by maximum stricture and slow 
release of the air stream so that friction is heard on the release* 
The friction and occlusion are homorganic* Affricates are 
classified* according to the place of articulation and the state 
of the vocal cords* as follows:
2*2,2*1+ Voiceless* palate-alveolar affricate — [ 1f
C t n  occurs preceded or followed by vowels of any of 
2
the eight groups , but in the vicinity of front vowels* i»e*
1 r«
vowels of the E*I, 0* U. groups * it has a more palatal 
articulation as is the case with the other consonants. However, 
palatalization is not marked in the phonetic transcription for
1 See Palat* 17 ,p*190.
2 .
Vowels of the A, E, I, I, 0* 0* TJ* TJ groups.
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simplicity of symbolization' * It can also occur as the final consonant
[  1/a e  1 , 3 <?el 1 a t t r a c t  1
[  i / i ^  3 ( j i z 1 d r a w 1
[  3 g u r u k 1 r o t t e n 1
[  ££Xf 3 s e 9 1 c h o o s e  1
C i V 3 i 9 ’ d r i n k ’
C 1/ ukucc 3 9 u k u r ’ d i t c h 1
C k oXf 3 k o 9 1 ra m  ’
i—i4> 2 +
i_i u 9 ’ f l y ’
[  xaoct/" 3 h a r 9 ’ t r i m m i n g s
2.2.2.2. Voiced, palato-alveolar affricate - [ dj 3
[ dj 3 occurs only initially, and may be followed by any 
of the vowels of the A, E, I, I, 0, 0, U, U groups. In the vicinity 
of front vowels it has a more palatal articulation which is not 
marked in the transcription.
[ dzan 3 can ’ l i f e ’
[  d je jo  3 cep ’pocket 1
[  d^ injciji 3 c imr i ’miser’
[ d;9 9°*? ’be merry’
[ ^ o e n je ^ t j 3  comert ’generous1
C u^iiz 3 ucuz 1 cheap’
[  adjtf’ 3 aci ’b it te r ’
X
This also applies to the voiced palato-alveolar affricate 
[ ^ 3, the voiceless and voiced palato-alveolar sibilant continuants
C /  3 ,  C 3  3 ,  and the voiced, palatal frictionless continuant [ j  3 .
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2.g» Nasals
Nasals are produced by the articulators forming a stricture
of complete closure, but without a simultaneous velic closure.
Thus the a ir stream which is  obstructed in the mouth is  expelled
through the nose. The vowels which precede nasals in  the
following contexts are nasalized :
1i .  vowel + nasal , e.g.
C cej\ 3 on 1 front’
[ b h 3 an ' moment'
2
11. nasal + vowel + nasal , e.g.
[ mum ] mum ’candle1
[ xanmm 3 hanim ’lady*
3i i i .  c + vowel + nasal + stop , e.g.
[ Jeiij-I/  3 genq ’young'
C syrjJy 3 simgu ’bayonet’
II
iv. c + vowel + nasal + sibilant , e.g.
[ duns 3 dans ’dance1
[ fans 3 j^ ans ’ luck ’
5v. c + vowel + nasal + [ j  3 , e.g.
[ bumja 3 bamya 'okra'
In similar contexts,i.e. nasal + [j3, there is no contact 
for the nasal except where it is a bilabial nasal as in [bumja] which 
can be compared to [ byje -3 bunye ’structure’
C cyje 3 kunye 'patronymic ' 6 e*cept
- 0f" Jpest.li.
1 See Mingo. 1, P- 19? ~ •
2 See Mingo. 2, P*
n
3 See Mingo. 3, p.
n
4 See Mingo, if, P« 198-
3 See Mingo. 6, P-
it
6 See Mingo. 5, P*
ii
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Vowel nasality is not marked in the rest of the phonetic trans­
cription as the contexts in which it occurs have been given above
[ m, 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the
0,IJ groups«
[ nje^ ec 3 melek ’angel'
[ njil, 3 mil ’thin, iron bar*
[ Joerri 3 gom ’bury’
C y^nj ] turn ’all'
2*3o 2o Voiced, bilabial nasal - [ m 3
[ m 3  occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the
0 and U groups* It can also occur preconsonantally in cvcc
C ffldl 3 mal property’
[ mrnsmj ]( t misir corn'
[ som 3t som pure '
C mum 3 mum candle’
[ zismk 3 zamk glue '
2«3.'3* Voiced, palatalized, denti-alveolar nasal - [ n, 3^
[ n, 3 occurs preceded
E group*
or followed by vowels of the
[ 133533 3 ben I'
[ 3 nesne •thing’
[ eij 3 en ’width1
2
Voiced, denti-alveolar nasal - [  n ] '
[ n ] occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A, I5 
0 and U groups.
1 See Palat * 15* P«190.
 ^See Palato 16* P* 11 *
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C n a . i  3 n a r  1 p o m e g r a n a te  1
[  nuoc ]  n u r  ’ l i g h t 1
[  n o k t n  3  n o k t a  ’ p o i n t ’
[  o n  3  o n  ' t e n 't
[ nn 3 an ’moment’
[  k iu n  3  k m  ’ c o v e r '
2*3»5» Voiced; palatal nasal — [jx 3
[ j t  3  o c c u r s  p r e c e d e d  o r  f o l l o w e d  b y  v o w e ls  o f  t h e  I ?  0 ,
TJ groups*.
t jiije-^ 3 niyet ' intention
[ Jiycije 3 niikt e ' joke'
i—
i 
H-
 3^ in 'den'
r~i>>t _i un ' fame'
1-
1
4 1_
1 on ' fro n t'
2,3«6« Voiced, pre-velar nasal ~~ [ r\ 3
[ r| 3 occurs followed by a voiced or voiceless palatal
4*
plosive, iae. [ 1  3 or [ c  3, and preceded by a front vowel*
[ 3 zengin 'rich'
[^ sr)c 3 renk 'colour'
[ jayrjJy 3 sungii 'bayonet'
2»3»7» Voiced, velar nasal —  [ r) 3
[ rj 3 occurs followed by a voiced or voiceless velar
plosive, i*e. [ g ] or C k and preceded by a back vowel*
C bTsr]ka 3 banka 'bank'
[ k'erjgal 3 kangal 'coil'
[ sur]guj 3 sungur 'falcon'
2*/f0 Sibilant Continuants
Sibilant continuants are produced by the blade of the 
tongue being raised to the hard palate? and by the narrowing of 
the air passage which results in friction and a hissing sound? 
i0e« sibilance? as air from the lungs passes through the vocal 
tract* Sibilants are classified as follows:
p
2*4*1» Voiceless? palatalized?alveolar sibilant —  [ p 3
C js 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E? 
I? 0 and U groups* It also occurs as the first consonant of 
clusters in vcc and evcc*
[ jsael, 3 sel ' flood’
s i l 'wipe 1
C pfa 3 soz 1 speech
sut 'm ilk'
[ cep 3 kes ' cut1
[ y i p 3 pis 'd ir ty '
list o-p
22*/}.*2» Voiceless? alveolar sibilant ~ [ s 3,"
[ s 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A? I?
0 and U groups* It also occurs as the first consonant of clusters 
in vcc and cvcc,
[ smt 3 sat ’sell1
[ srnj 3 sir ’secret1i
1 See Palat* 3,jp-188 .
 ^See Palat*
[  s o l  3 s o l ’ l e f t ’
[  s u - i  3 s u r ' c i t y  w a l l s
E k u s  3 k a s 'm u s c le  1
[  k m s  3 k i s ' r e d u c e '
E u l u s 3 u l u s ' n a t i o n '
[  d o s t  3 d o s t ' f r i e n d ’
12«4»5» Voiceless^ palato-alveolar sib ilant [ /  3
[ /  3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of any 
the eight groups* I t  also occurs preconsonantally in cvcc® 
In the v ic in ity  of front vowels, [ /  3 has a more palatal 
articu lation which is not marked in the transcription.
[  /ap 3 + §ap 'a salty chemical
C /  ej ] fey ' thing'
C /U^s ] f  ilte 'mattress'
E fce^seri 3 f’olen 'feast '
E / r n k  3 f  x k 'elegant'
C /U 3+ fU 'that'
C k o f  3 kof ' run1
E ta/  3 taf 'stone'
E 1 ,8 /  3 lef 'carcass'
E < Jy / 3 diif 'dream'
E coe/c 3 k o f k 'mansion'
^ See Palat s. 3 and 6
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Voiced? palatalized, alveolar sibilant [ Zj 3 .
[ g 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of E, I, 0 
and ii groups.
[ ^2e^ d,e ] zerde 'apricot1
[ zjil, 3 zil 'bell'
[ y^ym, ] uziim 'grapes'
[ 3 iz 'trail1
[ 3 oz 'essence'
[ ^y^ 3 buz 'constrict'
2
Voiced) alveolar sibilant [ z ]
[ z ] occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A, 
I, 0 and U groups*
[ zrnt 3 Zlt ' opposite'
[ zoo: 3I zor 'difficult
[ uzun 3 uzun Along'
[ zaoc 3 zar 'dice'
[ p  3 az 'little'
[ km z  3 kiz 'girl'
i—
iNO
■P(_t toz 'dust'
[ tuz 3 tuz 'salt1
C Zj 3 and [ z 3 have some devoteing at word final position, but not 
as much as to consider them as voiceless .
See Palat* 7 , p.189.
 ^See Palat. 8 J
^ For instrumental evidence see Spec . 1,p.l9l, Devoicing 
is not shown in the phonetic transcription for simplicity of 
symbolization.
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2*4*6* Voiced? palato~alveolar sibilant [ 3 3
[ 3 ] occurs preceded or followed by vowels of A?E? I, 0 and
U groups and it has a more palatal articulation in the vicinity of
1 2 front vowels * Its occurence is limited to unassimilated loanwords •
2*5* Non-sibilant Continuants
Non-sibilant continuants are produced by a slow release of 
the partially obstructed air stream without any sibilance* They are 
grouped as :
i* fricatives
ii* frictionless continuants
iii* laterals
iv« rolled continuants 
v« flapped continuants
2e5*l0 Fricatives
Fricatives are produced with a close approximation of the 
articulators thus producing audible friction as the air passes through 
the vocal tract* According to the place of articulation and the state 
of the vocal cords? fricatives are subdivided as follows:
2,5*1*1* Voiceless? palatalized? bilabial fricative [ ([> 3
[ (j 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the 0 and U
groups*
[ coe^s 3 kofte 'hamburger1
C cy^ 3 kuf 'mould'
1
See 2  ^2. 2.1 ,
2
For examples of [ 3 3 in various contexts? see 3»2*iii* -
kl
2 * 5 » 1 » 2 *  Voiceless, bilabial fricative C $ 3
[ ^ 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of 0 and
U groups*
[ fund's 3 funda 'heath'
[ u<j>uk 3 ufuk 'horizon'
[ ko$ 3 kof 'hollow'
2*5.1.3® Voiceless, palatalized, labio-dental fricative [
[ ^ 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E
and I groups*
[ s w  ] fil 'elephant'
C i ^ e c  ] felek 'fate'
2* 3® !• Voiceless, labio-dental fricative [ f 3
[ f 3 occurs in the contexts where it is preceded or
followed by vowels of the A and I groups*
C foil 3 fal 'fortune telling'
C Bf 3 af 'forgiveness'
[ suinrnf 3b t sinif 'class'
2.5*1.3® Voiceless, palatal fricative [ Q 3"^
[ g 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E, I, 
0 and U groups 4
[ gsegj 3 her 'each1
[ gi1/ 3 hig 1 none'
[ gygj 3 hur 'free1
[ goe^ Jy-t/ 3 horgug 'hump1
[ eg]jije^ 3 ehliyet 'ability'
See Spec* 'S ^.192.
Zj.2
Voiceless, velar fricative [ x 3
[ x 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A, I,
0 and TJ groups* Velar friction is weak during the production of 
[ x 3. In the spectrogram with vowels of the U group [ x 3 shows 
a stretch on the voice bar that looks like voicing, but this seems 
to be due to breathy onset + close lip rounding rather than
voxcxng *
[ xustu 3 
[ x a / 3
[ xuj 3
[ XUUIS 3
hasta
ho^
huy
hirs
'sick'
* pleasant1 
'habit1
'anger 1
2.5olo7a De-voiced, post-alveolar flapped fricatives
■5
In absolute final position, flapped consonants are 
devoiced and have friction in their production ^ » They may 
therefore be classed as fricatives®
2*5olo7®l* De-voiced, palatalized, post-alveolar, flapped 
fricative [ j; 3-
1 t*
[ ^ 3 occurs finally preceded by vowels of the E, I, 0
and IT groups a
[ lapaj 3 ger 'stretch*
[ ci.i; 3 kir 'dirt'
See Spec® p. 19?*
2
See Spec. ^.p*l93*
See 2.5.S.
^ See Spec® 6?p*l93*
^ See Palat® 3. p*l89®
6 r -1 ♦L Jj J is preceded by a vowel of the A group in a few 
unassimilated i\rords, for which see 302,ly,..
[ cqejj 3 kor 'blind'
[ jsy.^  3 sur 'drive'
2»5»1q7»2» Devoiced, post-alveolar9 flapped fricative [ .x
3*1 laws-c^
[ .x ] occurs finally/^by vowels of the A, I, 0 and TJ
groups.
C sajc 3 sar 'pack'
[ kum 3 kir 'countryside'
C ko,x 3 kor 'glowing coal of a fire'
[ sin ] sur 'city walls'
Frictionless Continuants
Frictionless continuants are produced with open 
approximation of the articulators with central passage of the 
air stream* so that no audible friction is produced# Frictionless 
continuants are sub-divided as follows.
?#3<»2#1» Voiced* palatalized* bilabial frictionless continuant [ vj 3
" 2
[ vf 3 occurs preceded by vowels of the 0 group •
[ cevf 3 ov ' praise '
[ c|qe\if 3 dov 1 beat'
n . 7
C jsoevf 3 sov 'curse .
2^ (3# Voiced bilabial frictionless continuant [ _w 3
C w 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the 0 
and TJ groups.
C wu.x 3 vur ' hit'
^ See Palat. 10 J p. 189*
2 rL J occurs initially m  unassimilated loanwords only,
3
See p,18 * footnote 1 «
[ kow 3 kov 'send, away
[ ow ] ov 1 rub 11
[ kowuk 3 kovuk 'cavity'
palatalized, labio-^dental frictionless
continuant [ y 3
[ y 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the E and 
1 groups* It also occurs as the first consonant of the cluster 
in cvcc*
[ ysyey ] verev 'diagonal
C y p V  ] vi^ne 'cherry'
[ Jceyey 3 gorev 'duty'
Et geyc 3 zevk 'pleasure
Voiced, labio-dental frictionless continuant [ v 3
[ v 3 occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A and
I groups* It does not occur in word final position preceded by 
a vowel of the I group*
[ vaj 3 var 'there is'
p mw I 3  ^ "L k'evuk J kavak pojola.r
C kutvsldjium 3 kivilcim 'spark'
[ uv 3 av 'prey'
2*5*2*5» Voiced, palatal frictionless continuant [ j 3
[ j 3 occurs preceded or followed by any of the vowels 
of the eight groups* It has a more palatal articulation in the 
vicinity of front vowels* In absolute final position [ j 3 is 
slightly devoiced, for which see Spec*S,pl93.
1
See p*17 9 footnote 1 •
C jondja ] yonca 'clover
[ jy^yc 3 yuzuk 'ring'
C js/il, 3 yefil 'green'
[ uzaj 3 uzay 'space'
[ krnj* 3 kiyi 'shore'
[ Jyn,ej 3
«l
guney ' south'
Laterals
In the production of the laterals the airstream is 
obstructed in the centre of the vocal tract by a stricture of 
complete closure, but escapes round the sides of the obstruction* 
The laterals are subdivided as follows:
2*5*3*1* Voiced, denti-alveolar lateral [ 1 3
[ 1 3  occurs in syllable initial position followed by 
[ a ] or [ *e ] provided that the syllable is not the initial 
syllable in a word*
[ sul'ek 3 salak 'stupid1
[ pulumut 3 palamut 'small tunny'
C xula 3 hala 1 aunt1
Voiced,palatalized, denti-alveolar lateral' [ ~P~
[ 3j 3 occurs in the following contexts:
i* in syllable initial or final position preceded or followed
  2
by a vowel of the E,IS 0, U groups *
[ IjS/ 3 le^ 'carcass'
^ See Palat® 13,j>. 190.
2
For the contexts where [ 3j 3 occurs with a back vowel 
see loanwords, 3.2_v.
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[ jseelj ] sel 'flood1
ulku 1 ideal1
[cel, ] ol 1 die 1
I—
1
o
-
H
-
tH i—
l
kil 1 soil1
ii* in monosyllabic i/ords of vcc pe as the first consonant of
the cluster*
C i^c 3 ilk 1 first1
[ oelji■/ 3 0I9 1 measure *
12*5*3*3* Voiced, velarized, denti-alveolar lateral [ 1 ]
[ 1 3  occurs preceded or followed by vowels of the A,
I, 0 and U groups* It can also occur as the first consonant of
the cluster in vcc and cvcc types followed by a voiceless plosive
and preceded by a back vowel*
[ kol ] kol 1 1arm
[ kul 3
4
kul 1 servant1
[ baT 3 bal 1 honey'
[ k^l 3 kil 'hair'
[ ulu 3 ulu 'high'
[ 'fjlmk 3 ilik 'warm'
[ alt 3 alt 1 bottom'
[ xalk 3 halk 'people'
2*5*4* Rolled Continuants
The rolled continuants are produced by the repeated 
striking of the active articulator against the passive articulator.
"*■ See Palat-14, p. 190®
k7
During the production of rolled continuants in Istanbul Turkish, 
the tip of the tongue strikes against the hard palate. These 
consonants occur only in syllable Initial position when preceded 
and followed by vowels, i*e0 between two vowels,
2o5« i^-*Iq Voiced, palatalized, alveolar rolled continuant [ p 3^
[ p ] occurs in intervocalic positions preceded and 
followed by vowels of the E, I, 0 and U groupso
[ iyi 3 iri ’large*
[ djGys ] dere 'stream*
[ o^eyerij ] toren 'ceremony1
£ tjy^ y15! 3 turum 'creation'
p
Voiced, alveolar, rolled continuant [ r 3
[ r 3 occurs in intervocalic positions preceded and 
followed by vowels of the A, I, 0 and U groups*
[ urx 3 a n
[ urubu 3 araba 
[ kiurmk 3 kinki c
[ kuru 3 kuru 
+
[ koru 3 korut +
bee
cart'
broken'
dry'
small woods'
2*5o5« Flapped Continuants•
The flapped continuants are produced with the active 
articulator striking in passing against the passive one* The 
active and passive articulators are the tip of the tongue and
1 See Palato II* p. 189*
?
See Palat»12-, p^
k8
the hard palate respectively* The flapped continuants can occur
in all contexts except in syllable initial position preceded and
1
followed by vowels , and m  absolute final position, in which
case flapped continuants are devoiced and have some friction in
2
their production, and may therefore be classed as fricatives ®
2»5»!5*1* Voiced, palatalized, post-alveolar flap [ j; 3
[ jj 3 occurs followed by vowels of the E, I and U groups*
[ ojsnp ] renk 'colour1
[ o^ ipc ] risk 'danger'
[ ^y/yei^ ] ru^vet 'bribe'
Voiced, post-alveolar flap  [ ,i 3
[ .i 1 occurs followed by vowels of the A, I, 0 and U
groupso
[ uaj ] ray 'rail'
[ octfxtmm 3 rihtim 'pier't ^
[ .lonren 3 roman 'novel'
[ j:u x  3 ruh 'spirit'
2*6* Cons o nant Chart
Consonants which have been analysed in the above sections
are shown on a chart on p©49 ■ Although a few of them are not
relevant for Istanbul Turkish, all the places of articulation given
on the IPA chart have been included here, thus making it possible
to see at a glance those consonants that do and those that do not
occur in this particular style* Palatalization is not included 
in the chart in order not to obscure the picture*
1 See rolled continuants, Z.5A.
2 See 2..5J.7,
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2*7* Summary of the Relations between. Vowels and Consonants
The phonetic descriptions given so far indicate 
underlying relationships between certain vowel and consonant groups* 
Going through these descriptions it becomes noticeable that vowels 
behave in similar ways in relation to palatal, palatalized, and 
non-palatal consonants in stop, nasal, sibilant and non-sibilant 
continuant groups* These relationships within cvc type monosyllabic 
words can now be summarized below under the heading of various 
vowel groupsp The phonetic forms of the consonants are grouped 
together to enable easy reference to them when, in the following 
chapters, phonetic exponents are given for the terms of the 
consonantal subsystems in the phonology* This also matches 
with the grouping of vowels* The grouping is as follows:
[ ]p i P ] — P group, [ I) j b ] - B group, [ ij , t 3 — T group
[ d, , d ] — D group, [ J , g ] — G group, [ c , k ] — K group,
C tf ] — 9 Sro‘uP? C dj ] — C group, [ m, , m 3 - M group, [ ^ , p , n ,
rj , T) ] — N group, [ j3, , s 3 - S group, [ / 3 — § group,
[ 23 , z 3 — Z group, [ j 3 — J group, F group,
C Vf 9 w , y , v ] — V group, [ 9  , x 3 — H group, [ j 3 “ Y group,
[ , 1 , i ] - L group, R group*
I* A Group
i. Palatal + A + Palatal > /, j 3 + C a 3 + C j3
ii»a) Palatal ( 9 , C, 9 , y) + A Non-palatal
--------> [ 1/,^,/ , j] + [ a 3 + Non-palatal .
b) Non-palatal + A + Palatal (9 , § , Y^
-------- ^ Non-palatal + [ a 3 + [ 3 •
iiio
iv.
v. 
Vie
II.
i o
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
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Non-palatal + A + Non-palatal (&)  Non-palatal + [a] + [j:3 •
Non-palatal + A + Non-palatal (P , T ? K , N , M")
—  ■   —  ^ Non palatal + [tsD + [ pi t, k, n, m 3
Non-palatal + A + Non-palatal (s ? Z, F, V)
 —  ^ Non-palatal + [ b ] + [ s , Zo f, v 3 °
Non-palatal + A + Non-palatal (L )
  Non-palatal + [ a ] + [ 1 ] .
E Group
Palatal or palatalized + E + Palatalized (L )
— Palatal or palatalized + [ ae 3 + 111,3 .
Palatal or palatalized + E + Palatalized (l)
------ > Palatal or palatalized + [ae3 + [^3 •
Palatal or palatalized + E + Palatalized (M» N)
 > Palatal or palatalized + [ s 3 +[m,n,3*
a) Palatal or palatalized + E + Palatal (<J, Y)
 > Palatal or palatalized + C £ 3 +Z%F f j 3*
ij) Palatalized N, B- + E + Palatalized (m , L)
■— — ---> E ^ » i ) 3  + C e 3  + [m,?I,3<»
Palatal or palatalized + E + Palatalized (p, T, V, F, S, Z)
;---;— — >■ Palatal or palatalized+[e3 +C p 3 •
Palatal or palatalized + E -t- Palatal (k )
 —----- >  Palatal or palatalized + [ e ] + [ c ]
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I V
i. Palatal or non-palatal + 0 + Palatal Y, L )
TJ
■tf
-> Palatal or non-palatal + O + [ t/\ /,j ,lj.
I
iio Palatal or non-palatal + 0 + Non-palatal (p * T, K,M,N,R ,H, V  , pj
U
mi
------- ^ Palatal or non-palatal+‘o + C p , t , k, m , n , -x ^ ,£3.
v,w,$
u
I
i i i o  Palatal or non-palatal + 0 + Non-palatal (s , z)
TJ
m
------ > Palatal or non-palatal + o + [ s , z 3 .
u
IV. 0, TJ Groups
j
i. Palatal or palatalized + 0 + Palatal or paltalized ,§,Y,L)
TJ
i
<
-> Palatal or palatalized + ce + C V, /, 0 , lj 3
Y
I
ii* Palatal or palatalized + 0 + Palatalized (p ,T ,M ,F,R;V, n)
TJ
i
------ > Palatal or palatalized + ce + [ , tj £ilYf.y,! ],
J
I
iii* Palatal or palatalized + 6 + Palatal or palatalized (s,Z,K)
TJ
i
— — — — > Palatal or palatalized + $ + [ js ,2j,c 3 •
J
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2.8. Intra-word Harmony
The phonetic descriptions and transcriptions of the 
examples in the preceding chapters have already indicated an 
interesting feature of Turkish, viz* harmony* This is not only 
confined to vowels hut covers consonants as well*
With a few exceptions like,
[ unije 3 anne ’mother1
[ E^me ] elma ’apple’
there is harmony between syllables within native or assimilated 
1
Turkish words , and the whole utterance has frontness or
2
backness throughout « This becomes apparent when the 
occurrence of palatal and palatalized consonants in the vicinity 
of front vowels, and non-palatal consonants in the vicinity of 
back vowels is considered* Harmony of frontness/backness is 
accompanied by labial harmony, i*e« lip-rounding, if the first 
syllable has lip-rounding and the vowels of the subsequent syllables 
are close* Otherwise either the whole word is non-rounded, or 
when the following syllables have open vowels only the first
syllable is rounded* An exception to this is when the first
vowel is a vowel of the A group and is followed by one of the
following labial consonants [ b, p, m, w 3 as syllable initials*
1
See Chapter 3? PP» 55~ 61,for unassimilated loanwords*
2
Except where ’yor’ and ’ken’ occur as suffixes for 
which see Chapter 6, pp.125+12*f* respectively*
5k
In such cases labiality of these sounds can effect the following 
vowel, e.go
subun 3 sabun 1 soap
kaput 3 kaput 1 army coat
xamucc 3 hamur 1 pastry1
kawu-i 3 kavur I f ry *
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CHAPTER THREE 
Loanwords
3*1* Introduction
Loanwords in Istanbul Turkish may be grouped into two
classes:
i. Assimilated
ii. Unassimilated
In the natural flov; of the language some loanwords, by
virtue of their constant usage and by their phonetic and
phonological features, do not strike the native speaker as being
different from words of native origin. Such loanwords are considered
to be assimilated, and are treated on the same basis as native
Turkish words though historically they are borrowings. Unassimilated
loanwords on the other hand, have variotis characteristics which cause
1
them to be regarded as different from native words *
3«2» Unassimilated Loanwords
The following sub-sections exemplify the basis on which 
loanwords are treated as unassimilated:
i. Words with an initial consonant cluster as in the examples below: 
Monosyllabic
ccvc
[ spoor ] spor 'sports'
1
For the phonological structures of unassimilated loanwords 
see sections on unassimilated"loan noun and adjective roots,
Chapter pp. 83-90 atvcf 102.
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Disyllabic
[ k^ eirj 3 
[ gJjey 3
C tj^erij ]
[ ^eij 3 
[ pl,ak 3
ccvc - cvc
[ p^ap-tjic 3
[ f^apt^ 3
C trul-djc©^ 3
ccvc - cv
krem
grev
tren
fren
plak
cream1 
strike 1
train
brakes
record
plastik
flaster
traktor
* plastic' 
’plaster’ 
1 tractor 1
[ p^aamis 3 plasma ’plasm
ccv — cv
[ t.iiko 3 triko ’knitted fabric’
ccv cvc
klasor
planor
’file ‘
glider
[ k^asoe^ ]
C P^J1CP'5 ^
No siich initial, clusters are possible in native Turkish words, 
and the words listed above have alternative pronunciations with 
a vowel separating the initial cluster, e*g*
[ -tjipen, 3 tren
[ jsipoj; 3 spor
[ ktfljajsoejj 3 klasor
’ train’
’sports’ 
’file’
iio Words with a final voiced stopo There are some exceptions
’Final’ refers both to syllable and to word final .
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i0e® some words in constant use where the voiced bilabial plosive 
in syllable final position is folloitfed by a voiced sibilant? or 
a lateral? or a flapped continuant? i*e8 — [ b 3  + [ z ? l ? . i 3 “
-  C Tj ] + [ 3 ? V  % li­
ar e not treated as loans because of their frequent useage, e*go
[ jsetjZjE 3 sebae 'vegetable1
[ citjjjilj 3 kibrit 'match'
[ ■ebisL ] abla 'sister'
Examples of unassimilated loanwords with a syllable final stop 
are as follows:
[ bugijE 3 bagle 'she mule'
C 3 mubrem 'urgent'
C njydj.jic 3 mu dr i 3s 'perceiving'
iii* Words with an initial or final boiced palato-alveolar
1
sibilant? i«e* [ ^ 3 * This sound does not occur in native Turkish 
words in the style of speech described here* Loanwords having 
this sound are few in number? and most of them are infrequently 
used in everyday language®
[ 5i 3 jilet 'razorblade'
[ 2 i 0 3,6$ 3 jiklet chewing gum
[ 3 jole 'jelly'
[ guru^ 3 gar a j 'garage'
[ 3 a jan 'agent'
1 See Z.k-.G.
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monster[ e-^djfej; 3 ejder
[ se^de 3 secde ’act of prostrating
oneself in worship
The very alien nature of this sound is more apparent when 
the wide-spread use of [ cb, 3 instead of [ ■j ] in word' initial “ w
position is considered? as in:
[ djiljeif 3 for C 3i3,e-t}3
[ (^ icljel} 3 for [ -^ ic^ ef; 3
iv. V/ords with initial voiced or voiceless palatal plosive, i.e©
[ 1 3 and f c 3 followed by [ a ] or [a: 3
+
[ jjygJa* 3 
C csu$Jij; 3
[ ca.i; 3 
[ ca:/i£ 3
wind1
wooden
ruzgar 
kargir 
kar
ka^if 'explorer'
Such words are few in number, and in the orthography the
profit
palatalizing of the initial consonant is indicated by the circumflex
1
accent placed on the following vowel as in the examples given above © 
v* A limited number of words in which the voiced palatalized 
lateral, i.e. [ 3, 3 * is : a) preceded 0r fdlocoecf tu C .
Examples: 
a)
preceded or
b)/.followed by [ a 3 • 
*1"
b)
[ rplj 3 rol ’role 1
C g?* 3 gol ’goal'
[ bo 3, 3 bol 'fruit punch’
[ xolj 3 hoi 'entrance hall
L loca. Hie. at re
[ 3,a£ 3 laf 1 speech'
1 The circumflex accent is also used to mark a long vowel
in loanwords of Arabic or Persian origin, though there is a tendency 
to use it less and less. See G.L.Lewis, ^Turkish Grammar1, p*2, para. 3»
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[ a^ciiij 3 lakin ' but1
vi. Words with a vowel of the 0 group in a syllable other than
1
the first ? e.g.
[ konsolos 3I konsolos
1 consul1
[ uzot 3 < azot 1 nitrogen1
[ cilo3 kilo ' kilogramme 1
[ kor o 3 koro 1 chorus!
[ /ar-empol 3 ^arampol ' ditch1
[ gondal 3i gondol 1 gondola1
vii. Words with long vowels except :
a) when the word can have an alternative pronunciation with the
long vowel being replaced by vowel + voiced palatal frictionless
continuant 1 e.g. [ ty: ] or [ tyjt i 3 for tuy 1feather'
b) where in the orthography the long vowel is represented as
' vowel + g 9 e.go [ da: 3 has the orthographic form 'dag1 .
Examples of unassimilated words with long vowels are as
follows : [ ma:ruf 3 - . 2maruf 1 well known 1
[ xnta: 3 hat a 'mistake'
[ gtfdoc: 3 gida 1 food1
[ ] tesir 1 influence'
I-
1
&0) feci 'horrible 1
This does not apply to suffixed forms? onomatopoeic words 
and compound words*
See p. 5 8 , footnote 1<
6o
viii. Non-harmonic words : Words which do not have harmony 
between syllables are mostly considered unassimilated loanwords,
apart from the exceptions given in 2, $.
Examples of non-harmonic loanwords are as follows :
[ ku^ enj ]
[ tukyinj 3 
[ c ir uz 3 
[ Jyn-Bx 3 
[ fotji ]
kalem
takvim
kiraz
gunah
fobi
pencil' 
calendar 1 
cherry1 
sin1 
phobia1
ix® Apart from the above mentioned characteristics, some words 
are considered unassimilated loanwords by intuition® Such words 
are few in number, and usually represent things- for which there are 
already widely used native or assimilated loanwords in colloquial 
speech® For example :
Unassimilated loanwords
their synonyms
1* [ njcel^ s 3 mbble
2. [ tjyije 3 biife
3« [ aljj'ans 3 alyans
1. [ tukuim 3 takimc
2. [ dolup 3 dolap
3* C xalku 3 halka
1 furniture 1 
'chest of drawers' 
'wedding ring'
'furniture'
'chest of drawers' 
'wedding ring'
It can now be stated that a word which has any of the 
features given above is classed as an unassimilated loanword. Some 
words exhibit more than one of these features, and as in such 
cases they retain a greater part of the phonetic features of the wovcf 
in the language from which they have been borrowed, their
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non-native origin is all the more apparent<> For example, the word
[ ljijDlc^i 3 biyoloji 'biology1
is an unassimilated loarword, because :
a) it is non-harmonic
b) vowels of the 0 group occur in non-initial syllables
c) the word has the consonant [ ^ ] in it ,
and
[ ^i^rut 3 hidrat 'hydrate'
is an unassimilated word, because :
a) [ 3 occurs in syllable final position
b) the word is non-harmonic *
PART II - PHONOLOGY
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CHAPTER FOUR
Root Structures
k*X* Introduction:
In this chapter root structures of nouns* adjectives 
1and verbs are analysed • The reason why the analysis is confined
mainly to these classes is that the greater part of the Turkish
vocabulary appears to fall into them, and also* because of the
greatly varied structure of words of these classes* whatever
is said of their phonetic and phonological features, in most
cases holds true for the rest* Explanations are given for
notable exceptions in the course of description within the
appropriate sections*
As mentioned above* it is the root forms which are taken
up in this chapter, the root being that part of a word structure
2
which is left when all the affixes have been removed • Roots 
are mainly monosyllabic and disyllabic.
^•*1*1* Prosodies of the Root
The following prosodies are set up for the structure 
of the noun, adjective and verb roots.
y prosody: phonetic exponent is frontness
1 The grammatical classifications referred to throughout 
this thesis are based in the main on G*L*Lewis* 'Turkish Grammar', 1967. 
However, Lei^is does not make a distinction between tl|e terms root 
and stem. He uses the term stem for what is taken as the root in 
this thesis for the purposes of the analysis* See footnote 2 below.
2
4 See R*H.Robins* General Linguistics: An Introductory 
Survey* pp. 206—213, where the definition that is given is 
applicable to Turkish.
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w prosody: phonetic exponent is backness
r prosody: phonetic exponent is rounding
r prosody: phonetic exponent is non-rounding
h prosody: phonetic exponent is voiceless onset and/or ending.
h prosody: phonetic exponent is voiced onset and/or ending,
except in case of-P systems when exponent is 
voicelessnesi.
These are described in relation to syllabic structure which is 
described in terms of C and V systems. With the exception of some 
unassimilated loan roots, y/w prosodies operate throughout the 
whole root, e.g.
yCVC [ Jsellj 3 gel 'come1
WCVC C tuz 3 tuz 'sgp.t'
yCV-CVC [ '3-Efii/ 3 geni^ 'wide1
WCV—CVC [ ku&tun 3 kadin ’woman1(
Unassimilated-loan roots of various structures can be y 
prosodic onset/w prosodic ending, or w prosodic onset/y prosodic 
ending’1', e.g.
^CVC—WCV-*V [ msdjnvua 3 mecmua 'magazine1
WCVCy C go3, 3 gol ’goal’ 2 
h/h prosodies are not necessarily the same at syllable 
onset and sydlable ending, i.e.for example, a verb root of CVC 
structure can be:
X See N.Watersont 'Some Aspects of the Phonology of the 
Nominal Forms of the Turkish Word', BSOAS, 18, 1956, pp.580—581.
2
In polysyllabic examples change in prosody is shown at 
the onset of the following syllable, but in monosyllabic examples, 
at the end of the syllable*
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^cvc*1 C jsetf 3 'choose
hcvc- [ kal 3 kal 'stay'
-cvc- C vua: 3 vur 'strike
-cvch C Jetf 3 ge<^ 'pass'
r/r prosodies operate, in the main, throughout the whole 
root, e.g.
rCVC [ <|y^  3 duz 'straight'
-CVC [ d,ic 3 dik 'steep'
rCV—CVC [ ^/odjuk ] 90cuk 'child'
-CV—CVC [ -Jenjaelj 3 temel 'foundation'
There are however polysyllabic structures which can be 
r beginning and r ending, e.g.
rCV--CVC C J/yey 3 gorev 'duty' 
or r beginning and r ending^" e.g.
- CV— 1 CVC [ kuvua: 3 kavur ' fry'
The relations of y/w, r/r prosodies to vowel grades are 
dealt with in 4* 1*2.1*
4*1*2. V Systems
A two term V system is set up for the vocalic element of
structure in relation to the vowel grade for all roots.
2
a : phonetic exponent openness 
 ^ : phonetic exponent closeness^
1 See k-.i.ZA.
2
See vowels of A,E, 0, 0 groups, Chapter 1 .
3
See vowels of I, I, U,U groups, Chapter 1.
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Both grades of openness can be found in monosyllabic roots,e*g* 
aC al ’take1
aC it 1 push1
In polysyllabic roots, grades of openness of the V systems 
can be the same in both syllables or there may be a contrast*
Same Grade V
Ca—Ca kaya 'rock*
Ca—Ca tipi 'blizzard*
Ca-Ca—Ca kosele 'leather1
aC-CaC-Ca uskumru 'maclcarel1
Contrasting Grade V
Ca — Ca koru 'protect*
Ca — Ca i^i^ e 'bottle'
Ca— Ci-— Ca kelime 'word' 
tC — CaC — Ca iskemle 'chair'
If* 1*2*1* Prosodies of the Root in relation to V Systems
y/w and r prosodies operate with a and a in all syllables
of the root* r prosody operates with a in all syllables*of the
1
root, but with a only in the first syllable • Polysyllabic roots 
are thus y or w prosodic regardless of V systems, e*g*
yCa-- Ca ke^i 'goat1
y a- CaC inek 'cow'
wCa - Ca kati 'hard*
ya- CrtC ilik 'marrow
1
Cf* Unassimilated-loan noun roots, p.85,and onomatopoeia 
p . 150 } footnote 1.
Disyllabic:
Trisyllabic:
Disyllabic:
Trisyllabic:
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Roots are also r prosodic regardless of V system, e.g.
-Ca-CaC saman 'hay'
- C i - ^ C fitil 'wick
-Ga-GtG takim 'team
-Ct-CaC kire9 'lime
But they are r prosodic only with 'i V systems, i.e.t — — l)e.g.
V i iCH — CU kuru 'dry
V i itC — ^ C  — C-v uskumru 'mackarel
or a — I (— a),e.g.
r  I I
Ca — C ^ koru prot ect
rCa — CtC — CxC tomurcuk ’bud1 
If the first syllable is r prosodic with a or t , and the
following syllable has a, then the syllable v/ith a is r prosodic, e.g.
rCa— -^CaC kopek ’dog1
r« r„ „ » i tCt —  CaC gune^ 'sun
It is also possible to have an r prosodic syllable with \ 
following a r prosodic syllable with a when the syllable with 'i 
has a bilabial exponent for the initial C system1, e.g.
-Ca — rC; C kabuk 'shell1
-Ca — r^ C  havuz 'pool1
r/r prosodiG roots can be y or w prosodic, i.e. r/r prosodies
of the root do not impose any restrictions on the y/w prosodic
character of the root.
1 See N. Waterson, op. oit.,p. 580 •
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yCa — CaC geni^ ’wide1
r
yc — CaC yuziik 'ring1  ^/i
r
wCa — CaC ka^ik 'spoon1
r
wCa — CaC sucuk 'sucuk'
For a different prosodic relation of syllables see unassimilated- 
loan roots* pp. 34— 85.
Prosodies and V systems to cover noun, adjective and verb 
roots have been described in the sections above, and only C systems 
have now to be shown. These are dealt with separately under the 
headings of noun roots, adjective roots and verb roots.
As the structures possible for all the roots would be too 
numerous to analyse here, only a sample of structures into which 
the majority of each class of roots fall are given.
if. P. The Noun
In this analysis noun roots are considered in two groups:
i. native and assimilated-loan noun roots
ii. unassimilated-loan noun roots
if. 2.1. Native and Assimilated-Loan Noun Roots
if. 2.1.1. Syllabic Structure
Native and assimilated-loan noun roots can be monosylKbic,
disyllabic or trisyllabic. Nouns of monosyllabic rooifc> structure
are limited in number compared to disyllabic and trisyllabic nouns.
1The possible structures for these are as follows :
One example is given for each type of structure.
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VC el hand
cvc lcai| ’eye brow
vcc ust ’top*
cvcc zevk 'pleasure
The commonest of these foui* structures is CVC.
In disyllabic noun roots the most frequent sequences of 
syllables are as follows:
v - cvc oluk 1 drain pipe'
VC - CVC erkek 1male1
VC — CV abla 1 sister'
CV-CV baba 1 father1
CVC - CV tar la 'farming land'
cv - cvc cjocuk 'child'
cvc -  cvc hendek 'ditch'
In trisyllabic noun roots the more common syllable
are as follows:
c v - c v - c v kelime 'word'
c v - c v  - CVC bilezik 'bracelet'
CV - CVC - CVC muhendis 'engineer'
CVC - CV - CVC memleket 'country'
VC-CV - c v is^kele 'pier'
VC - cvc -  cv iskemle 'chair'
The above structures show that noun roots can be C
and C or V initial* The root final is of extreme
signi$^nce when suffixed forms are considered. The juncture 
of root + suffix exhibits similar sets of features with V final 
roots, and other sets with C final roots. To simplify the
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presentation of analysis and to avoid repetition two noun root
structures, one monosyllabic and the other disyllabic* via# CVC
and CV— CVC* are described! although CVCC noun roots are limited
in number* this structure is also included in the description 
to show the restriction of the subsystems that can be set up for
the C systems in the final cluster#
Systems are set up here only for the root initials and
root finals as statements have to be made in relation to these
1
systems when intra-word and inter-word junctures are analysed • 
There is no apparent restriction on what C finals are possible 
with particular C initials* so consonant combinations are not 
described#
4*2#1»2+ C Systems
if#2#l#2.1# CVC Structure
The following subsystems c^n be set up for the initial C 
system in CVC structure#
i* P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, the 
terms being p, t* k, <£# The phonetic exponents, which are all 
stops* are/consonants of P, T* K and groups in h prosodic 
onsets* and consonants of B* D, G and C groups in h prosodic
3
onsets •
Examples:
h.PVC
P
sharepay
bez cloth
P
See Chapters 6 and 8 .
2
For grouping of consonants see 2.7.
3
Onset refers to root onset which coincides with syllable
onset#
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toz ’dust1
dal ’branch*
kir 1 dirt1
gul ’rose’
qol ’desert’
can ’life’ ^
ii. S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, » the 
terms being § and s. There is no contrast of h/h prosodies when
the term is j|, which operates in h prosodic onsets only. The term 
s can operate in h/h prosodic onsets . In h prosodic onsets the 
exponents,which are sibilants, are consonants of the and S groups, 
and in h prosodic onsets they are the consonants of the Z group. 
Examples:
kjSWC j^ i^  ’ skewer ’
^SVC soz ’speech’s
-SVC zil 'bell’s
iii. N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, , the
terms being m and n. There is no contrast of h/h prosodies, the
terms operate in h prosodic onsets only. The exponents, which
are nasals, are consonants of the M and N groups.
^ Only h/h prosodies are marked in the examples to show the 
terms operating in different types of onsets and endings, y/w, r/r 
are not shown as there are no restrictions on their occurrences.
h.PtVC
hPVCt
hJg/C
h?VC
hPVC
9
-PVC
9
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Examples:
h-NVCm mal 'property
-NVCn nem humidity1
iv. K subsystem : There are five terms in this subsystem, , the 
terms being f, h, 1, r, y. The term f operates in h/h prosodic 
onsets, the exponents in h onsets are consonants of the F group, 
and in h onsets consonants of the V group. The term h operates 
in h prosodic onsets only, and the exponents are consonants of the 
H group. l,r, y operate in h prosodic onsets, and their exponents 
are consonants of the L, R, Y groups. All the exponents of the 
K subsystem are continuants.
Examples:
h fil 'elephant'
-KVC
i
vat voltage'
^ICVC han ' inn1h
h.
KjVC lee 'carcass'
-KVCr ray rail
^KVC
Y
yuz 1 face'
The initial C in y/w, r/r prosodic CVC noun root structure 
can now be represented as follows:
h/hCpVC
%
h/h
The following subsystems are set up for the final C of 
the CVC structure.
i. P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, ^  , the
2
terms being p, t, k, 9 which operate in h/h prosodic endings .
In syllables with h prosodic endings the exponents are consonants 
of the P, T, K, 9 groups* In syllables with h prosodic endings 
exponents are consonants of the P, T, K, ^ groups when a consonant 
or nothing follows, but consonants of B, D,G and C groups or a palatal 
glide in a y prosodic root, and a velar glide in a w prosodic root 
when a vowel follows?.
Examples:
CTVP
P
sap 1 stem'
CVP"
p
dip 1 bottom1
hCVI£ sut 'milk*
CVP-t tat 'taste'
cv !ch kok 'root'
h
CVIk gok o
>
CVPh
9
sa<j 'hair'
CVP^
.................. - .................. 9 ,
ta^ ' crown' ^
h/h does not necessarily imply that each of the terms can 
operate in h and h onsets (or endings,as the case may be) ,it is a 
generalized statement for terms in a specific subsystem.
2
ending. Ending refers to root ending which coincides with syllable3
i See N. Waterson, op. cit. , p.583* footnote 1 •
For instrumental evidence that there is no difference in the 
P in absolute final position in h/h endings see Specs.8 and" 10,^.m  *„<£ 195
?k
ii. S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, ♦ the
terms being ^ and s • There is no contrast of h/h prosodies when 
the term is which operates only in h prosodic endings. The 
exponents are consonants of § group. The term s operates in h/h 
prosodic endings; in h endings the exponents are consonants of the 
S group , and in h endings the exponents are consonants of the Z 
group.
Examples:
CVSh
hCVSs
CVS-s
ka^ s
tas
saa
eye-brow
dish
string instrumemt
iii. N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, ^  , the 
terms being m and n. There is no contrast of h/h prosodies, the 
terms operate in h prosodic endings only. The exponents are 
consonants of the M and N groups'*".
Examples:
dam 'roof*
kan 'blood'
CVK-m
CVK-n
iv. K subsystem: There are six terms in this subsystem, Kg , 
the terms being f,h,l, r, y and g. There is no contrast of h/h 
prosodies when the terms are 1 , r, y, g which operate in h prosodic
endings only; the exponents for 1 , r, y are consonants of the
2
L, R, Y groups , and for g vowel length when a consonant or
There is a certain degree of devoicing in the consonants 
of M, N groups when they are exponents of the final N subsystems. 
They are analysed as functioning in h prosodic syllable ending 
because of the way they link with suffixes. See Spec. 4*pl92..
See footnote 1 above which also applies to consonants 
of the L*R,Y groups when they are exponents of the final K 
subsystem for which see Specs. 5*6*7 t^ , 193 29^
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nothing follows or a velar/palatal glide when a vowel follows .
The term h operates in h endings only and the exponents are
consonants of the H group. The term f can operate in h/h endings,
the exponents in h endings are consonants of the F group, and in
h endings consonants of the V group* The word su is treated as
hhaving CVC structure with K for final C, i.e® 1 because of the
way it links with suffixes? the term y has no exponents in absolute 
final and pro consonantal position, and the exponent [ j ] in 
pre vocalic position^
Examples: „,„rh
cv?-
hCVKr
CVK-
y
hCVK
CVIF
CVI£h
CV^
h
pul
kir
yay
bag
dev
kuf
mih
stamp1 
dirt’ 
bow1
vineyard’
monster
mould
nail1
The final C in y/w, r/r prosodic CVC noun root structure can now
be represented as follows:
.h/hCVC
CVC
\
h/h
cvc!/-
CVCh/hK,
See N.Waterson, op* cit*, p.582, footnote k
2
ibid. p.5$5, footnote 1 .
3
See p. 73 , footnote 1 •
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A comparison of initial and final subsystems shows that 
they have the same number of terms which are phonetically similar 
in P, S and N subsystems and which function similarly in h/h 
onsets and endings* The number of terms in K subsystem is five, 
for mii!a.t j a.-n d si* for -f 1V 1 & l K. Initial
and final K subsystems have 5 terms, 1, r, y, f,kwith similar 
exponents, and final IC subsystem
has g as the sixth term*
if*2*1*2*2. CV — CVC Structure
The subsystems which have been set up for the initial 
C of the CVC structure are applicable to the initial C of the 
CV — CVC structure, and therefore, to avoid repetition, only 
subsystems for the final C of CV— CVC structure which differ from 
those of final C of CVC structure are given belowi 
i* P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, P^ i of 
the four terms, p, k, <£ operate in h prosodic endings only, and 
the exponents are consonants of P, K* (J groups when a consonant 
or nothing follows, but when a vowel follows, the exponents are 
consonants of the B, C groups for p, 9, and a palatal glide in 
y prosodic words, and a velar glide in w prosodic words for k*
The term t operates in h/h endings, the exponents are consonants 
of the T group in h prosodic endings and also in h endings when 
a consonant or nothing follows, and consonants of the D group 
in h endings when a vowel follows*
Examples:
CV — CVP^ i^arap ' wine '
C V - C V l /1 sepet 'basket'
CV — CVIj.- ^ge^it ' passway'
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CV — CV3^ kepek 1 dandruff1
CV — CVP- piliq ’chicken'
ii* S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, S2 » the 
terms being ^ and s, There is no contrast of h/h prosodies when 
the term is ^ which operates only in h prosodic endings. The 
exponents are consonants of the group. The term s operates in 
h/h prosodic endings. The exponents in h endings are consonants 
of the S group, and in h endings consonants of the Z group.
Examples:
CV-CVS^1 baruf 'peace'
CV — CVSy1 seyis 'groom1
CV - CVS- topus 'knob'
iii, N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, ^  , the 
terms being m and n which operate only in h prosodic endings.
The exponents are consonants of the M and N groups.
Examples:
CV - CVN- resim 'picture'
CV-CVN- keten 'linen'n
iv, IC subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, , the
terms being f, 1, r, y . There is no contrast of h/h prosodies
when the terms are 1, r, y which operate in h prosodic endings
only. The exponents are consonants of the L, R, Y groups. The
term f can occur in h/h prosodic endings. The exponents in h
prosodic endings are consonants of the F group, and in h endings
1
consonants of the V group.
- — > —  • : :
The term f occurs in only a few h prosodic ending words,
mostly neologisms such as gorev 'duty' .
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Examples:
CV - cvi^1 hedef 1 aim1
cv - cvi^ - gorev *duty1
GV - CVK^ temel 1 foundation
CV - CVK- r komur 'coal1
>01>o saray * palace 1
1 in y/w, r/r prosodic CV — CVC noun
can now be represented as follows:
CV - C V C ^
CV - CVC
b2
cv- cvcl2
CV - c v c y -
A comparison of final subsystems in CVC and CV — CVC shows 
that S and N subsystems have the same number of terms which are 
phonetically similar and function in similar types of ending. K 
subsystem for final C in CVC has 'six terms compared to four of 
the K subsystem for final C in CV— CVC* Apart from this* the 
terms function in similar type of endings and have similar 
exponents in both structures* The main difference is in P 
subsystems: although the number of terms are the same and the terms 
similar* in CVC structure they operate in h/h prosodic endings* 
whereas in CV*rCVC structure operate in h prosodic endings
only* and t operates in h/h endings.
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^*2.I.g*3-CVCC Structure
The following subsystems are set up for the initial C 
system in CVCC structure.
i .  P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem* P^, the 
terms being p, t, k, <£ which operate in h/h prosodic onsets. The 
exponents are consonants of the P, T, K, Q groups in h prosodic 
onsets, and consonants of the B, I), G, C groups in h prosodic 
onsets.
post 'animal skin'
borq 'debt'
turp 'radish'
dert 'sorrow'
kurt 'wolf1
gen<j 'youth'
9ark 'wheel'
c iIt 'complexion'
ii* S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem,
the terms being s and s* ^ operates in h prosodic onsets only, 
and the exponents are consonants of the ^ group* s operates in 
h/h. prosodic onsetsi the exponents in h onsets are consonants of 
the S group, and in h onsets, consonants of the Z group.
hPaCC
P
-PaCC
P
hE>CCt
h-Eo.eet
h.
Jk^C O
“^aCG
hPaCC
<?
h-PxGC
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Examples:
hSaCC
9
hSxCCs
^art
sirk
'condition1
'circus'
“SaCC
s zamk glue
iii* N subsystem: This has one term, m, which operates in h prosodic 
onset, and the exponent is a consonant of the M group*
Example:
ii *“Ni.CC miilk 'property'
iv. K subsystem: There are four terms in this subsysytem, IC^  , the 
terms being f, h, r, y* f and h operate in h prosodic onsets, and 
the exponents are consonants of the F and H groups, r and y operate 
in h prosodic onsets, and the exponents are consonants of the R 
and Y groups.
Examples:
h.KjPoCC fark 'difference'
KjocCC:h halk 'people
h.KaCCr renk 'colour'
ICt CC yurt
y
'country'
The initial C system in CVCC noun root can now be 
represented as follows:
h/hC VCC 
%
c_vcc
2
In CVCC the ending can be h/h prosodic* Three subsystems 
are set up for the first C of the final cluster, and these are as 
follows:
i. S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, § and s, and 
the exponents are consonants of the S and § groups.
ii. N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, m and n, the
exponents being consonants of the M and N groups*
iii. K subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, , which 
are f, h, 1, r, the exponents being the consonants of the F, H, L and 
R groups. For examples showing these subsystems see below*
Two subsystems, P and S, are set up for the final C system,
i. P subsystem has four terms, p, t, k, (j. The term p operates
in h prosodic endings only, and the exponents are consonants of 
the P group* cj operates in h prosodic endings only, and the 
exponents are consonants of the group when a consonant or 
nothing follows, and consonants of the C group when a vowel follows. 
The terms t and k operate in h/h endings; in h prosodic endings
the exponents are consonants of the T and K groups, and in h
prosodic endings, consonants of the T and K groups when a consonant
or nothing follows, and consonants of the D and G groups when
a vowel follows* 
ixamples:
CVilPph knlp -handle-
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cvsgh
CVKErt
h
hCVSPst
CVKP-rq
CVNP-nk
h
ko^k
dert
post
bur 9
denk
h 
mk
mansion
sorrow
animal skin1 
sign of the zodiac1 
bundle 1 
glue 1zamk
ii* S subsystem: This has one term, s, which operates in h prosodic 
endings, and the exponents are consonants of the S group*
'k Wesson’
Examples:
CVKSrs ders
CVNShns ^ans luck
The possible combinations of — GO can be summarized thus:
SP when the terms are :
NP when the terms are
s t,k
c) KP when the terms are :
d) — NS when the terms are :
») — KS when the terms are
-  N E
111 K
- N P n
- *  I k
— K Pr p;fc,k,9
— N S n s
K S r s
Nouns which have been treated as having the structure
1CVCeC are not analysed separately here , as the tendency in 
colloquial speech now is to fit them into the pattern of CVCVC 
structure which is already described above, ^*2.1.2.
See N*Waterson, op*cit,, p* 586
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4*2*2* TJnassimilated-loan Noun Roots 
4*2»2»1» Syllabic Structure
Unassimilated-loan noun roots can be considered in two
groups*
i* Those which are considered unassimilated by virtue of their 
phonetic form, i*e* they have the same syllabic structures as 
the native and assimilated-loan nouns, but have some phonetic 
features which require them to be classed as unassimilated* 
ii* Those which have syllabic structures of a type not found in 
native and assimilated roots*
Phonetic featux*es which cause words exhibiting them to be 
regarded as unassimilated have already been discussed in Chapter 
3, where various unassimilated-loan noun roots of the first group 
are given as examples, so no further discussion is needed* It 
is, therefore, roots of the second group which are analysed here* 
Examples of such syllabic structures are as follows (one example 
is given for each):
ccvc tren ' train1
CV- VC saat 'hour1
CV-V-CVC saadet 'happiness1
CV-C V - V C ziraat 1 agriculture
VC - cvcc artist 'film star1
vcc - ccvc ekspres 'express'
0
 
>1>01>01>o muracaat 'application
>01>01>01>o munaka^a 'argument1
cvc - cv - V mecmua 'magazine'
< a 1 0
 
<! 1 iddia 'claim'
8if
It is especially interesting to note the possibility of V — V 
syllable division, i.e. a sequence of V final and V initial 
syllables which is not possible in native or assimilated-loan 
noun roots*
4. 2. 2. 2. Prosodies
in addition to y/w, r/r and h/h prosidies which have 
already been described, a prosody of length, symbolized by L, 
is set up for certain unassimilated-loan noun roots. The
exponent of L prosody is vowel length, i*e* a long vowel, e.g*
^Ca-^Ca [ datva: ] dava 'lawsuit1 
and the juncture of syllables marked with L prosody and suffixes
are as for — V final syllables, e.g.
L L 1Cot - Ca + CV [ da;va:sm3 davasi 'his lav/ suit1
4.2+2.2.I Prosodies of the Unassimilated-loan Root in Relation to 
V Systems
y/w prosidies do not necessarily operate throughout the 
whole root in unassimilated loans, they can be y prosodic onset
w prosodic ending and vice versa2, e.g.
r
ycV — WCV — VC ziraat 'agriculture'
£
WVC— ^CVCC artist 'film star'
r
wCVCy gol 'goal'
r
ycV0W laf 'speech'
-  , . ~  ■ —  ■ ~  ' ! —
Cf. native and assimilated-loan noun roots which,at the 
phonetic level, end in a long vowel, but in phonology/treated as 
being C final because of the type of junction they have with suffixes, 
see pp. 7^-75 , k subsystem.
2
Gf. native and assimilated-loan noun roots, p. 6 .^
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r prosody does not always operate with v in all syllables 
of the root* e«g.
rCi — -CaC miimin ’one who believes'
r„ " » . i-Ca — CaG sinus 'sinus
and with a, it can operate in any of the syllables, not just the 
first syllable, e.g.
I* I* I I*-Ct — Cog kilo kilogrammme
p  I I
CaC— CaC konsol 'chest of drawers
-Ci- CocC — rCa bilardo 'billiards'
2.2.3. C iSystems
A striking feature of C systems in unassimilated-loan
roots is the possibility of the terra § of subsystem S functioning
in h prosodic onsets/endings1 e.g.w-SVC— ^CV jarse 'jersey' ,
?
and also the possibility of E .functioning in h prosodic endings, 
e.g. iddia 'claim' .
The CCVC structure is the most alien to the native 
structure, and it is therefore analysed below showing what systems 
can operate in an initial cluster and what possible final systems 
are. The C systems in other structures are mostly the same as those 
given for native and assimilated-loan noun roots, with the exception 
of features mentioned above, and are therefore not described.
if*2.2,3.!. CCVC Structures
The following subsystems are set up for the initial C 
in CCVC structures
i, P subsystem: There are three terms in this subsystem, 3^  , the 
terms being p, t,-,k which operate in h/h prosodic onsets. The
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exponents are consonants of the P, T, K groups when the onset is 
h prosodic, and B, D, 0 groups when the onset is h prosodic. 
Examples:
hPCVC
P
-PCVC
p
priz
blok
socket
'block1
hPCVCt
-PCVCt
tren 1 train'
hI>CVC
hIJCVC
dram
krai
grev
drama
'king'
strike
ii. S subsystem: There is o.ne term in this subsystem, , the
term being s which operates in h prosodic onsets only. The exponents 
are consonants of the S group.
Examples:
hSCVCs
hBCVCs
stil 'style'
spor 'sport'
iii. K subsystem: There is one term in this subsystem* ,
the term being f which operates/h prosodic onsets only* The 
exponents are consonants of the F group*
Examples:
^ V C  f ren ' brake 1
h,KpVC flut flute
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The following subsystems are set up for the second C of 
the CCVC structure*
i. P subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, , the 
terms being p and t, and the exponents are consonants of the P and 
T groups.
Examples:
CFVC spor 'sport1
CI>yC step 'steppe1
ii. K subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, , the 
terms being 1 and r. The exponents are consonants of the L and 
R groups.
Examples:
CKjVC bluz 'blouse1
CKVC lcre^  'nursery school'
The possible combinations of CC— can now be summarized as:
a) SP — when the terms are : S'P —s p,t
b) PK — when the terms are : PIC-7*
' P r.l
V "
?<K T
c) ICK— when the terms are :
The analysis shows that the initial C system is restricted 
in CCVC structure, especially when compared to the initial C 
system in CVC structure. The P subsystem has three terms in CCVC
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structure as compared to four terms in CVC* S subsystem has one 
terra in CCVC operating in h prosodic onset, but two in CVC 
operating in h/h prosodic onset# No N subsystem can be set up 
for the initial C in CCVC structure# K subsystem has one term 
in CVCC operating in h prosodic onset* but five terms in CVC* 
four of which operate in h prosodic onset* and the-fifth* f* 
in h/h prosodic onset#
given below# It will be seen that there are some differences 
from the subsystems set up for final C of native Turkish and 
assimilated loan noun roots.
terms being p* t» k* 9# The terms t and 9 operate in h prosodic 
endings and the exponents are consonants of the T and 9 groups, 
p operates in h prosodic endings* and the exponents are consonants 
of the P group when a consonant or nothing follows, gnd the B 
group when a vowel follows# k operates in h/h prosodic endings 
the phonetic exponents being consonants of the K group in h 
endings, and also in h endings when a consonant or nothing follows* 
but a velar glide when a vowel follows in h prosodic endings# 
Examples:
The subsystems for final C of the CCVC structure are
i# P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem* P^, the
CCVF^ grip 'a heavy cold1
CCVPh brut t gross
CCVPh bri9
9 T
blok
bridge ( card game)
block1
plak 'record
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ii. S subsystem : There are two terms in this subsystem, t the 
terms being % and s. Both terms can operate in h/h prosodic 
endings; in h endings the exponents are consonants of the Q and 
S groups, and in h endings'.consonants of the Z group and [ 3IU 
Examples:
 h presCCVSs
ccvs-s
'pressing machine*
CCVSh
ccvs-s
kriz
brof^
plaj
'crisis'
brooch
beach*
iii. N subsystem: There are two terms in this/(system, , the
terms being ra, n which operate in h prosodic endings only, and 
the exponents are consonants of the M and N groups.
Examples:
 Jb 1 1gram gramme
tren 'train'
CCVN-m
CCVN-n
iv* K subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, , the terms 
being f and r. f operates in h/h prosodic endings; the exponents 
are consonants of the F group in h prosodic ending, and the V 
group in h ending, r operates in h endings and the exponents are 
consonants of the R group.
Examples:
hCCVIg
CCVI^ r
CCVK-r
blof
grev
spor
bluff
'strike' 
'sport'
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The final C in y/w* r/r prosodic CCVC noun root structure 
can now be represented as follows:
cove!/*
%
ccvcjj/-
2
CCVC"
2
ccvc^-
2
4*3* The Ad.jective
Like noun roots* adjective roots are also considered in 
two groups:
i* native and assimilated-loan adjective roots
ii* unassimilated-loan adjective roots
4*3«1« Native and Assimilated-loan Adjective Roots
4»3«1»1» Syllabic Structure
The majority of the native and assimilated-loan adjective
roots are monosyllabic and disyllabic* with a limited number of 
1
trisyllabic roots •
Monosyllabic adjective roots can be of the following 
structure:
VC ak white
vcc ilk 'first'
cvc mor 'purple
cvcc dinq ' fit'
There are trisyllabic adjectives like yumu^ak 'soft1 
kirmizi ’red* which are frequently used* but as they are fewer 
than monosyllabic and disyllabic adjectives, and there is nothing 
new to be stated about the C and V systems and prosodies* their 
structures will not be described* Quite a number of trisyllabic 
adjectives are also found in slang usage* e.g* dangalak 'stupid*» 
hovarda 'generous'«
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Disyllabic adjective roots have mainly the following structures:
v - c v c uzun 1long'
cv-cvc buyuk ‘big1
CVC - CVC 9iplak 'nake d 1
CVC - CV yassi 1 flat1
c v - c v yeni ' new *
< 1 0 < aci 'bitter
v c - c v ek^i 1 sour'
These structures show that though monosyllabic adjective 
roots are only fl final* disyllabic ones can be C or V final. As for 
the root initials, these can be C or V in monosyllabic and disyllabic 
adjectives.
A description of all structures ,.is not given because 
this would mean a lot of repetition as no new statements need 
to be made for C and V systems. Therefore only adjective roots 
of the same types of structure as the noun roots which have 
already been analysed* i.e. CVC, CV — CVC and CVCC are described 
in order to enable a comparison of the initial and final C
systems in noun and adjective root structures to be made*
4.3.1.2. C Systems
4»3«1«3.*1. CVC Structure
The following subsystems can be set up for the initial 
C system in CVG structure*
i* P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem* P^, the
terms being p* t* k* 9* p, t, k operate in li/h prosodic onsets 
and the exponents are consonants of the P* T* K groups in h 
onsets and B* D* G in h onsets* 9 operates in h prosodic 
onset and the exponent is [ V* 3 •
Examples:
hPtC pis 'dirty*
P
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-PaC boz 'off white'
P
kpi.C tiz 'shrill't
-IjjC dik 'steep*
kit 'scarce'
~ ^ C  giicj 'difficult'
^PtC <jig 'raw*
ii# S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsysteai? S^i 
the terms being 1=5 and s* There is no contrast of h/h prosodies 
when the term is ^ which operates in h onsets? and the exponents 
are consonants of the ^ group* s can operate in h/h onsets and 
the exponents are consonants of the S group in h onsets,and 
the Z group in h onsets#
Examples:
kjSh-C $i^ 'swollen'
kfkxC saf 'stupid'
~SaC zor 'difficult's
iii* N subsystem: There is one term in this system? ? the term 
being m which operates in h prosodic onset a_nd the exponent is 
a consonant of the M group*
Examples*
- NotC mor ' purple'
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iv* K subsystem; There are two terms in this subsystem* K^, the 
terms being h and y* h operates in h onsets* and the exponents 
are consonants of the H group* y operates in h prosodic onsets* 
and the exponents are consonants of the Y group*
Examples;
hur ’free'
^KaC ya^ 'wet1
y
The initial C in y/w* r/r prosodic CVG adjective root can 
now be represented as follows;
h//-C VC 
%
h/-C-VC
2
-cNvc
1
^-c^vc
2
The following subsystems are set up for the final C of 
the CVC structure*
i* P subsystem; There are three terms in this subsystem, P_,* the
3
terms being t, k, 9* t* k operate in h prosodic endings only* and 
the exponents are consonants of the T and K groups* 9 operates 
in h endings* the exponents being the consonants of the £ group 
when a consonant or nothing follows, but consonants of the C 
group when a vowel follows*
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Examples;
Ctpk kit 'scarce1t
att  dlk 'steep'
CaP~ geq 'late'
9
iif« S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, Sg* the 
terms being § and s* There is no contrast of h/h prosodies when 
the term is ^ which operates in h prosodic ending only, and the 
exponents are consonants of the iS group* s can operate in h/h 
prosodic endings* The exponents in h endingsare consonants of 
the S group, and in h endings consonants of the Z group*
Examples:
Casj1 bo^ 'empty'
CaS*1 has 'real*s
CiS~ diiz 'straight'
6
iii* N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, the 
terms being m and n which operate in h prosodic endings, and the 
exponents are consonants of the M and N groups*
Examples:
CaN^ ham 'unripe'
CaN~ son 'last1n
iv* K subsystem: There are £jve terms in this subsystem, IC,_, the 
terms being f,h,r,i?g*h[f operate in h prosodic endings, and the 
exponents are consonants of the 3? group*lsr and g operate in 
in h prosodic endings, the exponents being consonants of the R anol "L
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groups and vowel length or palatal/velar glide respectively* 
Examples: CaXh * cU-z^ling
Ti
Cotf^ 1 saf 'pureh i__ -A i
CocK~ zor 1 difficultr
G ^ Kr sag 1 shallow1g^
Ct-K^ cfy] W (d O W  6 d
The final C in y/w* r/r prosodic CVC adjective root can
now be represented as follows:
CVGh/h
C V C ^
cvc|
2
CVCJh/h
5*
4«3*l*2«2-» CV — CVC Structure
The following subsystems are set up for the initial C 
of GV"— CVC structure:
i* P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem* P^, the 
terms being p* t, k* 9* The terms t and k operate in h/h prosodic 
onsets* the exponents are consonants of the T and K groups in 
h onsets* and the D and G groups in h onsets* p operates in h 
prosodic onsets only, the exponents being the consonants of the 
B group* 9 operates in h onsets* and the exponents are consonants
of the 9 group*
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Examples:
-Fjf - CVC buyuk
h.
’big1
EjV “ CVC temiz ’clean*
-EV-CVC derin t * deep *
W ~ cvc kucjuk small
CVC guzel beautiful
PV - CVC 
9
qevik agile
ii. S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem* S2, the 
terms being $ and s* There is no contrast of h/h prosodies when 
the term is § which operates in h onset only, and the exponent is 
[ / 3* s can operate in h/h prosodic onsets* The exponents in 
h onsets are consonants of the S group, and in h onsets consonants 
of the Z group*
Examples:
hSV - CVC
9
hSV - CVC s
hSV - CVC s
^irm
serin
zayif
'pretty*
'cool*
weak
iii* K subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, K2 , the 
terms being h and y. y operates in h prosodic onsets, and the 
exponents are consonants of the Y group* h operates in h prosodic 
onsets, and the exponents are consonants of the H group.
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Examples:
-ICV — CVC yava^ ’ slow1
y
b^V — (JVC haram 1 forbidden1
The initial C systems of the y/w, r/r prosodic CV“ CVC
adjective root structure can now be represented as follows:
h/-CpV - CVC
%
h//~CbV “ CVC
2
h//-c v - cvc 
2
The following subsystems can be set up for the final C 
of the CV — CVC structure*
i* P subsystem: There are three terms in this subsystem, P^» the 
terms being t, k, <j* t operates in h prosodic ending only, and 
the exponent is [ t 3* The terms k and 9 operate in h endings,
and the exponents are consonants of the K and Q groups when a
consonant or nothing follows, and consonants of the C group or 
a palatal/velar glide when a vowel follows*
Examples:
CV-CV^.h bayat ’stale1
CV - C V ^  ku^uk ’ small1
y.
CV — CVP~ kiraq 'unfit for cultivation’
ii* S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem,S^, 
terms being  ^ and s* 9 operates in h prosodic endings, and the
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exponents are consonants of the S group* s operates in h prosodic 
endings* and the exponents are consonants of the Z group.
Examples:
GV — CVS'*1 genis ’wide1
GV — CVS- temiz ’clean1s
iii* N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem* N2* the 
terms being m and n which operate in h prosodic endings, and the 
exponents are consonants of the M and N groups#
Examples:
CV — CVN- haram 'forbidden'm
CV — CVN^ derin 'deep'
iv# K subsystems There are three terms in this subsystem* K,* the
t>
terras being f* 1* r* f operates in h endings only* and the 
exponents are consonants of the F group# The terms 1 and r 
operate in h prosodic endings, and the exponents are consonants 
of the L and R groups#
Examples:
CV-CVl^h zayif 'weak'
CV — CVKj  ^ guzel ’beautiful’
CV - CVK- bo dur ’short'r
The final C system in y/w, r/r prosodic CV^CVC 
adjective root structure can now be represented as follows:
CV-CVCp/"
3
CV - CVC?/-S2
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CV - CVCN-
CV - CVCK.
^*3*1«£*3. CVCC Structure
The following subsystems are set up for the initial C 
system in CVCC adjective root structure*
i* P subsystem: There are three terms in this subsystem, P^i the 
terms being t, k, 9 * k operates in h/h prosodic onsets, the 
exponents are consonants of the K and G groups in h and h prosodic 
onsets respectively* t and 9 operate in h onsets and the exponents 
are consonants of the D and C groups*
Examples:
h„JjjJ'CC kunt ’strong1
-^ aCC gen9 young
~l^ /tCC dinq 1 fit1
-p-iCC
9
cilk ’rotten1
iii S subsystem: There is one term in this subsystem, s, which 
operates in h prosodic onsets, and the exponents are consonants of 
the S group*
Examples
hStxCCs sort hard
iii* N subsystem: There is one term in this subsystem, m, which 
operates in an h prosodic onset, the exponent being a consonant
ioo
of the M group. 
Example:
h t-NaCC mert 'bravem
iv. K subsystem: There is one term in this subsystem, h, which 
operates in an h prosodic onset, the exponent being a consonant 
of the H group*
Example:
k^.CC hirt 'half cooked'
The initial C system in y/w, r/r prosodic CVCC adjective 
root structure can be represented as follows:
h//“CpVCC
hC„VCC
S1
-cNvcc
1
hclfvcc
K1
Two subsysyems, N and K, are set up for the first C of 
the final cluster. The N subsystem has one term, n, and the 
exponent is a consonant of the N group. The K subsystem has 
three terms, K^, the terms being f, 1 and r, and the exponents 
are consonants of the F, L and R groups. A P subsystem is set up 
for the final C. This has four terms, P^, the terms being p, t,
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k* j* The terms p and K operate in h endings, and the exponents 
are consonants of the P and K groups* 9 operates in h endings* the 
exponents being consonants of the (J group when followed by a 
consonant or nothing* and the C group when followed by a vowel*
The term t operates in h/h endings* In h endings the exponents 
are consonants of the T group, in h endings consonants of the 
T group when followed by a consonant or nothing* and consonants of 
the D group when followed by a vowel*
Examples:
w
kuntCVNP? n t
CVNP- n 9
CVKPh r p
CVKpJ? r t
CVi£ k
CVKPh
1 p
cv¥ t
dinq
sarp
sert
cilk
kalp
qif t
strong’ 
fit1.' 
steep1
hard
rotten1
fake
double
The possible combinations of — GC in CVCC adjective root 
structure can be summarized as follows:
a) NP when the terms are
n t,q
b) — KP when the terms are - K P  , . r p,t,l
" F t
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4*3*2. Unassimilated-loan Adjective Roots
Unassimilated-loan adjective roots are very few? and 
unlike unassimilated-loan noun roots it is not just their phonetic 
features or syllabic structures that cause them to be classed as 
unassimilated loans. To n&tive speakers ? such adjectives are 
clearly associated with other unassimilated loan-words of the same 
or different word classes to which they are semantically related*
It is the meanings of the words which make the relationship 
apparent? and speakers? through frequent usage? easily identify the 
semantic connection between them.
Examples:
£
^VC — CVC ender ’rare1 —  ^CV— yCVC nadir ’rare1
r
yvC — CVC elzem ’most necessary’
r
WCV — ^ CVC haris ’ambit ious’
r
ycv — CVC leziz ’delicious1
r r
yCV-CVC rezil ’vile’ — -
r L
— - WCV — CVC lazim ’necessary’
r r
WCVC - ycv - CVC muhteris'ambit ious’
r
yCVC - CVC lezzet 1 taste’
WCV— ^CVC rezalet ’vileness1
™CV - rCVC vakur ’proud’
r
^CV — WCVC vekar ’pride 1
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4»4* The Verb
The root in verb forms can usefully be divided into 
two classes, i.e.
i. pure roots
ii. derived roots
Unlike pure roots, derived roots are formed either by the addition 
of various suffixes or by the addition of the verbs etmek, olmak, 
bulmak to substantive and verb roots. Pure roots are native or 
asssimilated loans only, whereas derived roots can be native and 
assimilated-loans or unassimilated-loans*
As the suffixes are discussed separately in the following 
chapter'3', only pure verb roots are analysed here.
4-.4.1. Pure Roots
Pure roots in verb forms can be monosyllabic or 
disyllabic. The possible root structures are as follows: 
Monosyllabic
Disyllabic
CV ye 1 eat1
CVC gel ’come1
CVCC kalk ’get up1
vcc ol<£ ’measure
VC al ’take’
v - c v eri ’melt’
c v - c v koru ’protect
CV-CVC qali§ work
As seen from the above examples, verb roots can be G final
See Chapter 5»pp* 117 - 12.7.
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or V final, and this distinction is important for the statement 
of various interrelations between roots and suffixes. Roots 
c^n be V initial or C initial, but this has significance only 
when relations between words in connected speech are being 
considered.
As the subsystems which can be set up for the C and V 
systems in monosyllabic verb root structures are applicable to 
disyllabic verb root structures, it is sufficient here to analyse 
the structure of the monosyllabic verb root only. 
if. 2. Monosyllabic Verb Root
if.if.2.1. Syllabic Structure
As mentioned above the monosyllabic verb root structure 
can be CV, CVC, CVCC, VCC, VC. Of these structures VC and CVC 
make up the majority of verh roots.
y/w and r/r prosodies operate throughout the syllable. 
Therefore y/w, r/r prosodic monosyllabic verb root structure 
can be represented as:
r/r
y//wvc(c)
and
r/r
y/WCV(C)(C)
h/h are not necessarily the same at syllable onset and syllable 
ending^- i.e.
h/^c(c)h/^ 
h/-cv(cXc)
1 See *M,1.
2
V final root ending is always h prosodic as the exponent
is a vowel, therefore voiced, and so frvprosodic character of the
V final root endings do not need to be marked in the examples.
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2f.4«2«2« V Sys_tems
In the monosyllabic verb root structure, the V system 
has two terms, a and i » except in GV and VCC structures where 
V system has one term only,a . Thus, the monosyllabic verb roots 
of CVC structure,for example,can be represented prosodically as 
follows, with examples of different prosodies, and terms for the V 
systems given*
£
yCaC gel 'come'
I!
yctc bil 'know
r
ycac gor 'see'
r
yctc gul 'laugh1
r
wCctG kal stay1 CaC kir break
w,CaC koy 'put
r
wCaC kur wind
Zf.Zf.2.3 . C Systems■
2*3*1* CVC Structure
In the CVC structure of the monosyllabic verb root, the 
following subsystems are set up for the initial C* 
i* P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, 3^ , the 
terms being p, t, k, 9 . The exponents in h prosodic onsets are 
consonants of the P, T, K, Q groups, and exponents in h prosodic 
onsets are consonants of the B, D, G, C groups.
Examples:
kpxC pi^ 'cook'
■PxC
P
bul find1
hE>Ct tut smoulder
h.
del 'drill'
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V kes ’cut1
“I^ xC gor 'see1
kpaC cos 'solve*
9 V
ll-PaC cay 'change ones mind'
9
ii. S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, i the 
terms being s and s• There is no contrast of h/h prosodies, the 
terms operate in h prosodic onsets only, and the exponents are 
consonants of the $ and S groups.
Examples:
llSctC 'be amazed'
kgkx,C ser 'spread'
iii. K subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, » the 
terms being f and y. There is no contrast of h/h prosodies, the 
terms operate in h prosodic onsets, and the exponents are consonants 
of the V and Y groups.
Examples:
~I^ x,C ver 1 give1
“K t.C yik 'pull down1
The initial C system in y/w, r/r prosodic CVC verb root 
can now be represented as follows:
h/V v c
T(.
hc0vc
2V2
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The following subsystems can be set up for the final 
C in CVC structure:
i. P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem* 3^ , the 
terms being p, t, k, 9. The terms p, lc, 9 operate in h prosodic 
endings* and the exponents are consonants of the P* K, groups# 
t operates in h/h prosodic endings* the exponents are consonants 
of the T group in h endings and also in h endings when followed 
by a consonant or nothing, but consonants of the D group when 
followed by a vowel in h endings*
Examples:
■h
kapCcxPh
P
snatch
Ca\
CtPc
h
hCaPt
CxP-t
sok
biq
sat
git
uproot
cut
sell
’go'
ii# S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, , the 
terms being ^ and s. There is no contrast of h/h prosodies when 
the term is § which operates in h prosodic endings only* and the 
exponents are consonants of the £ group, s can operate in h/h 
prosodic endings, the exponents in h endings are cozisonants of 
the £> group* and in h endings, consonants of the Z group. 
Examples:
" 1 1duq ’fall'CiSs
hCctSs
CvS-s
kes
buz
cut
pleat
iii. N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, ^  , the 
terms being m and n, which operate in h prosodic endings, and the 
exponents are consonants of the M and N groups.
Examples:
hCaN-m
C iN -n
gom
bin
bury
'ride
iv. IC subsystem: There are five terms in this subsystem, , the 
terms being f, 1, r, y and g. There is no contrast of h/h prosodies, 
the terms operate in h endings only* The exponents are consonants 
of the V, L, R ,:Y groups and vowel length or velar/palatal glide. 
Examples:
h
CcxIJ
hCcxK-r
h
C a K -
y
hGaq
CaKL-
g-
dal
ver
koy
sav
bog
dive
give' 
put1
send away1 
strangle 1
The final C system in y/w, r/r prosodic CVC verb root can now be 
represented as follows:
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VC Structure
In monosyllabic verb roots of VC structure the following 
subsystems are set up for C system.
i. P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, P^ , the 
terms being p, t, k and 9 . There is no contrast of h/h prosodies 
when the terms are p,k, 9 , these operate in h prosodic endings 
only, and the exponents are consonants of the P, K, 9 groups. The 
term t operates in h/h prosodic endings, and the exponents are 
consonants of the T group in h prosodic ending and also in h endings 
when a consonant or nothing follows, but consonants of the D group 
when a vowel follows in h prosodic endings*
Examples:
aP*1 op ’kiss1
P *
it ' push'
aP- et 1 do1t
a^1 ek 'plant*
aP*1 a9 'open'
ii. S subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, S£ , the 
terras being § and s. 9 operates in h prosodic endings only, and 
the exponents are consonants of the 9 group. s operates in h/h 
prosodic endings, the exponents are consonants of the S group in 
h endings, and the Z group in h endings.
Examples:
ocS?1 e^ 'dig'
V
aiS^ 1 as ' hang'
iS- uz 'make sad's
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iii. N subsystem: There are two terms in this subsystem, ^  , the 
terms being m and n which operate in h prosodic endings only, and 
the exponents are consonants of the M and N groups®
Examples:
tlaN- em 'suck*m
haN~ an ’remember1n
iv. K subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem, , the 
terms being 1, r, y, g. There is no contrast of h/h. prosodies
as the terms operate in h prosodic endings, and the exponents are 
consonants of the L, H, Y groups and vowel length or palatal/velar 
glide®
Examples:
al 'take1
aK“ or 1 knit1r
uy 'obey1
aK- eg 'bend1
S>
The C system in y/w, r/r prosodic VC verb root can now be 
represented as follows:
vc£/-
%
VCq/-
2
VC-N2v<
k
Ill
if.if.2.3.3. CV Structure
There are only two examples with monosyllabic verb root 
structure CV. V has one term, a, and the following subsystems can 
be set up for C.
i. P subsystem: This has only one term, t, which operates in h 
prosodic onset. The exponent is [ dj 3«
Example:
ii. IC subsystem: This has one term,y, which operates in h prosodic 
onset', and the exponent is [ j ] •
Example:
The C system in y/r prosodic verb root can nov; be 
represented as follows:
if. if. 2.3* 4-* CVCC Structure
In verb root structure CVCC two subsystems are set up 
for the initial C.
i. P subsystem: There are three terms in this subsystem, P^ , the 
terms being t, k and 9. The terms k and 9 operate in h prosodic 
onsets only, and the exponents are consonants of the K and Q groups, 
t operates in h/h prosodic onsets, the exponents in h prosodic 
onset is [ t 3, and in h prosodic onset C d, 3 •
de say
^Ka ye
y J
eat
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Examples:
h cc lcirp ’shear1
PaCC
9
h
<^ arp
PaCC tartt
'beat'
'weigh'
“E>CC durt 'touch'
t
ii* S subsystem: This has one term, s, which operates in h prosodic 
onsets, and the exponents are consonants of the S group*
Examples:
h.SctCCs serp 'scatter'
hSi.CCs surt 'rub against'
iii* K subsystem: This has one term, y, which operates in h onsets,
the exponents being consonants of the T group.
Examples:
^KaCC yont 'chip into shape1
y
-IO.CC yirt 'tear up'
The initial C system in^w,r/r prosodic CVCC verb root
structure can now be represented as follows:
h/hC VCC
3
h
CcVCC
1
icT VCC 
1
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The syllable ending of the CVCC structure is h prosodic 
with no contrast of h/h prosodies* N and K subsystems are set up 
for the first C of the cluster. K subsystem has two terms , 1
the terms being 1 and r with consonants of the L and R groups as 
exponents. N subsystem has one term, n, and the exponent is a
consonant of the N group. A P subsystem is set up for the final
C. This has four terms, 3^ , the terms being p,t,k and and the
exponents are consonants of the PiT,K and £ groups*
Examples:
hCaNP yont ’chip into shape1XI c
C&Kpk serp 1 scatter1r p
CxI^I^ 1 surt !rub against1
CtKpk sure Stumble*r 9 *
kalk ’get up’
The possible combinations of — CC, i.e. final cluster* 
can be summarized thus:
a\ — NP when the terms are: — HP,/ n t
b) — KP when the terms are: — KP . ,) rp,t,k,9
4*^.2.3*5. VCC Structure
There are only three verbs v/ith VCC structure. V has one 
term, a. A two term IC subsystem is set up for the first C, the
terms being 1 and r» with exponents [1 3 and [ jc 3 . A p subsystem
v/ith two terms, t and is set up for the final C. The terms 
operate in h prosodic syllable endings and the exponents are [ ij 3,1113 
and C V* 3 •
11^
fl . '•Examples: <*KPi increa.se
r t
aKP?1 ort 'cover1r t
al^P^ ol<£ 'measure1
The possible combinations within the cluster in VCC structure
can be summarized as:
— KP when the terms are: — KP,r t
- !ip9
^*5* Summary and Comparison of Initial and Final Systems
The following tables are set out for the comparison of 
initial and final C systems in CVC, CVCC and CV— CVCC noun, adjective 
and verb root structures to show the differences in different 
word classes*
I. CVC Structure
Initial C
...." —"■’V --- n
Final C
i
Noun Adjective Verb Noun Adjective Verb
h^ , h h h
P  4 -  1p;fc,k,9
P . , 
P,t,k ,s
p
P,t,k,9 P,t,k,9
P%,k P \ P,k ,<s
hp h-n h~ h h h
P,t,k,9
”P , .P t,k
«• 11 
Pt,k,Q p’t ,k,<j p.' pt-
hs hs llB Sh sh sh9,8
hc hrt «h b h-s -s — S- s- s-s 3 s s s
-N -N N- N~ N-m,n m m,n m,n m,n
hT, „h ,h
C^,h h ' U
*
\f,y %"l, r, y}g K-- 1 r,g,l
Table IX
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II. CVCC Structure
Initial C Eittal■CC-
Noun Adjective Verb Noun Adjective Verb
h]P 4- 1P,t ,k,9
hp
t, k , 9 NPum.k
NP h n t
h.
NnP|t
hNP.n n t
-p
P,t,k,9
-PXt,q
~p
1:
NE-
nk,9
hsf ,s hss hsS
N&h n s
~ss
--- --- \ plk V t
-Nm m
---
\ h
V h
--- \ vt ' --- ----
r,y
_ -K
y
K ph . ,r P,t(k ^■pXk K P*1 r p t,kj?
KE- r t ,9
K S h r s
— —
SP4h . s t, k
------------:
S Eh9 K
----
Table III
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III. CV-CVC Structure
Initial C Final C
Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
h hP . , p PP*t ,kfq t t
h_ h-,-w P^ 1 h
Pit,k?9
■^P
P,t,k P,t ,k,9
h„ hS S 8 S
§,s '?,s s
h_ _,h h-s -s S- s-s 3 s s
h-N N- N“m n m,n m,n
hT, h„ T,h h
.. .. % h Kh % •t
~I:Ejh,l,rJ y h 7 ’^ l,r,y
Table IV
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CHAPTER FIVE
Affixes
5.1. Introduction
The affixes in Turkish can be analysed into two main
groups.
i. native Turkish affixes 
ii* non-native Affixes
The native Turkish affixes are suffixes, that is they are
affixed to the end of words* The non-native affixes are borrowed
mainly from Arabic and Persian with a few from French and English,
and consist of prefixes and suffixes which are mostly affixed to
unassimilated loan-words* These affixes have very limited usage,
1
are non-harmonic , and mainly unproductive in the present day 
language* These factors make it impossible to consider them as 
assimilated2 *
5*2* Native Turkish Suffixes
Suffixes of different grammatical categories are treated
X t i
The suffix'yor which originally was an independent verb
‘yorirJ, (§ee Lewis, op*cit*p. 108), and is non-harmonic, is treated
as a native Turkish suffix as it operates in very much the same
way as other tense suffixes*
2
For non-native affixes see 5.3 ,
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together as there is basically no difference in the phonological 
statements required for these categories* Suffixes which are no 
longer productive and not used frequently in colloquial speech 
are not included in the analysis.
5*2.1* Suffix Structures
Native Turkish suffixes can have the following structures: 
aj V onset
i. Monosyllabic : V f VO
ii* Disyllabic : V - C V  , VC-CV , V-CVC
b) C onset
i. Monosyllabic : 0 , CV , CVC
ii. Disyllabic : C - C V  * CV-CV
3*2,2. Prosodies
Suffixes get their y/w and r^/r prosodic character from
2 3
the base to which they are affixed . As for h/h prosodies *
subsystems S» N, K of the suffix initial C operate in h/h prosodic
onset regardless of the h/h prosodic character of the base ending.
The h/h prosodic character of the suffix onset depends on the h/h
character of the base ending when the suffix initial is P r
except in the onomatopoeic ‘Sulskunlwe forming suffix^, and in suffix
hstructure which is always P. The h/h prosodic character of
■* This is not relevant when suffix V system is a for
which see 6.2.2.
2 *
The term ^ base1 is used to cover ‘root1 and ‘root + suf f ix(e/§j 
as some of the suffixes analysed in this chapter can be suffixed to 
the suffixed forms of the root as well as to the root.
3
The prosodic character of any suffix which presents an 
exception to this statement is given when suffix structures are 
analysed.
^ See p. 123 t looluote Z.
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suffix ending and onset in different suffix structures is shown
1when suffix structures are analysed •
V Systems
The V systems in suffix structure can be a o n  1 or where 
there are two Vs in the suffix* the V systems can he the same, i*e.
a — a
or different, i.e*
a I
The phonetic exponents of a and \ functioning within
2the different prosodic systems are the same as for roots - *
C Systems
The following subsystems with the maximum possible
terms for initial and final positions are set
systems in suffix structure*
P subsystem — Initial^ ! t , k,
Final : p, ti k, q
S subsystem —  Initial s s
Final : s
N subsystem — Initial : m, n
Final : m, n
K subsystem — Initial i 1 , r, y
Final : 1, r, y
See 5 .2. 3 .
^ See 4. 1.2..
3 .i.e. suffix initial which m  C initial monosyllabic 
suffixes coincides with syllable initial.
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The phonetic exponents of the terms functioning 
within the different prosodic systems are the same as for roots*
5*2*5* Analysis of the Suffix Structures
Structures of the suffixes included in this thesis are 
analysed below • The suffixes are classified according to their 
structure and type of onset) viz. V or C .
5*2.5»1* V Initial Suffixes
A* Monosyllabic
2 3
a e : 1. Dative case suffix
2. Subjunctive mood suffix
ii*  ^ .i : 1. Accusative case suffix
2. De-verb substantive suffix
II. VO
i* aC a) <xl|^  en •: Present participle suffix
b) otK- er : Distributive numeral suffix' r
See 5-2- •
2
The front articulated forms of the suffixes are taken as 
citation forms as these are the forms normally used in Turkish for
uttering the suffixes in isolation. They are in the orthography.
3 . fSuffixes are in the main named as in Lewis’'Turkish
Grammar1 except in those cases where a distinction has to be made for
purposes of description that Lewis does not make,or where Lewis
does not name the suffix but only describes its function.
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ii.  ^C
h. h
a) <P ,, : aP ip : Gerund suffixp,t,K p
- h 1^E it : De-verb substantive suffixt
ll . ik rLDe-verb substantive suffix
2.De* %ut'sto.ntive. ve-rb suffix
b) ^Sh/^ tS6 iz : Person pluralizing suffix
s,$ s
1. and 2. persons
b >^S is : Verbal noun suffix
9 ?
^e“ver^ substantive suffix
2. 1. person singular suffix 
Type X
h 3bN- in :1. De-verb substantive suffixn
2. Genitive case suffix
\ h 4dj aKj- il : Passive suffix
B. Disyllabic
I. V - C V
i* a — e-li : Gerund suffix
ii. i-ci : De-verb substantive suffix
II. VG — CV
h
iN— “Pa in-ce : Gerund suffixn ?
1 This suffix is now used with C final bases only.
2
This suffix is now used with C final bases only.
3^ This suffix is now used with C final bases only.
4 f. n1il can be suffixed to all verb roots except where the 
root final is V or 1^  in which case the passive suffix is N^ * See 
3* 2.3* 2 Aliii •
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III* V — CVC
hi h.i. a — e-cek : Future suffix
ii*.v a — “KptF*1 e-rek : Gerund suffix
5*2.g>*2» C Initial Suffixes 
A* Monosyllabic
I. G
i* P t : De-verb suffix — causativet
P k : 1. 1# .-person plural suffix —
Type II
2. De-verb substantive suffix
P c : De-verb substantive suffix
9 Y
.. „h/h „h ™
S - S” z :t.Collective numeral suffixs,^  s
2.Aorist negative suffix (l* 
and 2, persons sg. and pi*)
hS ^ : De-verb verb suffix —
® reciprocal
iii* N- N m ; 1. 1. person sg. suffix —m.n in
Type II
2. Possessive suffix(i. person)
N n : i. De-verb verb suffix
reflexive
X. 2. person sg* suffix — 
Type II
3. Possessive suffix 2. person 
if. Passive suffix
1 See p. 12.1 , footnote •
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hiv* K- K 1 : De-substantive verb suffixl,r,y 1
IC r : Aorist suffixr
K y : Copula suffix ^
y
II. cv
a) Ca
i. Ea Pa de : i. Locative case suffix
2.Onomatopoeic verb forming 
suffix
Pa ce : Be-substantive substantive
9
suffix — diminutive
ii* ^Sa se : Conditional suffixs
iii. "Ha me : Negative suffix
iv. ^ a-tt,a le : i. De-substantive verb suffix
z.Onomatopoeic verb forming 
suffix
b) C x
p.), ^
tfk ,9 I>i, ti : Onomatopoeic substantive
2forming suffix
P> di : Past suffixt
gi : De-verb substantive suffix
Pt ci : Be-substantive substantive
9
suffix
^ This suffix does not occur in aboiute final position, it is 
always followed by another suffix.
2
The suffix onset is always h prosodic regardless of the h/h 
prosodic character of the base ending. ~
122*
11, h si : Possessive suffix (p* personJ
iii. -IK mi : Interrogative suffix^m
iv* \  u  : De-substantive substantive
suffix
III. CVC
1. E,V Ch//-
h
a) i* ^en * Ablative case suffix
r
ii* Sen : De-verb substantive suffix
vh 2iii. J ken : Gerund suffix
ll
b) P iC" i. IKK dir : De-verb verb suffix —t r
causative
ii. gin : De-verb substantive suffix
iii. cik : De-substantive substantive
suffix — diminutive
h h2. nSVC- sa,\
a) sel : De-substantive substantive
suffix
b) StC i. SiS siz : De-substantive substantive/ s s s
suffix
ii» : l. Personal suffix (imperative-
3 * person^
1
Although Lewis calls this the interrogative particle it is 
treated as a suffix here, as it functions phonologically in the same 
way as the other suffixes.
2 < i
ken is always h onset /y prosodic regardless of the h/h ending 
and y/w prosodic character of the base.
3. -NVCh//-moc.x
%. 2. person singular suffix — 
Type 1
a) NaC~ 1 m NaPra 1c raek : Infinitive suffix
h  h
B. Disyllabic
I. C-CV
k h/A 
N — CV m,n a,%
ii. NaH men : De-verb substantive suffixm n
b) N*C: ' m mi^ : mi^ past/inferential suffix
a) KoC6 i. KpK ler : Plural suffix
r
ii. wKaK
y r
yor : Present tense suffix. 1
b) KjiCh lik : De-substantive substantive 
suffix
ii. i lim : 1. person plural suffix — 
Type III
N - hSa m s mse : De-substantive verb suffix
i. K — S% rasi : De-substantive substantive m s
suffix
ii. N — nci : Ordinal numeral suffix n
1yor’ is always w/r prosodic regardless of the prosodic character 
of t h e  ba,se.
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N — nti : De-verb substantive suffixn t
II. CV - CV
meli : Necessitative suffix
5*3« Non-native Affixes
In this section the structure of the four non-native affixes 
which are productive, is analysed. Other non-native affixes are no 
longer productive, and as mentioned on p.117 , they have limited 
occurrences as affixed to unassimilated loamvords.
5.3*1* The Structure of the Non-native Affixes
Non-native affixes do not take their prosodic character 
from the bases to which they are affixed, and therefore prosodies 
are given for each structure.
A. Suffixes
I. CV-CV
i. \ « - yNa hane : indicates place of something
ii. vari : indicates likeness,similarity
II. CVC-CVC
r
wh
m s  y n masyon : is used to make nouns
B. Prefixes
VC-CV
r y
anti indicates a state of being 
against something
1?7
Conclusions
The analysis of the suffix structures in the above section 
shows that in suffixes terms of the subsystems for C in initial 
and final positions are restricted compared to roots* This 
restriction of terms can be shown in tables V and VI as follows.
Initial C
Root P t k 9 s m n f h 1 r y -
Suffix — t k 9 s ? m n — - 1 r y
Table V
Final C
Root P t k 9 s m n f — 1 r y s
Suffix P t lc 9 s m n - — 1 r — —
Table VI
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CHAPTER SIX 
Junction Prosodies
6»1» Introduction
There are many juncture points in connected speech in 
Turkish which exhibit interesting features . The present chapter 
analyses types of juncture between 'root + suffix', and suffix + 
suffix’ which occur in a slow style of speech, and junction 
prosodies are set up to show these relations. Apart from y/w, 
r/r prosodies, junction prosodies depend on the type- of base ending 
and suffix onset. Therefore,the same suffix can have different 
junction prosodies with different bases, depending on the base 
ending^.
6.2. Root + Suffix Junction Prosodies
6.2.1. y/w Prosodies
The y/w prosodic character of the suffixes is determined 
by the y/w prosodic character of the roots to which they are 
affixed. Therefore these prosodies extend over root and suffix.
^ See Chapter «.res ^ siyle ©£ speech.
2
See, for example, C final root + CV , 6.2.10,
and V final root + N — bV 6.2.12.m >
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1 * 2 
This is applicable to all suffixes except'yor and ken and
3
non-native affixes .
Examples:
SaEaK 
§ k r
+
p# ^eker
+ de 1 ■ tm  sugar
M  V  ' ' 
t s
+
pta tuz
4* da 'in salt1
SaEaK 
^ k  r + ¥ ^eker + ’sweet1
rPjS t s
4- ¥ tuz 4~ lu ’salted’
6.2.2® r Prosody
r prosody can be set up as a junction prosody only where 
the suffix V system is 1 and no a intervenes between the X syllable 
of the suffix and the root® In other words, unlike y/w prosodies 
r prosody does not extend over the root and suffix regardless 
of suffix V systems®
Examples :
i. Suffix V system ;
r ^t-^ + ifji. tuz -i- lu ’ salted’
1
l® e® suffixes analysed in this thesis®
2 See p. 125, 5.2.5.2 AIII ^a, and p. 1 2 ^  5.2-52.AIII la .
3 Junctions o|u roots and non-native affixes are not analysed 
here® Their junctions/roots are more like those of word+word , i*e® 
there is no harmony, and therefore no y/w, r/r junction prosodies®
if
In each section only the junction prosody under discussion 
is shown in the examples®
ii* Suffix V system a :
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rEiS~ + -Ea t s t tuz + da 'in salt
iii* Suffix V systems a — 1 1
PaK +
Tc r -al^ i gor + eli 'since seeing'
6*2*3* r Prosody
Unlike r prosody, r prosody extends over root and 
suffix regardless of suffix V systems.
Examples:
i* Suffix V system V :
Sal^ ptK^  + ^eker + li 'sweet'
ii. Suffix V system a :
•SaPaK + Pa^ 1  r t ^eker + de 'in sugar
iii* Suffix V systems a — t :
bil + eli 'since knowing
6*2.if. H Prosody
I* C final roots + V initial suffixes,i.e. — C + V —
Suffixes with V onset have H prosodic junction with 
C final roots where the subsystems P, S, N, IC function in a h
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prosodic root ending. Q?he exponence of the .prosody 
syllabification and voice, i.e. root c s«jUa.Ur£u
Examples:
H
-!~L -S SCVS- + V ----— cv-sv
boz + i bo-zu
H
P P
ii. CVP- + V  ^  CV-PV
dip + i di-bi
H
iii. V-CV3g* + V ~--- — > V-CV-^V
elek -i- i ele-gi
iv. CVN- + V  > CV - NV
cam + e ca-ma
VN- + VC  ^ V - NVC
on + er o-nar
hvx. CVP- + VC  > CV - PVC
git + en gi-den
vii. CVS- + VC  > CV-SVC
kaz + i^ ka-zi^
... h 5vxxx. CVK- + VC ■-- > CV-KVCr r*
gor + ip go-rtip
. is
itU -tte. ix.
*the grey1
'the bottom1
'the sieve'
'to the window’
'ten each'
'one who goes'
'digging'
’after seeing’
X*
xi.
xii.
xiii*
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.
h
CVS- +s
goz +
CV-CVKj^ +
guzel +
CVK- +
y
yay +
CV-CVN- +n
kadin +
hCVK- +r
ger +
CVKp +
bul +
CVS- +s
yaz +
kov +
CVK- +m
gom +
H
VC - - - - > CV - SVCs
ik go -zuk
H
VC - - - * CV-CV — Kjvc
im gu-ze-lim
H
vc - - - > C V - K V C
y
in ya-yin
H
VC  - - - - > C V - C V - N V Cn
iz kadi^niz
H
VC - - - > CV - KVCr
il ge-ril
H
V jC V  > cv-Kjv-cv
eli bu-la-li
H
V _GV    > CV - SV-CV
s
i ci ya- zici
H
VC-CV -- ^  CV r I^VC-CV
in ce ko vun ca
H
V-CVC —  > CV - NV-CVCm
e.cek go-me-cek
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'appear 1
Vi am beautiful'
'publication'
'we are women'
'be stretched'
'since finding'
'one who writes'
'when he dismisses'
'he will bury'
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XVXXX. hC V S -s
yuz
V-CVC  
e- rek
H
CV -  SV-CVC  s
yix~ ze - rek ’by swimming’
II. C final roots + C initial suffixes» i.e. — C + C —
llA. Suffixes with ~C onset have H prosodic junction with C
final roots where the subsystems P» S « K, K function in a h root
ending. The exponence of the prosody, /relation is voice except for
hthe junction of — P- + P — where the exponence is voicelessness^sse 
examples vii and viii below).
Examples:
CVN-m PVCx
H
C V N -P V C  m t
cam den cam-dan 1 from the window’
xii CVN~n
han
\VC
ler
H
n
han-lar
CVN - KjVC
’inns 1
iii.
el
t
de el-de ’in hand’
xv. Vig
ev
h PVC
?
cik
H
VI^ -  PVC 
ev-cik 'dear little house
C VK -
y
-NVCm
H
CVK -  NVC 
y m
say men say-man accountant'
vx. C V -C V P - +
P
90 rap +
h.Y c
ler
H
CV-CVP -  KjVC
9orap-lar socks
13 k
vn. CVP-
p
dip
%VCt
den
H
CVP - PVC 
P t
dip-ten 'from the bottom*
v m .
ix .
CV-CVI^~+
ka pak +
CV-CVS-+s
te miz *
ptv
de T'
V
lik
H
T >  c v -c v ^  -  i>y
ka-pak-ta
H
CV-CVSB ¥ c
te-miz-lik
'on the lid1
'cleanliness'
B. C final roots where the subsystems Pi Si K function in a 
h root ending also have H prosodic junction with -C onset suffixes 1 
with voice at suffix onset as the exponent.
Examples:
VP
P
ip
h ^ v c
ler
H
VP - KjVC
ip-ler 'ropes'
ix« CVPt
sat
h
-NVCm
mek
H
CVP —  NVC t m
sat-mak 'to sell’
111.
IV.
VS
CVIf
kiif
\ v
li
V
li
~>
H
i^ s-li
VS -  KjV
H
CVI^ - y  
kuf-lu
embroidered'
mouldy'
CVS
bo^
h h'Kjvc
lik
I
CVS -  KVC^ 1
bo^-luk emptiness'
ll~C onset suffixes of the following structures are exceptions 
to this type of prosodic relation with C final roots:
-KVC , N--CV y m n
For the juncture of these suffixes with C final roots see 
6.2.10 .
III. V final roots + C initial suffixest i.e. — V + C —
Where the root ending is V and the suffix onset is C or1.
ll
■Cjjk » there is also H prosodic junction with voice as the exponent. 
Examples:
H
i. CV-CV + PVC ----- > CV-CV ~ PVCt t
ko va + den ko-va-dan 'from the bucket'
H
ii. V-CV + PV  > V-CV - PV
v "C
0 ku + di o-ku-du 'he read'
h 3
iii. V-CV + -NVC   ^ V-CV - NVCm m
a ra + mek a -r a - raak 'to look for'
H
iv. V-CV + PV -----> V-CV - PV
9 c
1 ri + ce i-ri-ce 'quite large'
h H
v. CV-CV + TJjVC  * CV-CV —  KjVC
ke <^ i + ler ke-^i-ler 'goats'
The types of junction where H prosody operates may be 
summarized as follows:
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I.
II. 
ill.
- 1c
\  _
- V + { N.K
6.2,3* H Prosody
I. C final roots + V initial suffixes, i.e. — C + V —
Suffixes with V onset have H prosodic junction, with G 
final roots where the subsystems P, S, K function in a h root 
ending. The exponence of the prosodic relation is syllabification 
and voicelessness.
Examples:
CVP*1
P
sap
V
H
CV - PV
P
sa-pi 1 the handle '
ix. CVPt
sat
h VC
en
H
■> CV - PVC t
sa-tan 'one who sells'
in.
IV.
ak
CVP
?
sa<£
H
h
VC
is
V
-> V - ]j>VC 
a-ku=i 
H
CV — PV c
sa-91
'flow'
'the hair'
v. CVS1Js V
H
CV - sv s
sis Sl-Sl 'the fog
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H
s svi. VSh + V  => V - SV
+ e i-se ’to work'
vii. CVSh + V  CV - SV
boi^  + i bo-jfu ’the empty one1
h H
viii. CVig1 + V  > CV - I^ V
kuf + i ku-fu ’the mould’
II. C final roots -t- C initial suffixesi i«e. - C + C -
A* Suffixes with ^C onset have H prosodic relationship with 
C final roots inhere the subsystems Pi S, K function in a h root 
ending. The exponence of the prosodic relation is voicelessness*
Examples:
. H
VP + ^VC  * VP - J^ VC
ip + den ip-ten ’from rope
H
"t *9’ ' V
ii. CVP31 + PV  > CVP - PV
sut + 9i sut-9u ’milkman’
iii. V^h + V v c   > VJ^ - SVC
H
s
ek + siz ek-siz ’whole’
H
iv. CVS11 + PVC  > CVS — PVC
be^ + den be^-ten 'from five’
h h H
v. VS + SVC ----- > VS - SVC9 s 9 s
es + siz es-siz ’matchless'
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h h Hvi. CV1£ + SVC - - > CVKh —  SVG
ruh + siz ruh-suz 'lifeless*
B. Suffixes with onset have H prosodic relationship with 
C final roots where the subsystems P, S, N» K operate in a h root
waskiVy ^  ^
ending. The exponence of the prosod}'/, relation is voicelessness.
Examples:
H
P s P
CVP- + hSVC ----> CVP - SVC
dip + siz dip-siz 'bottomless'
h . H
ii. CVS- + SVC ----> CVS - SVCs s s s
tuz + siz tuz-suz 'unsalted'
H
iii. CVM- + SVC  CVN - SVCn s n s
kan + siz kan-siz 'bloodless'
H
r s ' 'r "siv. CVK- + hSV -— CVK - SV
gor + se gor-se 'if he sees'
hC onset suffix of ^  structure is an exception to this
1
type of prosodic relation with C final roots .
III. V final roots * C initial suffixes? i.e. — V + C —
Where the root ending is V and the suffix onset is C with
1
For the juncture of this suffix with C final roots see 
-6.2.9 .
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subsystem S functioning in h onset) there is also H prosodic 
junction with voicelessness as the exponent.
Examples:
1* CV-CV
ba-ba
SVs
si
H
CV-CV - SV s
ba-ba-si Ihis father 1
ii< CV-CV 
ka- pi
hSVCs
siz
H
CV- CV —  SVC s
ka-pi-siz 'without a door'
The junctions where H prosody operates may be summarized 
as follows:
I.
II.
C*1 + I VP.S..K V C -
c — +F,S,N, K C
III. V + hc.,
6.5.6. J Prosody
V final roots + V initial suffixes* except suffixes of aK^  
and structure) have their relationship marked by J prosody) the 
exponent of which is the voiced palatal frictionless continuant, 
i*e. [ j 3 .
Examples:
CV-CV V cv-cv
ba- ba ba-ba-yi 'the father'
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ii. CV-CV
sari
CV-CV V 
sari yi the yellow1
111. v -c v
ova
V v-cv V
ova ya 'to the valley1
IV. CV-CV VC CV-CV VC
yuru if yuru yu^ walking1
CV-CV
koru
VC
en
CV-CV VC
koru yan 'one who protects'
6*2.7. N Prosody
V final roots + V initial suffix of iN structure haven
their relationship marked by N prosody, the exponent of which 
is a denti—alveolar nasal.
Examples:
i*
ii.
CV-CV
masa
CV-CV
ki^i
tNn
m
xNn
in
N
CV-CV
masa nin
'Nn
N
CV-CV 
ki^i nin
'Nn
'of the tabl&'
of the men'
6.2.8* S Prosody
V final roots + ^initial suffix of cxK^ structure have their 
relationship marked by S prosody* the exponent of which is the
Iki
palato—alveolar sibilant, i*e. [ / 1 •
Examples:
1 1.
V-CV
iki
VC-CV
alti
aKr
er
aKr
er
S
^  V-CV " 
iki ^er
aKr
S
VC-CV 
alti ^ar
"aKr
1 two each1
’six each’
6»2«9* 0 Prosody
C final roots + C initial suffixes of SV, structure haves *
their relationship marked by 0 prosody, the exponence of which 
is the absence of a phonetic exponent for suffix initial C.
Example:
ii.
VC
ev
CVC
kol
SV 
s x
si
SI
0
VC " SV* s
ev l
0
CVC 
kol u
SV, s *
’his house’
’his arm’
in. VC
ip
s*
si
VC"' 
ip i
SV, s y
’his rope’
6*2,10. e Prosody
C final roots + suffixes of the structures C and C-CV with 
subsystems ^  , K^ and 'N^[CV , have their relationships
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marked by e prosody, the exponence of which is syllabicity
characterized by openness when the suffix structure is ^  ,
1
openness or closeness when the structure is , and 
closeness when the suffix structure is S , N and N~C V  •
'y°r’ which is treated as a suffix, viz* KVG, fits into this
pattern as it also has this type of junction with C final roots
characterized by closeness.
Examples:
i. CVC 1c
0
---- CVC 1c
bat + k batak 'marsh1
ii. CVC Ss
9
+ ---- v- CVC Ss
be^ + z be^ > iz 1 quintuplet
iii. CVC Ss
e
+ ---- > CVC S
bul ? bul us 'discovery’
iv. VC
9
Nm ■---—> VC Nm
ev + m ev ira 'my home'
v. CVC Nn
9
+ ---- CVC Nn
bbl n bol un ’be divided
vi. VC
e
+
!i -----¥ VC *1
az + 1 az al 'reduce'
vii. CVC
a
+ Kr CVC Kr
bin + r bin er ' he rides'
•*- In thirteen monosyllabic verb roots ending in — K + K suffix, 
syllabicity is characterized by closeness, in the rest, ,r r 
it is characterized by openness*
H 3
Vlll.
IX.
X.
XI.
VC
cv-cvc + 
ye^il +
VC + 
az +
CVC + 
gel +
N-CVn
nci
N-CVm
msi
N-CVm
mse
KVC
y
yor
8
-> VC N CVn
U9 uncu
8
cv-cvc ftcvm
ye^il imsi
a
~> VC“ N CVm
az imsa
0
CVC KVC
y
gel iyor
third
greenish1
'belittle 1
'he is coming'
6.2.11. cc Prosody
Polysyllabic C final roots of ^  ending + C structure 
suffix with subsystem ^ , and those of N^  ending + the suffix P , 
have their relationships marked by cc prosody, the exponent of 
which is a consonant cluster, cf. 6.2,10 where the C initial 
suffixes are linked by e prosody with exponence of syllabicity.
Examples:
cv-cvc
duzel
pt
cc
CV CVC 
diizelt
"pt
rectify
ii. V-CVC
otur
+ pt
+ t
cc
V CVC P?u
oturt 'make sit down'
in. V-CVC + P 
?
m a n
cc
V CVC 
inan^
'Pc
'belief'
3 M
6.2.12. F Prosody
V final roots + suffixes of the structures C and C-CV
with the subsystems E, , S , N , K , N — CV have theirt,k s,$ m,n l^y m,n
relationships marked by F prosody, the exponence of which is 
syllable finality.
Example:
CV“CV
tara k
F
CV-CV"
tarak
\
comb
u, v-cv
iki
h. FV-CV
ikiz twin
xxx, CV-CV
tarn
F
CV-CV"
tani^
‘Ss
'be introduced'
xv. CV-CV
baba
Nm
m
F
CV-CV N m
babam 'my father'
v-cv
ara
Nn
n
^  V-CV
aran
Nn
'look out'
vx< CVC-CV
sxvrx 1
CVC-CV"
sivril sharpen1
VII, VC-CV
anla
K
F
-> VC-CV
anlar
K
he understands
Vlll*
IX,
X.
XI,
CVC-CV
hasta
CV-CV
sari
VC-CV
alti
V-CV
iyi
K +
y
y +
N CVm
msi
N CV n
nci
N CV m
mse
F
CVC CV"" ' K +
y
hastay + — - 
F
CV-CV N-CVm
sanmsi
F
VC-CV N-CVn
altinoi 
T
V-CV” """N-CV m
iyimse
6.2.13* i Prosody
V ending roots + the suffix of KVC structure have 
relationship marked by i prosody, the exponence of which 
closeness.
Examples:
ii,
in,
vc-cv
anla
CVC-CV
bekle
CV-CV
koru
l
KVC ---> VC-CV KVC
y y
yor anliyor
i
KVC --- * CVC-CV”""'" KVC
y y
yor bekliyor
i
KVC --- » CV-CV" 'KVC
y y
yor koruyor
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1
be ill* 
yellowish’
sixth1
be optimistic1
their
is
he is understand— 
ing’
he is waiting1
■* See p. 123, footnote 1.
1 A-6
6.2.1if. 0 Prosody
G final roots + the suffix K, have their relationship 
marked by 0 prosody, which indicates that there is no phonetic 
exponent for the suffix. As K is always followed by another suffix
y
this following suffix, in such cases, has its junction directly 
with the base.
Examples:
H
‘"'0
i. CVS + K + EV ----> CVS K E.
y t ^ y t
bo^ + y + di bo^tu ’it was empty'
 H _
h h P
ii. CV — CVK + K + NVC ■---- > CV-CVK ~~K NVC1 y m 1 y m
guzel + y + mi§ guzelmi^ 'it was said to
be beautiful'
6.2,15. Summary of Root + Suffix Junction Prosodies
The various junction prosodies discussed above have 
contrasting functions at different types of junctions. The types 
of contrasting prosodies can be shown as follows according to the 
type of junction they mark.
J , N , S prosodies mark relation of : — V + V “
/ , o , cc , 0 , H , H prosodies mark relation of : — C + C —
H , H prosodies mark relation of : — C + V —
F , i , H , H prosodies mark the relation of : — V + C —
y/w , r/r prosodies mark relation of all types of junctions, i.e.
— V + V — , — C + C — , — C + V — , — v  + C — , and they co-occur 
with any of the prosodies given above.
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Within the different types of junction the specific
prosodic relation of a suffix to a root is dependant on the type
of root to which it is suffixed* Hence , a grammatically same suffix
has different junction prosodies depending on the root final C
and V systems and the prosodic character of the root ending.
For example, the junction of 3* person possessive suffix St withs
a C final root is marked by 0 prosody, e*g*
0
VC Si' evi 'his home's
but the junction of V final root + S^ is marked by H prosody, e.g.s
H
CVCV St babasi 'his father' s
The suffix ci’ of Pt
9
structure has H prosodic junction
hwith — C ending root, e.g.
H
CVPt Pt sut^u 'milkman'
but H prosodic junction with ll— C** ending root, e.g.
H - i _ . i
CVN Pt camci 'glazier'
6*3* Suffix + Suffix Junction Prosodies
The junction of suffix + suffixes, i.e« base + suffixes, 
have similar prosodies to those set up for root + suffix junctures.
The only exception is the junction of the suffix St + case suffixess
where an n prosody , the exponent of which is a consonant of the
N group, is set up to mark the prosodic relation of the suffix +
1
suffix juncture .
H n
i. CV-CV + S + ot CV-CV St as s
baba + si + e babasma 'to his father'
1 cf. Nprosody, 6.2.7 -
iii.
VC + S + 1s
ev + si + i
CVC + S + E VCs t
ev + si + den
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0 n
VC St~"~~t 
s
evini 'his house (obj.)'
0 n
CVC St PVCs t
evinden 'from his house'
Ik9
CHAPTER SEVEN 
Onomatopoeia and Reduplication
7.1. Onomatopoeia
Onomatopoeic words constitute a relatively small portion
of the vocabulary, but exhibit phonetically and phonologically
interesting features* As unsuffixed bases**' they are used for
direct imitation of various sounds, and by means of suffixation 
2
and reduplication they function as nouns, adjectives, adverbs 
and verbs* They are more frequently used in reduplicated form.
In this chapter unsuffixed onomatopoeic basar are analysed* 
The characteristics of these are that., compared to non-onomatopoeic 
bases, the structures that can be set up for them and the subsystems 
of the C and V systems in these structures, especially in disyllabic 
bases are restricted*
When unsuffixed onomatopoeic bases are used in direct 
imitation of various sounds they have length as a phonetic feature 
of the final consonant, unless the final consonant is a plosive, 
when the preceding vowel is lengthened , e.g.
[ fis/' 3 fiJ| !a hissing or rustling
sound*
t»«*Ma<iao>rfaiinf i     is .<■ i ... m  rf-i* ‘ m if ----— m— m mu ■ in n in m i1 ii m r w .i ir~r I 11 tr i.i i ■ r unr m ■ i nr urn
1 No grammatical analysis has been made for onomatopoeic 
v/ords in unsuffixed form, so they are referred to here as bases for
convenience of description*
2 See 7.2*
See 7*1.1.1 for length established as a syllable prosody 
at the phonological level*
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['t/art] qat ’banging of a door*
[ /angmi: ] ^angxr ’breaking of glass, etc’
?»!»!» .Structure of Unsuffixed Onomatopoeic Bases
These, in the main, have the following structures:
Mo no syllabic
CVC
CVCO
Disyllabic
CVC—CVC
CV-OVC
7olol»lo Prosodies
The y/w, r/r, h/h prosodies which have been set up for 
root structures in Chapter Four are applicable to onomatopoeic 
tases,1 except that a does not operate in y/r structures and that 
the structures are usually r or r throughout, there are very few 
examples to the contrary, e*gc
T V  i ICx-~CaC yuvar in a round shape
Prosodies will not therefore be shown in the examples except for 
h/h which require to be marked to show the contrasts within the 
C subsystems#
A syllable prosody of length is set up for syllables of 
CVC structure functioning as the final syllable in unsuffixed 
forms® The exponents of this are:
io Lengthening of the final consonant unless the subsystem for 
final C is P, e»go
^Ci^- [ d'uxz: 3 ciz ’a sizzling noise, usually
associated with a painful 
injection’
 ^r prosody can operate with a in any syllable of an onomatopoeic
w t
base,not only the first, as in Cn-C-CtC-CaC cumburlop a sudden dip
in water’1 but such bases are very few, and have restricted usage©
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Ci^CtKk [ xx/mor: 3 hisir 'a rustling sound* 
r < 1
ii* Lengthening of the prefinal vowel when the final C is P, e.g* 
LC«Ph
"t [ pu:t ] pat 'the noise of a heavy fall
Ci,ijk [ cy:ij ] kut ‘hang1
7»lol«P» V Systems
1In monosyllabic structures the V system can be a or ^ •
In disyllabic structures V systems can be:
a — %
or
1 - 1
2
t _ a
7»1>1o3* C Systems
The subsystems which can be set up for the C systems in 
various structures of the onomatopoeic bas*ss, with the possible 
terms for each subsystemj are given below0 The phonetic exponents 
are as for roots? for which see CL,if.
I* CVC Structure.
The following subsystems are set up for initial C, 
i® P subsystem: There are four terms in this subsystem? p, t, k,
9? which opei'ate in h/h prosodic onsets*
Examples :
h
PaC pof 'a soft explosion1
P
bum 'imitating an explosion*
h
]|>C tis 'indicating silence*
“fjpiC dan 'imitating a metallic banging noise'
Phonetic exponents are as for roots, see p. 65.
2 a is restricted to CV—CVC structure.
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h.
%•vC kut 1 bang'
h-]^C gum ’a heavy fall1
hPtC
9
bpvc
9
<^ it ’crack1
cup 'object falling into a liquid{Usually
water’
ii® S subsystem: There are two terms? ^ and s ®  ^operates in h
prosodic, and s in h prosodic onsets®
Examples:
hSaC
- S t Cs
^ak
sip
clapping
jumping up and down
iii® N subsystem : There is one term, m, which operates in h prosodic
onsets ®
Example:
~NtCm mir humming
iv® K subsystem: There are four terms, f, h, 1, r® f operates
in h/h prosodic onsets® h operates in h, and 1 and r in h 
prosodic onsets®
Examples:
v fo^ hollow
-lO-C v m  f noise of a flying bullet, arrow*etc
h.I^ aC hot ’boo '
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“K^C llip ’gulp1
^KaC rap ’marching’
1
Subsystems for initial G can now be shown thus: :
h/\ v c
h//-CgVC
%
if
4.
The following subsystems are set up for the final C system
in CVC o
i» P subsystem: There are three terms in this subsystem* p, t? k*
which operate in h prosodic endings®
Examples:
h
CaP^ hop ’jumping’
Cxpk ’sound of a whistle1t
C<xPh _... , n ik lok slump
iio S subsystem: There are two terms?  ^ and s# § operates in h?
and s in h/h prosodic endingsa
1®See p0 73 s footnote 1
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C-vS11 'shoo1
CxS^- fis 'whispering
s
GtS“ viz 'buzz1s
iii0 N Subsystem: There are two terms 9 m 9 n,which operate in 
h prosodic endings* <
Examples:
gum 'a heavy fall*
h
CxN~ t m  'hollowness'n
iv* K subsystem: There are two terms9 f ? r* f operates in h 9
and r in h prosodic endingso 
Examples:
ll |t
Cil^ puf 'blowing out9candles9 etc'
Gal^" hor 'snoring'
Subsystems for final C can now be shown as follows:
GVCfeh
3
cvcj1/-
CV<j*
1
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H o  CVCC Structure
The following subsystems are set up for initial C:
io P subsystem: There are three terms in this subsystem* p* 
Cj ko p and k operate in h prosodic onsets* q operates in h 
prosodic onsetso
Examples:
ii« S subsystem: There is one term* s, which operates in h
prosodic onsetso
Example:
iiio K subsystem: There is one term* h* which operates in h
prosodic onsets.
Example:
The subsystems for initial C can now be shown as follows:
h.
PiCG
P
pirt bulging
h
kirt 1 cutting
h-PaCC
9
cart ’tearing, cloth,paper*etc
zink jerks
h.I^CC hi^t calling to attention or to 
keep quiet'
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■£ &t
The following subsystems are set up£final CCi
The ending of CVCC has no contrast of h/h prosodies, as it is 
phonetically voiceless it may be described as h prosodico Three 
subsystems with one term each are set up for the first C of the 
cluster, viz* « A P/subsystem is set up for the second
C, this has two terms, k and t o
Examples:
The possible combinations of CC can be summarized as follows:
IIIo CVC-CVC Structure
In CVC“CVC structure, with the exception of the initial 
C, all C systems are very restricted, and only certain subsystems 
can be set up in the context of othersa The restricted subsystems 
function in y/w, r/r structures with h/h syllable onsets and 
endings, and are shown below with various exampleso
CaKPrt
,h
hart biting fiercely
CaNP. n k zonk 1 throb 1
hi^t calling to attention or 
to keep quiet’
SP when the terms are:
— NP when the terms are:
KP when the terms are:
Subsystems possible for initial C are:
h. h, h.
V, h
p
h, h.
Examples:
hION — PtKt n k r tmgir ’metallic noise’
hPtN- PtK q n It r 9ingir ringing of bell,etc
'P«N- PiKp n k r bangir 'very loud shouting1
hS*N- PtK 9 n k r ^angir breaking of glass,etc’
h-S«N- PaKs n k r sangrr strong trembling
ION - PaK i n 1c r fingir 'in a swaying motion'
h.
hungur ' crying1
h
langir ’movement of something 
bulky’
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iio CVN-PVK tm p* r
hSubsystem possible for initial C is “I*.-
Example:
V m - $ K p gumbur 'thundering noise
b) CVK^~-PVK-cal t r
Subsystems possible for initial C are: ” ~
\ , h
Examples-:
— guldur ' gush1
£j>K, fildir 'rapid circling movement'
'*t1,^r haldir 'rough behaviour'
IV„ CV—CVG Structure
As in GVC-CVC structure, with the exception of the initial 
C, G systems are restricted in this structure? and not all 
permutations are possible. The systems operate in y/w» r/r 
structures with h/h syllable onsets and endingse The main grouping 
is done according to the subsystems set up for the final C, 
and further subdivision of each group is based on the subsystems 
that can be set up for the medial and initial G as illustrated below.
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A* CV-CVP,* a,t k
a) CV - hPVP 
' 9
x. PV-PVP
-Px-PiP 
P 9 *
bxcik 1 stickiness» mostly in connection 
with jam* etc*
ii.KV-PVP
h,¥ _ p l?c vxcik ' stickinessf mostly in connection 
with oil* mud1
b) CV-^KVP
7 y
i. FV-KVP
hPx — KaP 
9 y «
cxyak ’shrill voice*
ii.KV-KVP
h-I^ — Ka^ viyak * screaming of a baby1
B. CV “ CVK" a,i 1, r
1. CV- c w
h
a) CV - SVK
i. N V - hSVK
9
hNx-SxK m ^ 1 mi^xl sleeping deeply'
b) CV-
c) CV- 
i.
ii.
iii.
K V - h//-SVK
s
V - V l
\ - \ i \
-NVKm
hP^-IUK, It m l
h“KVKr
PV - KVK
^ - K i K  p r 1
SV - KVK
-St -KaK s r 1
NV — KVK
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fisil ’whispering*
vizil ’vibrating noise,e.g.
buzzing’
kimil ’continuous movements'
pinl ’shimmering'
tiril ’thinness’
gurul 'noise of strong flow
of water'
z m l  'persistent, complaining
voice’
-IU - KxK m r 1 mini 'mumbling'
X6l
iv. KV — KVK
h1^ — Ki.K^  firil * whirling*
h — Ki.K^  horul * snort *
2. GV-CVK- 
a,xr
a) CV - PVK
i. 1. hP V - hPVK
I % — EtK s. t r kitir 'crunchy'
2, -PV - -PVK 
p,k 9
%^-P^Kc r gicir 'squeaky
ii. SV —“PVK
Si- s k r ^ikir 'noise of rainfall'
iii* KV — PVK
hrr h.TJa - PaKp r ho pur 'drinking something 
noisily'
iK fakir 'boiling'
hT, h„ T, 
lclKr lakir swallow1
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b) CV
i.
ii*
1.
2.
c) CV
h h -ICcx - P'vK 1 p r
svk
PV - -SVK s
h.P'v-S^K s r
KV - SVK
hiV - hSVK
$ - hSi,K 
£? r
$ - hStK s r
h T , jr-Ka— SvK a s r
^KV-b SVK
-I^t. - ~S>K
s r
- WVK
lopur
ciair
f l^ir
f isir
hai^ ir
vizir
’eating noisily1
1 sizzling’
’bubbly’
’swollen’
’rustle’
’swiftness’
hKa--NxK n m r homur ’grumble’
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d) CV - KVK
i. PV - KVK
1. kpV —  ^ KVIC
h
\ pufiir
’breezy
;iKr kufur 1 coolness'
2. -PV — -KVK
-Pa-^KxK <i y r cayrr ’burning’
ii. KV — KVK
by - ' yuvar roundness
7*1.1*4* Conclusions
In conclusion, as a result of the analysis of 
onomatopoeic bases, it is seen that they differ in several 
respects from bases that are not onomatopoeic, viz. in C systems,
V systems and prosodies:
C systems
i* Apart from CVC, ,sC systems operate in restricted permutations 
in the structures, and final C systems are very restricted*
ii* No N subsystems with the terra n can be set up for initial 
or final C in any of the structures*
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V systems
a does not operate in y/r prosodic structures#
Prosodies
With a very few exceptions the structures are r or r 
prosodic throughout#
7#1#1#5# Junction of Onomatopoeic Bases + Suffixes
Onomatopoeic bases have similar types of junction prosodies 
with suffixes that can be affixed to them as those which have 
been set up for noun, adjective and verb roots + suffixes#
Examples:
i.
ii#
iii.
1 See p. l£3j 5* 2.5* 2.A XI b i .
CcxCrK^ + Ij.a CaCUI^ I>.a
horul de horulda 'breathe 
heavily '
+ hIj> 1 OiG
piril + ti pirilti 'shimmering 
light'
CtShs
H
CkS~ ¥
le f 'go fizzy'
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7*2* Reduplication
Reduplication is the total or partial repetition of the 
syllabic structure of a given base with no intervening pause'1'*
All onomatopoeic bases can be reduplicated as is the case with 
bases of most nouns* adjectives, adverbs and verbs*
Reduplication can be of the following types:
I* Simple reduplication 
II* Complex reduplication
The two types are discussed in the sections below*
Type I — Simple Reduplication
In this type of reduplication the whole of a structure 
is repeated with no change in prosodies and C and V systems*
Such reduplicatives function as adjectives or adverbs*
Examples:
kapi 'door' — reduplicated as: kapi kapi 1doo£i to door1
yava^ 'slow1 — reduplicated as: yava§ yava§ 'slowly1
fingir 'in a swaying motion1 — reduplicated as: fingir fingir
'coquettish'
gicir 'squeaky' — reduplicated as: gicir gicir 'brand new'
bol 'loose' ” reduplicated as: bol bol 'ample1
Type II — Complex Reduplication
Complex reduplication is accomplished in various ways: 
i* Where a structure is repeated with a change in the r/r prosody
1
Prosodies and subsystems for C and V systems of the
structures to be reduplicated, i*e*the base, are not given as these 
have already been discussed in the various sections on root 
structures and onomatopoeia*
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which may or may not be accompanied by a change in the V systems*
Such reduplicatives function as adjectives and adverbs*
Examples:
C initial
a) with change in V systems
kara ’black1 -CaCcx — reduplicated as: kara kuru ’very dark and thin’
-CctCcx vG%Gi
gacir ’creaking’ -CaCtC — reduplicated as: gacir gucur 'creaking1
-CaCkC rCUCUC
b) without change in V systems
£ai=sir 'rapid flow of water' -CctCkC — reduplicated as: fai^ ir fo^ur
'overflowing* -CaCkC rCaCkC
V initial
In reduplicatives with V initial bases* the relationship 
of the base + reduplicated part is marked by P prosody, the 
exponent of which is a consonant of the B group when the exponent 
of the term in the subsystem set up for first C of the reduplicated 
part is voiced, and a consonant of the P group when the exponent 
of the said term is voiceless*
Examples:
eski ’old' ~<xC-Cx — reduplicated as: eski pusku 'tattered'
r ^ r h
  IS -'Cks
ezik 'crushed1 -a-CiG — reduplicated as: ezik buzuk 'dented'
p¥ _ r* h
-a-C-vC 1 't-'SxCs
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ii* Where the whole or a part of a structure is repeated with no 
change of prosody* This is possible in two ways:
a)* A structure is repeated with the exception of the first C in 
C initial bases* and the base and the reduplicated part have their 
relationship marked by M prosody* the exponents of which are 
consonants of the M group. C initial bases where an N subsystem 
with the term m. has been set up for C cannot be reduplicated in 
this way, e*g. muz* 'banana1 •> • In such cases the word
falan 'etc' can be used instead of the reduplicated base to give 
the same meaning* e*g* muz falan, 'banana and the like'•
Reduplicatives formed in this way function as nouns or 
adjectives*
Examples:
zengin 'rich' CaCCt'C — reduplicated as: zengin mengin 'rich and soon'
M
CaCC-vC aCCHC
guzel 'beautiful' CkCaC — reduplicated as: guzel muzel
M
'beautiful and so on' CkCaC""”’"tCaC
sari 'yellow' CaCi — reduplicated as: sari mari 'yellow and the like'
M
CaC aCk
V initial
az 'little' aC — reduplicated as: az maz 'little and so on1
aC"~*"'aC
oda 'room' aCa — reduplicated as: oda moda 'room and the like1
M
aCa aCa
uzun 'long' ^C^C — reduplicated as: uzun muzun 'long and so on'
M
xG'iG CUC
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b) Where the initial (c)v is reduplicated and is followed by the base.
The reduplicated part and the base have different prosodic links 
according to whether the base is G initial or V initial. The 
reduplicatives formed in this way function as adjectives or 
adverbs*
C initial
An x prosody is set up for the junction of the reduplicated 
part and the C initial base, the exponents of which are consonants 
of the P, Mj S or E groups. It does not seem possible to give 
rules to show which prosodic link will occur between a reduplicated 
part and a base, but each base has one of the prosodic links 
obligatorily*
Examples:
yeni ’new* CaCi — reduplicated as: yepyeni ’brand new1
x
Ccx 'ClaC-t (exponent of x-[p])
mor ’purple* CaC reduplicated as: mosmor *black and blue*
x
Cct""GaC (exponent of x- [ s
bo^ 'empty* CaC — reduplicated as: bombo^: 'completely empty'
_ x
Ca Gac (exponent o f x - [ m ]) 
temiz 'clean' CaC C — reduplicated as: tertemiz 'spotless'
V
Ca CaCtC (exponent of x-[ j:]/
V initial
A p prosody is set up for the junction of the reduplicated 
part and a V initial base, the exponent of which is a consonant 
of the P group.
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Examples:
a^ik 'open1 ccGvC — reduplicated as: apatjik 'wide open*
P
a aC ^C
islak 'wet' iCCaC — reduplicated as: iprslak 'very v;et'
P
i~ "-tCCaC
aci 'bitter' aCU — reduplicated as: apaci 'very bitter'
P
or ccGi
Some bases can be reduplicated in a number of ways.
For example, kara 'black' can be reduplicated as:
1. kara kara - Type I
2. kara kuru — Type II i a
5. kara mara — Type II ii a
A. kapkara - Type II ii b
Reduplicatives have similar types of junction with various 
suffixes as non-reduplicated bases.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Some Aspects of Discourse Harmony
8*1. Introduction
Intra-word harmony has already been discussed, and junction
prosodies have been set up for the junction of base + suffix in a
1slow style of speech * In the following sections some aspects of 
discourse harmony in a quick style of speech are examined, and 
prosodies are set up for the different types of harmony to show 
some possible prosodic links between words. Harmonizing features 
that occur within words, but only in quick speech are also examined.
The analysis is based on phonic data recorded over a period 
of time and observations made during conversations between speakers 
of Istanbul Turkish. Only features that occur regularly in speech 
have been taken into account, and a sample of contexts is given 
to illustrate these features. Where certain features occur only in 
specific contexts this has been noted. Some of the prosodies set up 
for base + suffix junctions in Chapter 6 are also relevant for 
word + word junctions.
This analysis is not claimed to be exhaustive and it is 
possible that further types of harmony could be found if a full 
study of discourse were to be made.
^ See 2..2 ? and Chapter 6, pp. 12*8-1^8.
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8.2« Inter-word and Intra-word Junction Prosodies
8.2.1. y Prosody
y prosody is set up to show front harmony between words.
When a word with w prosodic ending is followed by a V initial word
with y prosodic onset, the junction is y prosodic. The exponent
of y prosodic junction is frontness of the last one or two syllables
of the preceding word when the inter-word junction is —V + V— ,
1and syllabification and a palatalized articulation for the final 
consonant of the preceding word when the junction is — C + V — . 
Examples:
— V + V — junction:
2
Londraya ilk defa ge9en sene geldim.
[ londcreja il,c 3 [ londusji ilc 3
V
1 I came to London for the first time last year.'
ii. — G -i- V — junction
Kovan iqinde arilar var*
C kovun if/*d,s 3 
—  Cf +yV -  
1 There are bees in the hive.,1
1 For syllabification at inter-word junction see 
8.2.6. Only the junction prosody under discussion is marked in 
the examples in each section.
Words whose junction is examined are underlined in each 
sentence. The phonetic transcriptions on the left are for slow style, 
and those on the right for quick style.
[ kov-o jtil/ijv^ e 3 
y
 CT+"'V----
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8*2.2. w Prosody
w prosody is set up to show back harmony between words*
When a word with y prosodic ending is followed by a V initial word 
with w prosodic onset, the junction is w prosodic. The exponent of 
y prosodic junction is backness of the last syllable of the preceding 
word where the inter-word junction is — V + V — , and syllabification 
and a non-palatal articulation for the final consonant of the 
preceding word where the junction is — C + V — .
Examples:
i. — V -h V — junction
Ne anyorsun ?
[ ne 'Brjjoccsun 3 [ nu uryjosun 3
—  / +WV —  —  v'+’V—
'What are you looking for?'
ii. — C + V — junction
Ilk anda farkmda olmadim.
[ iljC unde 3
-C?+wV-~
'At first I did not realise it.'
[ ilj kundu 3 
w
—  c T v  —
8»2U3» r Prosody
r prosody is set up to mark rounding harmony between
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words* When a word with r prosodic ending is followed by a word ■ 
with r prosodic onset whose second syllable is r prosodic, 
i*e* r + r — r , the junction is r prosodic. The exponent of r prosodic
junction is rounding of the first syllable of the following word.
Examples:
i# Dun ^ar^idan uq kilo elma aldim*
[ ytf ci^o 3 [ yt/* cy^o ]
r
rYC + -CV-rCV VC + CV-CV
'Yesterday I bought three kilogrammes of apples from the market*' 
0 bavul kimin?
[ o b'evul 3 [ o bovui 3
r
rV + ~CV-rCVC V + “CV-CVC
'Whose suitcase is that?1
8.2*Jf* r Prosody
r prosody is set up to mark non-rounding harmony between 
words. Where a word with r prosodic ending,in which the last V is v , 
is followed by a word with r prosodic onset, the junction is 
r prosodic# The exponent of r prosodic junction is non-rounding of 
the final syllable of the preceding word#
17 k
Examples:
i* Uzun uzun ne bakxyorsun diye sordum kxzdx.
C so.jdum louzdm 3 [ so.iduim kmzdtu 3
r
-rCaC + -CtC- ~CtC"'+"'CxC-
1 I asked him why he was staring and he got angry1 
ii* SUyu xsitmak i§ degil.
[ suju ^smtm^k 3 [ suj^ ^siutnmk 3
r
—  Cv + “ V - C V C —  - di” + i — CVC—
'it is no bother to boil the water.’
8»S*5* I Prosody
I prosody is set up to mark close harmony between words 
where the inter-word junction is of the following types:
a) - V , +  (C)^- 
Example:
Anadoluyu karig karxj=s gezrai^lerdir •
C anudoluju k'erjf/ 3 [ anudolujjj k j j r ]
I
- V, + CV- - V* " + " CV -4 (X 1 ot
1 They have been I suppose all over Anatolia*’
In this example I prosody is accompanied by r prosody, 
for which see 8*2*4 .
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b) - \  * ( c ) v -
Example;
Kahve ister misin?
C k'exye ip ^ a s ^ ip ij i  ] C kuxyi ]
I
- V  + V -  - v " " + ‘""v-a t a ^
’Do you want coffee?’
The exponent of I prosody is closeness in vowel quality 
in the syllable with a.
8*2*6* s Prosody
s prosody is set up to mark the junction of — C final +
V initial words* and the exponent of this prosody is syllabification# 
Example:
Ye^il iplikle dikersen gorunmez.
s
CV- C VC + VC - C VC - CV C V- C V- C+VC - C VC
’ If you sew 'with green thread , it won’t be seen
8*2,7* v Prosody
v prosody is set up to mark voiceless harmony at 
intra-word or inter-word —  s- + hS—  junctions, and theo 5
exponent is voicelessness#
Examples:
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Inter-word
Hava biraz sicak ama zarar yok*
[ i^r-ez s ^ a k  3 [  l ^ i r 'B S  s - s d j a k  3
S- + hS —  s s
' The weather is rather hot, but it does not matter*1
Intra-word
Yemekler hep tu2suz<
[ tuzsuz 3 C tussuz 3
CVS- + hSVO s s CVSs SVCs
1 The metals air© all unsalted«!
8*2*8* v Prosody
„hv prosody is set up to mark voicing harmony at — —
inter-word junctions* There is also syllabification at such junctures. 
Examples:
i. Et ■ ve sogan bir kap i^inde pi^irilir.
C kup 3 [ kBlgi1/iji4e 3
Jo. vCVP- + V -
P CV - P *1* V
*Meat and onions are cooked in one saucepano
ii* Senin gibi genp adamlar hep asker.
C len-t/1 B d u m l a v t  3
,h
[ Isn dja&Bmlaa: 3
CVCP"+ V -  
9 CVC —P + V- 
'Young men like you are all soldiers.1
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8»2«9« # Prosody
$ prosody is set up to mark the absence of a phonetic
( < > 
exponent for final i-n the word bir and suffix yor at the
r
types of junction given below: 
a') bir
— or ”‘g k1' ^ ■“ inter-word junctions, 
r
Example:
Bir is istiyorum ama yok,
CVK + VC r
C T j i  i /  3
CVK”+'VCr
I want a job but there is none.
b  y°r
At
Example
°K+ Cr
or “ x^c+ inter-word junctions<
r
Onlar bize geliyor diye biz bnlara gidiyoruz.
[ lelijoj: dije 3
CVK + C r
[ Jslijo dije 3 
$
—  CVK“+'"C —  
r
fAs they come to (see) us we go to (see) them.'
ii. At — C^+ C i n t r a - w o r d  junctions, 
r
Example:
Pier yemekte tatli yiyorlar.
[ jijojlajc ]
CV-CVK+CVC r
[ jijoiao: 3
CV-CVIC-FCVCr
'They have desert at each meal.1
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8o£»!()* X Prosody
X  p r o s o d y  i s  s e t  u p  t o  m a rk  the i n t e r - w o r d  j u n c t i o n  o f
r i
C and V final words + the post-position ile? which has the structure 
V-CV® The exponent of X prosody is the absence of a phonetic 
exponent for the initial V in V-CV at — C + V-CV junctions and [ j 3 
at — V V-CV junction® X  prosody is accompanied by y/w p r o s o d ie s ®  
Examples:
j® - C + V-CV
Hangi kengik ile taksim ediyorsun 7
C k a / m k  i l j S  ]  [  k a / i n k l a  3
X
—  C + V-GV —  C"‘+“"V-CV
’With which spoon are you serving ?’
ii. - V  + V-CV
Su kesilince teneke ile 9e^meden ta^iriz®
C tenses iljS ] [ tenseejljS 3
X
—  V + V-CV —  V~~+"”"V“CV
’When the water' (supply) is cut* we carry (the water) from the 
fountain with tins (large tin containers) *’
8® 2® 11. as Prosody
= prosody is set up to mark the sameness of articulation
at the follows up-  N + CL  inter-word and/or intra-word junctions®
° T?K
17$
inter-word and intra-word junction!
The exponent of = prosody at such junctions is sameness 
of articulation as for P over both N and P9 i.e0 bilabial
The exponent of = prosody at such junctions is sameness
of articulation as for N over both N and K s ioe<> denti —n
alveolar nasal articulation,.
Example:
Daha ben canli timsah gormedim.
[  djanl-jj j  [  cranny ]
P
articulation
Example:
Butun bu i^lerden o sorumlu*
E W y j1 1 E ]
—  N +"P —
n p
He is responsible for all these things
b) — Kj-“ intra-word junctions
—  N+ It —  n 1 —  N" ""-fit —  n 1
I have not yet seen a live crocodile*
APPENDIX I
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APPENDIX I
Instrumental Findings
I. In the preparation of the instrumental findings included in 
this thesis the following technique and instruments were used: 
i. Palatography
ii® Sonagraph (sound spectograph)
iii. Mingograph
The technique of palatography, its types, their range 
of application and the necessary terminological explanations 
have been fully described in the following articles:
a) J.R.Firth,fWord palatograms and Articulation, BSOAS, Vol.XII,
3 and 194-8, pp. 857— 864-.
b). J.R.Firth and H.J®F.Adam, Improved Techniques in palatography 
and kymography', BSOAS, Vol.XIII, 3, 1950, pp. 771-774-®
It is not therefore necessary to describe palatography
here. og a-s not" used. sl£> ~f\e. 3i_bove, e^.'tU.od ‘-j 60
a u .
1.1.1. Discussion on the Palatograms
Eighteen word palatograms have been included in this 
thesis which provide instrumental evidence for the description 
of front versus back articulation of some of the consonants.
A transparent palatogram figure has been provided and kept in 
the inside of the back cover with the help of which each palatogram
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can be studied and compared with others. The black areas show where 
contact was made during the articu lation of the words* 25ones are 
named as illu s tra ted  in Table I  in  F irth 's  a r t ic le ‘Word Palatograms 
and Articulation!
1. [ ec ]  ek 20 [ wk 3 ak*
In [ ec 3 there is wide contact for [c3 extending from the 
back to 3rd molar line , and le f t  and right to the canine line . By 
contrast in [ak3 there is  very l i t t l e  contact for [ k 3 : there is  a 
th in  wipe across the palate behind the ifth molar line and a partia l 
wipe in the le f t  and righ t post-palatal zone.
3° [ yjs 3 us 4* [ us 3 us
In [ ys 3 the contact is  wider than in E us 3 both le f t  and 
rig h t, and in [ ys 3 the contact extends to the incisor line on 
the le f t  and to the la te ra l incisor line on the rig h t. In Cus3 the 
contact does not reach the incisor line on the le f t ,  and does not
reach beyond the righ t alveolar zone.
5* C s/ 3 e^ 6. [ a/ 3 a^
In [ s/ 3 the contact extends beyond the canine line h a lf­
way into the alveolar zone. In [ a/ 3 the contact just reaches the 
canine line in  the righ t post-alveolar zone.
7. [ iz, 3 is  8. [ uz 3 az
The contact is  wider in  [ i^  3 in  contrast to [ uz 3*
In both the contact is wide in the le f t  alveolar zone, but in [ ig 3
in the le f t  and righ t post-alveolar zone*
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9* [ 3 er 10. [ aa ] ar
In [ eeoc 3 a narrow contact extends towards the canine 
line into the left and right post-alveolar zone, and there is also 
a slight contact in the left zone of the post-alveolar zone.
11. [ 3 here 12. [ •or'e 3 ara
In [ tgsps 3 a narrow contact extends beyond the canine line 
and half-way into the alveolar zone. In [ nrte 3 the contact extends 
to just beyond the 1st molar line into the left and right post-alveolar 
zone. Compared to [ ae^  3 and [ aa: 3 the contact in [l}e^e3 and [s.r&3 
is firmer due to the repeated striking action of the tongue.
13* C slj 3 el Ilf. [ al 3 al
In [ e3j 3 the contact extends from beyond the Ij-th molar 
line on the left and on the right to just beyond the incisor line, 
and into the left and right zones of the post-alveolar zone, and 
also a soft contact can be seenjin the left and right zones of the 
dental and denti-alveolar zone, In [ al 3 there is almost no 
contact beyond the 2nd molar line. The contact starts half-way 
in the left and right prepalatal zones, and extends to the incisor 
line, covering left and right zones of the dental and denti-alveolar 
zones.
15* C Jsn, 3 en 16, [ ra ] an
In [ eij 3 the contact is wider than in [ nn 3 , and extends 
from the incisor line to beyond the ij-th molar line, on the left and 
on the right, and also from the left and right zohes of the dental 
zone partially^into left zone of the pre-palatal zone, and half-way 
into the right zone of the post-alveolar zone.
18'+
In [ in ] the contact extends to just beyond the Jrd molar line into 
left and right post-palatal zones, and only very slightly into the 
left zone of the post-alveolar zone*
17© [ IsrjV* 3 gentj 18* [ dun© ] dans
Unlike [ duns 3 ? in [ Isnft 3 there is contact in the left 
and right post-palatal zones which extends slightly into the left 
zone of the mid-palatal zone? though the contact there is not so 
firm® Contact is also wider in all other places in the articulation 
of [ len,V* 3 compared to [ duns 3? except for a small area in the left 
and right zones of the dental and denti-alveolar zones® The same 
area shows a firm wipe in [ duns 3 a® there is dental contact for [ d 3«
1*2* Sonagraph (sound spectrograph)
This is an electro-mechanical device for displaying energy
content over the soxmd spectrum between 85 to 8000 Hz*
A sheet of chemically treated paper is mounted on a 
rotating drum which is? in turn? keyed to an oxide coated disc so 
that they rotate together* Sound is recorded on the edge of this
disc in much the same way as on the tape of a tape recorder® This
recorded sound is then fed through the electronics of the machine 
in a series of constant repetitions — rather like a tape loop and 
a burning stylus is made to travel upwards across the paper on the 
drum? by a lead screw? so that each revolution of the drum finds 
the stylus one thread on the lead screw higher on the paper© As a 
varying D.C*voltage dependent in intensity on the energy content of 
the example is fed to this stylus? a burning of the paper takes 
place where there is energy? the blank portions
C ont.
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representing no energy* Frequency is displayed in the vertical 
plane* duration in the horizontal, and the varying intensity of 
the burnt trace — in terms of light and dark — the energy content* 
Frequency and duration can be measured with the aid of a transparent 
calibration grid*
1*2*1* Discussion on the Spectrograms
Eleven spectrograms are included in this thesis for the
discussion of voice, voicelessness and devoicing (i*e*h/h) features*
The presence of regular wave forms on the voice bar at the lower
end of the frequency scale suggests voicing, and the absence of
regular wave forms on the voice bar indicates voicelessness* Where
the regular wave forms show a fading away at the end of various
utterances, this suggests devoicing*
No regular wave forms are traced in Specs* 2., 6 at
places' corresponding to [ p 3 in 2, [ 9 3 and [ ] in 3 » [ x ]
in and [ k ] in 6, which support the description of these sounds
as voiceless**
The regular wave forms on the voice bar, at places
corresponding to [ 3 3 in 1, [ m 3 in 4i [ j ] in [ j 3 in 6,
and [ i 3 in 7 tend to fade away towards the end of the utterance.
This shows that there is some devoicing in the articulation of these
consonants in final positions*
Spectograms 8 and 10 show that though the words sap and
dip have been analysed as h ending and h ending respectively, i*e*
h h— P and — p- , they are phonetically the same, i*e* both voiceless, 
P P
in final position*
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hSpec# 9 C s'eps 1 shows that the exponent of — is still
voiceless when followed by a vowel, but Spec# 11 [ d^ -^ P 3 shows
hthat the exponent of — voiced when followed by a vowel#
In Spec# 6 at the place corresponding to [ j: 3, there is 
evidence of high intensity high in the frequency spectrum and this
suggests there is friction at this point#
As mentioned earlier^ in Spec* 5 [ xuj ] the stretch on
the voice bar at the place corresponding to [ x ] looks like
voicing, but this seems to be due to breathy onset + close lip 
rounding rather than voicing.
I#5# Min&graph
The min^graph is a writing machine to itfhich the electro­
aerometer described below is connected# It provides a moving 
graphed paper, over which is mounted a number of ink galvanometers# 
These are thin glass jets suspended in the magnetic field of the 
galvanometer so that fluctuations of this field, influenced by the 
energy content of the utterance, cause these jets to pivot in an 
arc, about a mean aero line* Ink is forced through these jets under 
high pressure and this results in a stream of ink being deposited 
on the moving paper, writing the information contained in the 
utterance for immediate visual interpretation#
The Electro-Aerometer (marked by N and M on the traces)
The instrument allows the display of volumes of air from 
the nose and mouth simultaneously# It consists of a face mask,
1 gee 2.5.1.6#
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which covers the front of the face completely, a foam rubber rim 
sealing the face from leakage of air, and a rubber seal to isolate the 
nose and mouth into two seperate channels, The expelled air passes 
through rubber valves which, dependent on the volume, open up 
prognssively to allow a beam of light from a lamp fitted on each 
individual valve to react on a photo electric cell# The degree of 
light intensity is converted by the electronics of the device into 
varying D#C# currents, which actuate the mingograph to produce 
peaks and curves of varying height, the higher peaks showing more 
air content# Voicing and nasality are superimposed on the trace, 
so that segmenting is relatively simple#
I#3»l* Discussion on Mingograms
Six mingograms are included in this thesis to show the 
contexts where vowels are nasalized#
Transcript3|ns have been given on the mingograms indicating 
places corresponding to each sound. Thus it can be observed that 
nasal tracing has registered nasality at places corresponding to 
vowel articulations marked with which confirm the perceptual 
description of such vowels as nasalized, i.e. that a vowel is 
nasalised where it is initial and followed by a nasal, or where 
it occurs between two nasals, or precedes a nasal which is followed 
by a stop, or a sibilant, or [3 3 .
In Mingo. 3 [cyje 3 there is no reduced amplitude on the
larynx tracing to correspond to the articulation of a nasal consonant,
which indicates lack of contact for the nasal as described in 2*3 «
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I. [?c] 2 . C « k ]
3. [ y $
5-[6/1 f c . [ a p
7. [i^]
9.
[fcjeve]
10. [a u ]
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A Group Vowels
q a y [  V a d  3 t e a
C t y  1 b e  a m a z e d
ya^> C w 3 w e t
y a y C d a j  3++ s p r e a d
a q [  a t T ]  + o p e n
a $ C a /  D f o o d
a y C a d  3 m o n th
b a q [  b a /  3 h e a d
b a y C b a d  34 m i s t e r
c a y [  d ja d  3 c h a n g e  o n e  1s  
m in d
cam
c a n
[  cka m 3  
[  t o n  ]
g l a s s
l i f e
q a g [  v a :  3+ e r a
q a k C, t r a k  3+ s t r i k e
9 a ! Z ' i / a l  3 s t e a l
9  am [  - /a m  3 + p in e  t r e e
q a n Z 1/ a n  3 b e l l
q a p
9arP 
9  a t
C tT a p  3
[  i f  a r p  3
[  i f  a.t 3+
d ia m e t e r
b e a t
b e  a n g r y  a t
h a q C x a 1/  3 c r o s s
k a q C k a i f  3+ h o w  m a n y
k a q C k a /  3 + e y e b r o w
k a y [  k a d  3 s l i d e
maq [  m a /  3+ m a tc h
p a y Z p a d  3+- s h a r e
r a y C r a d  3 r a i l
s a q [  s a i f  3 
c a n t .
h a i r
n e x t  c o lu m n
say [ sad 3 count
q an C /an•+ 3 fame
qans C /ans 3■t- luck
?ap C /ap 3
qart [ /art 3 condition
taq z tatT 3+ crown
taq z ta/ + 3 stone
tay z tad 3 pony
yag [ da:+ 3 butter
yak [ dak+ 3 burn
yan [ jan+ 3 get burned
yap [ jap+ 3 make.:’
yar [ jar+ 3 cliff
yas c das■k- 3 mourning
yat [ dat+ 3 lie down
yaz z jaz4 3 summer
ar c B.-X j honour
bar
dar
[
[
bar
dar
3
3
drinking
bar
narrow
far
f ar|r 
harq
[
zc
fa^ I 3 
f ait 3 
xarlf 3
head light
ch-f-fer e nee
trimmings
kar c kajc 3 snow
kart z kart 3 over ripe
nar [ nar 3 pomegranate
sark
sar
tart
cc[
sa.ik
sar
ta-it
1
3
lean out 
wrap up 
weigh
var [ var 3 arrive.'-.
zar zar 3 dice cont.
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z a r f [ z a - x f  3 e n v e lo p e a f [  u f  3 f o r g i v e n e s s
a s C u s  3 h a n g
a k [ ■ek 3 w h i t e
a z [ u z  3 l i t t l e
a n [ u n  3 m o m e n t
a v [  u v  3 p r e y
a t [ u t  3 h o r s e
b a s [  b u s  3 s t e p  o n
b a k C b u k  3 l o o k
h a s [  x u s  3 r e a l
b a n [ b u n  3 d i p
g a z C g u z  3 g a s
b a t [ b u t  3 s i n k
k a v [  k u v  3 t i n d e r
dam c dum  3 r o o f
k a s [  lc u s  3 m u s c le
d a n s [ d u n s  3 d a n c e
k a z [  k u z  3 g o o s e
ham [ xu m  3 u n r i p e
n a z C n u z  3 c o y n e s s
h a n c x u n  3 i n n
p a s [  p u s  3 r u s t
h a p [ x u p  3 p i l l
r a f [  JCUf 3 s h e l f
h a t [ x u t  3 l i n e
s a f [  s u f  3 p u r e
k a n c k u n  3 b lo o d
s a v [  s u v  3 s e n d  a w a y
k a p [ k u p  3 s n a t c h
s a z [  s u z  3 r e e d
k a t [ k u t  3 l a y e r
t a s C t u s  3 b o w l
m a t [ m u t 3 d u l l
t a v [  t u v  3 f a t n e s s
p a k [ p u k  3 c l e a n ----------- . ........... ........ „ — —
a g [  a :  3 n e t
s a n [ s u n  3 s u p p o s e
a l [  a l  3 t a k e
s a p [ s u p  3 s te m
a l t C a l t  3 b o t t o m
s a t c s u t  3 s e l l
b a g [  b a :  3 v i n e y a r d
t a k [ t u k  3 p u t  o n
b a l C b a l  3 h o n e y
ta m c tu rn  3 e x a c t
d a g [  d a :  3 m o u n t a in
t a n c t u n  3 d a w n
d a l C d a l  3 b r a n c h
t a p c t u p  3 w o r s h ip
f a l [  f a l  3 f o r t u n e
t a t c t u t  3 t a s t e h a lfc C, x a ik  3 p e op l£
k a l [  k a l  3 s t a y
v a t [ v u t  3 v o l t a g e
k a l k [  k a l k  3 g e t  u p
zara [ zura 3 i n c r e a s e k a l p [  k a l p  3 f a k e
z a m k [ z u m k  3 g lu e n a l [  n a l  3 h o r s e  s h o e
c o n t . n e x t  c o lu m n m a l [  m a l  3 p r o p e r t y
s a g [  s a : 3 a l i v e
s a l [  s a l  3 r a f t
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<£el [  Xfee I ,  3 a t t r a c t b e l t  ^ 3 w a i s t
d e l [ djSelj 3 d r i l l b e s C Ije/ 3 f i v e
g e l C 3 c o m e b e y [ 3 g e n t l e m a n
k e l C caelj 3 b a l d d e C djS ] s a y
s e l [ jsas^ ] f l o o d d e g [ d jS : 3 t o u c h
t e l [  tjsel, 3 w i r e d e ^ C 4 £/  3 p i e r c e
y e l [ j ® l ,  3 viind e g C s: 3 b e n d
d e r s [ (|c£.J^3 3 l e s s o n ' e l C si, 3 h a n d
d e r t C 4 ® ^  3 s o r r o w
e m [ enj 3 s u c k
e r C asj; 3 s o l d i e r e n [ 61) 3 w i d t h
f e r C 3 l u s t r e Z ©/ 3 e q u a l
g e r [ Jaea; 3 s t r e t c h g o  9 Z J e t f  3 l a t e
h e r [ 9 ® ^  3 e a c h l e § t W  3 c a r c a s s
s e r
seri
t e r
C 3 
L 3 
[ Ijae^ 3
s p r e a d
ha-ri
s w e a t
n e
n e m
[ r$s 3
C u,snj 3
w h a t
h u m i d i t y
v e r [ y a e ^  3 g i v e r e y [ 3 v o t e
y e r [ j a e ^  3 p l a c e s e 9 [ petf 3 c h o o s e
b e n C ^  3 I $ e y C / e j  3 t h i n g
d e n k [ d,s^c 3 b u n d l e v e C y e  3 a n d
g e m C Jfm, 3 b r i d l e y e C j s  3 e a t
g e n e C J e n t f 3 y o u n g e t C e *  3 m e a t
h e m [ 9 snj 3 a l s o e s c V  3 b l o w
r e n k Z ^fiys 3 c o l o u r QZ C e* 3 c r u s h
s e n [ pen, 3 y o u e v [ e y  3 h o u s e
s e n [ /eij 3 m e r r y b e s [ 3 c l o t h
t e n [ ^eij 3 c o m p l e x i o n c e p [ d j e y  3 p o c k e t
y e m C jfi} 3 a n i m a l  f e e d d e v [  d e y  3 m o n s t e r
y e n C j f H  3 w i n g e s
h e p
[ 3e2j 3
[ 9 e^> 3
w a n d e r
a l w a y s
kes . [ cep 3 cut
pes [ jpep 3 low
ses C pep 3 voice
set [ pe-tj 3 "barrier
sev [ pey 3 like
sez. [ pezj 3 feel
j=;ef [ /e£ 3 chief
pevk [ /eye 3 encouragement
tef [ t}e£ 3 tambourine
tep C tje]j> 3 kick
tez [ -tje^ 3 quick
zevk [ 2}eyc 3 pleasure
ek [ ec 3 addition
qek [ i/ec 3 pull
£ek [ cec 3 cake
pek [ pec 3 very
sek C sec 3 plain
tek [ tec 3 only
ZOk
r
9 1 ! E t f  Tf : 3 a v a la n c h e h i z E x iu z  3 s p e e d
d i ^ C d y /  3 o u t s i d e k i s [  : lc u is  3 r e d u c e
ki<£ E k t f t f  3 b a c k k x z E k u iz  3 g i r l
k i l [  k $ l  3 h a i r S1Z E s u iz  3 l e a k
k i ^ [ k i r / 3 w i n t e r
k i y E k *  j 3 s a c r i f i c e
s i g C s  y : 3 s h a l l o w
t i g C 3 c r o c h e th o o k
y i g E ', 5 5 : 3 p i l e
y i l C 3 y e a r
b i k E b iu k  3c b e  f e d  u p
9 1 k [ i/mk 3A go  o u t
h i r s E x u u ts  3i a m b i t i o n
h i r t E x r n u t  3 u n c o o k e d
l u n E k rn n  3c c o v e r
k x r E k iu a : 3 b r e a k
k i r p E k u iu p  3 s h e a r
m ih E m iu x  3t n a i l
s i k E s m k  3t s q u e e z e
s i r E siu-jc 3 s e c r e t
§ik C / t u k  3 e l e g a n t
t i p E t m p  3 m e d ic in e
y i k
y i r t
E a.mk 3 _
L 3
d e m o l is h
t e a r
Zlt E s u i t  34 o p p o s i t e
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b ± 9 c ^ i V  3 c u t d i n [  4 i j i 3 r e l i g i o n
b i l C W  3 k n o w d i p [  3 b o t t o m
< j i l C V i \  3 f r e c k l e g i r C J i-c j 3 e n t e r
d i l C 4 B  3 t o n g u e g i y [  3 w e a r
d i ^ C a , i/  3 t o o t h i n [  i j .  3 d e n
f i l C W  ] e l e p h a n t i p C i j  3 r o p e
f i j ^ C ? i /  3 c h i t i t C 3 p u s h
h x ^ :  , i V 3 n o n e k ir n C c im , 3 w ho
c i t n d r i n k k i n C c i i }  3 h a t r e d
i l c 9  3 c i t y k i p i—
i o H- i—
1 m o o d
± 9 C i f  3 w o r k k i r [  c i ^  3 d i r t
k i l C c i l ,  3 e a r t h l i f C 3, i f  3 t e n d o n
r a i l [  m i l ,  ] m i l e s im [  p irn ,  3 g o l d  t h r e a d
pi<? [  y iV *  3 i l l e g i t i m a t e s i n C j s i  3 h id e
p i l b a t t e r y s i r l c C p i ^ c  3 c i r c u s
[  ? i /  3 c o o k t i k C t j i c  3 t i c
s i l C ^ w ip e t i n C 1 ; i j i3 i n t e l l i g e n c e
f i ^ l C / l /  3 s k e w e r t i p [  t j i ?  3 t y p e
z i l C 3 b e l l z i f t [  3 t a r
b i n
b i r
b i t
c i n
? i g  
9 im  
9  i t
C t } i j v 3  
[  i f i j j  3
C ^  3 
[  ^ i j i  3 
C V * i :  3 
[  1/ i n }  3 
C 1/ i ' j j  3
r i d e
o n e
lo u s e
f a i r y
r a w
g r a s s
f e n c e
b i z
9 i z
d i k
d i z
h i s
i s
C W 5  3
C 1/ i g  3 
[  (J io  3 
C 4 4 3  3
[  9 ijS  3 
[  i p  3
we
d ra w
s t e e p
k n e e
f e e l i n g
s m o k y
c o n t o .
iz C i? 3 trail
mis [ mi^ 3 clean
pis C j>ijs 3 dirty
risk [ ^Ipo 3 danger
sis £ ] fog
siz t 3 you
tiz C %%% 3 shrill
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b o g [ b o :  ' s t r a n g l e k o k [ p? T*» Q 3 s m e l l
d o g c d o : ’ b e  b o r n k o n [ k o nc 3 p e r c h
o c 0  3 i t k o p c k o p 3 b e  s e p a r a t e
b o l [ bo 1  ! l o o s e k o r [ k o r( 3 f i r e
b o § [ b ? /  ] e m p ty k o v c k o w£ 3 s e n d  a w a y
b o y [ b o j  - l e n g t h m o r [ mCKT& 3 p u r p l e
c o ^ [ 3 / ] b e  m e r r y o k , c o k  3 a r r o w
d o l [ d o l  1 f i l l o n [ o n  3 t e n
d o y [ d o  j b e  f u l l  u p o t [ o t  IC g r a s s
hoq [ Xo / 3 p l e a s a n t o v [ ow  ~t r u b
k o ^ [ k o 1/  I ra m s o f [ s oc 3 l i n i n g
k o l [ k o l  ! a rm s o k [ s o k£ 3 p u t  i n t o
k o ^ [ k o /  I r u n som [ som< 3 p u r e
k o y c k o j  ; p u t s o n [ s o nc 3 l a s t
o l [ o l  ] b e s o r [ SO Jt 3 a s k
o y [ ?3 3 v o t e som c fom 3 b a d
s o l c so 1  I l e f t t o k C t o k6 3 f u l l  u p
s o y [ S 03 p e e l t o n [ t o n£ 3 t o n
t o y c t ? j  ! i n e x p e r i e n c e d t o p [ t o p 3 b a l l
y o l [ I r o a d y o k
y o n t
[  j o k  3 
C jo n t  3
a b s e n t
c h i p
b o t [ b o t  ! s m a l l  b o a t
y o r [ j o r 3 t i r e  o u t
c o p c
1
$ ? ;? t r u n c h e o n b o z C b o z 3 o f f  w h i t e
9 0 k c \ f  o k ; • v e r y d o s t [ d o s t 3 f r i e n d
d o n [ d o n  ] £ f r e e z e d o z C d o z 3 d o z e
f o k C $ o k  !t s e a l k o z C k o z 3 a d v a n t a g e
f o n C }  o n  ]£ f o u n d a t i o n p o s t [ p o s t 3 a n im a l  s k i n
k o f c k o f  3 
c o n t .
w e a k
n e x t  c o lu m n
p o z
t o z
c
[
p o z
t o z
3
3
p o s e
d u s t
o9 [ cei/ 3 revenge oz c 1 , 3 essence
ol
0I9
[ opl, 3
[ op^ ty* 3
die
measure
90k
90a
C v /  o 3
Z Vf& 3 3
collapse
solve
bol [ l/cel, 3 divide dbk [ <^c 3 pour
90I [ 3 desert gok [ 3 sky
goc C Joel/ 3 migration g bz C Jfhg 3 eye
gol [ Jcel, 3 lake sok [ J3^ c 3 pull out
ko 9k C cce/c 3 mansion soz Z 3 speech
koy C ccej 3 village
bn [ oep. 3 front
bp [ oej 3 kiss
or [ ce^  3 knit
ot [  ce 3 sing
ov [ oe\y 3 praise
9op c tfopip 3 rubbish
don [ $opji 3 come back
dort C 4 ® ^  ^ four
d&v C dfpy 3 beat
gom [ Joenj 3 bury
gor [ Jce^ 3 see
kor [ ccej$ 3 blind
son C poeji 3 extinguish
sov C poei^  3 swear
yon [ joeja 3 direction
i
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b u C b u  3 + t h i s k u r t C kuait 3 w o l f
b u l [ b u l  3 f i n d n u r [ nu,r 3 l i g h t
<?ul C 1/ u l  3 + g a r m e n t r u h [ r u x  3 s p i r i t
d u l [ d u l  3+ w i d o w s u n [ s u n  3 o f f e r
d u ^ [ d u /  3+ s h o w e r s u r [ suj: ] c i t y  w a l l s
d u y [ d u o  3 h e a r ^ u h [ / u x  3 d a z z l i n g
h u y [ x u j  3 
+*
h a b i t fjUt [ / u t  3 k i c k
k u l [ k u l  3+- s e r v a n t t u r C tUvi 3 t o u r
k u l p [ k u l p  3 h a n d l e t u r p [ ttiup 3 r a d i s h
ku*g C k u /  3 b i r d t u t [ t u t  3 h o l d
p u l C p u l  3 + s t a m p u m C u m  3 h o p e
s u [ s u '-3 
+ w a t e r u n [ u n  3 f l o u r
SUC£ C s u V  3
-h
g u i l t u r c u u  3 g r o w t h
C / U  3+ t h a t u t [ u t  3
t u g [ t u :  3■f* p l u m e v u r [ v u u  3 s t r i k e
t u ^ i t u /  3
+
k n o c k  o u t y u m [ j u m  3 c l o s e
U 9 C u * /  3 f l y y u r t [ j u a t  3 c o u n t r y
u y [ u o  34- y u t [ j u t  3 s w a l l o w
b u t [ b u t  3 t h i g h b u z c b u z  3 i c e
burc^ C b u u l /  3 s i g n  of t h e k u s [ k u s  3 t h r o w  o u t
z o d i a c
m u m [ m u m  3 c a n d l ed u r C du.i 3 s t o p
m u z c m u z  3 b a n a n ad u t [ d u t  3 *
SUB c s u s  3 b e  q u i e tk u m [ k u m  3 s a n d
t u z [ t u z  3 s a l t
k u n t [ k u n t  3 s t r o n g
u s [ u s  3 i n t e l l i g e n c ek u r C kuje 3 w i n d
c o n t . n e x t  c o l u m n
U Group Vowels
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dui^ [ dy/ 3
t.
dream buk C ^yc 3 bend
gu<j t JyV I difficult bust c 3 sculpter
gul [ Jyl 3 rose buz C ^y? 3 pleat
kul [ cyl ]
c
ash. duz c 4y^ 3 straight
tul [ tyl 3
i
lace guz C Jyjj 3 autumn
tuy [ tyj 3 £ feather kus C cyjs 3 quarrel
u q [ y V  3t
three sus [ pyp 3 ornament
dun
dur
durt
hur
gun
gur
C y^p. 3 
C (|yo5 3 
[ d,y.:$ti 3 
[ '^y^ 3 
[ lyji 3 
[ ly^ 3
yesterday 
wrap up 
touch 
free 
day
strong
suz
us
ust
iiz
yuk
yuz
C py^ 3 
C yp 3 
C yp$ 3 
[ yzj 3 
C aye 3 
C jyg 3
strain
base
top
make sad
cargo
face
gut [ Jytf 3 direct
kuf C cy| 3 mould
kunk [ cyjic 3
kup C cyj> 3
kur C cy^ 3 diet
kut C cytj 3 broad
sur
5urt
sut
c m  3 
£
C M  3
drive 
rolo &ejains"t 
milk
turn C -^ ynj 3 all
tup C ^yp 3 tube
tur C $y* 3 variety
tut C tjy^  3 smoulder
Un n yj! ] fame
yun C iip- 3 wool
APPENDIX III
bangir — indicates very loud shouting
bicik — n stickinessi mostly
in connection with jam* etc.
bip — indicates hooting
bum — n an explosion
cart — 11 tearing cloth* etc.
cayir — u burning
ciyak — n shrill voice
ciz ~ u usually a painful 
injection,or a burn on the 
skin
cizir — indicates sizzling
cup — 11 object falling into
a liquid* usually water
9 at — indicates banging of a door
(jangir — 11 clanking
(jm — indicates an echo
qmgir — " ringing of a bell,etc.
9it — crack
9uf — indicates noise of an engine
dan — 11 a metallic banging
noise
dut — indicates sound of a whistle
fakir “• M boiling
fa^ir — n rapid flow of water
fikir — 11 boiling gently
fildir — H rapid circling 
movement
finl — indicates whirling
fxs — indicates whispering, air 
escaping very slowly
fisil — indicates whispering
fisir — indicates swelling on 
the skin
fi£=s *=• indicates a hissing or 
rustling sound
fi^ir — bubbly
fingir — indicates a swaying 
motion
fos “ indicates hollowness
fo^ur — ,T inhaling deeply
fO£| ™ indicates flushing of 
water
gak — indicates belching
gik — n a barely heard
utterance
gacir — creaky
gicxr — squeaky
gurul — indicates rumbling
guldur — 11 gushing
gum — indicates a heavy fall
gumbur — M a thundering 
noise
gurul — indicates strong flow 
of water
haldir — indicates rough behaviour
hapir — n eating in
haste
haril — indicates state of being 
in haste
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hart — indicates biting fiercely
hatir “ M being unripe
ha^ir — M rustling
hik — indicates a hiccup
him — M a nasal twang
hi^ir — n a rustling noise 
or rough skin
hi^t — calling to attention or 
to keep quiet
hop — indicates jumping
hor — " snoring
homur ~ 11 grumbling
horul — n snorting
hopur — n drinking 
something noisily
hot — boo
hungur — indicates crying 
hup — gulp
katir — indicates hardness, 
to become hardened
kimil “ indicates continuous 
movements
kipir — indicates stirring
ki^ — shoo
kuqu — used in calling a dog 
kufur — indicates coolness
kut — bang
kutur — indicates freshness 
and firmness
mir — indicates humming
mini — indicates mumbling
mif|il — indicates sleeping 
deeply
lakir — indicates swallowing
langir movement of
something bulky
likir — indicates drinking quickly 
to quench one's thirst
lok — indicates slumping
lop — things in a bulk
lopur — n eating noisily
lup — indicates gulping
pat — n the noise of a
heavy fall
patir— indicates the noise of 
footsteps
pir — indicates fluttering of 
wings
piril ~ indicates shimmering
pirt — bulging
pisi — for calling a cat
pit — indicating a barely heard 
noise
pof — indicates a soft explosion
pof — n an unpleasant
smell
puf — indicates to swell suddenly
puf — 11 blowing out
candles, etc*
pufur — breezy
rap — indicates marching
sak — n clapping
j^ akir - 
f^angxr
ir a heavy rainfall
M breaking of glass, 
etc.
2\k
j^ ikir — indicates rainfall
j^ingir — 11 shaking of cups , glass , etc •
j|inl ~ H noise of water flowing gently
tak — indicates hammering something 
takir — indicates a lot of noise
tik — indicates tapping lightly on wood mainly doors
tikir — n manner of walking causing a continuous but light noise,
on high heels
tin — indicating hollowness
tingir — indicates a metallic noise
tip — indicates dropping of water from a tap at regular intervals
tis “ " silence
tiril — ” thinness
zangir — 11 strong trembling
zingir — u shaking
zink — indicates jerking
zip “ 
zir “ 
ziml — 
zirt — 
zonk — 
vicik —
jumping up and down
ringing of a doorbell
persistent, complaining voice
doing things suddenly, without a warning
throbbing
stickiness, mostly in connection with oil, mud
v m  — indicates noise of Ta flying bullet, arrow, etc.
viyak — 
viz — 
vizil — 
vizir — 
yuvar —
screaming of a baby
buzzing , also excessive speed
vibrating noise
swiftness
roundness
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